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ABSTRACT
\

Drawing on the considerable amatory content of 
antique literature a mysterious group of poets known as the 
troubadours conceived in eleventh- and twelfth-century 
Languedoc an idealized vision of love which they called 
fin?amors,' This new conception of love appeared in a 
society which conformed politically to feudalism in its 
most highly developed form, and socially to the ideal of 
chivalry. And while this society responded increasingly to 
the teachings of Christianity, rejection of its non- 
Christian origins surfaced in a general ambivalence in the 
treatment of sacred and profane material«

The literary and social phenomenon which we study 
under the denomination of "courtly tradition" has resulted 
from the combination and development of elements from 
feudal chivalry, fin?amors and Christian doctrine; 
initially, troubadour poetry was inspired by chivalric 
models and, repeatedly thereafter by its reflection in 
chivalric literature. By the same token, chivalry was 
slowly stimulated and modified by its troubadquresque 
image. As fin'amors interacted with chivalry in social 
and moral forms which ranged from cortezia in the South to 
courtoisie in the North, the two ideals, under the constant 
influence of the Church, gradually merged into courtly 

\ vi



vii
chivalry— the term we find most appropriate for expressing 
a Christianized vernacular literature based on Southern 
amatory ideals and set in a chivalric framework.

Courtly chivalry first appears in the Northern 
roman courtois, especially as it is developed by Chretien 
de Troyes, who attempts, to reconcile fin1 amors with 
Christian matrimony. The spirit of the trouveres, 
especially the Christianizing tendencies of Chretien, is 
best represented by the late thirteenth-century Roman de 
la Rose wherein we find the clearly developed concept of 
courtship as a prelude to marriage, an idea which will be 
emphasized by the revisers of Amadis de Gaula.

Due to its extended period of composition Cup to 
two hundred years), the Amadis constitutes an excellent 
example of the development of courtly tradition, that is, 
the manner in which the ideals of chivalry and fin*amors 
were combined and Christianized in the formation of 
courtly chivalry. Analysis of Amadis de Gaula leads us 
to two main conclusions: (1) based on abundant examples
of knightly and troubadour concepts the work must be 
considered to be, in many ways, an amalgamation of the 
ideologies of chivalry and fin'amors; and (2) the several 
revisions of primitive versions of the Amadis (which 
probably revealed an early Christian conscience), 
especially the one by Rodriguez de Montalvo, became 
increasingly moralistic and concerned with the aims of



Church doctrine. Proof of the second conclusion may be 
seen, especially, in the Christianization of various 
chivalric and troubadour topoi and in the implicit state
ment that romantic love, culminating in sexual conquest, 
is a prelude to Christian matrimony, and should be 
forgotten after the wedding rituals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During the preliminary investigations for this
study we became aware that Amadisean scholarship has .
largely been directed at the linguistic reconstruction of
the primitive Amadis;or, basing itself on a combination
of linguisticf biographical, and literary data, has been
engaged in lengthy polemics over the original author,

2language, and country of the work. Courtly, chivalric,

1, See Edwin B, Place’s four volume edition of 
Amadls de Gaul a (Madrid,. 1959—69)_ and his numerous articles, 
especially "^Montalvo autor o refundidor del Amadls IV y 
V?" in Homenaje a Rodriguez-Mohino (Madrid, 1966), 497-501; 
Marla Rosa Lida de, Malkiel, "El desenlace del Amadls 
primitive," Romance Philology, VI (19531, 283^89; Antonio 
Rodrlguez-Monino, A. Millares Carlo, and Rafael Lapesa,
El primer manuscrito del Amadls de Gaula (Madrid, 1957),

2. See, for example, A. F, Varnhagen, Da literatura 
dos liyros de cavalaria (Viena, 1872); Theophilo Bragg, 
Kistoria das novellas portuguesas de cavalleria; formagao
do Amadis de Gaula (Porto, 1873); Carolina Michaelis de 
Vasconcelos, "Geschichte der portugiesischen Literatur," in 
Groher, Grundrlss der romanischen Philologie, II, 2 
CStrasburg, 189.7)., 216^26, and Vol. II of Cancioneiro da 
Ajuda (Halle, 1904; rpt. Torino, 1966); Marcelino Men§ndez 
y Pelayo, Orlgenes de la novela, I (Madrid, 1905).; G, S, 
Williams, MThe Amadis Question," Revue Hispanique, XXX 
(1909)., 1-167; Henry Thomas, Spanish and Portuguese 
Romances of Chivalry (Cambridge, 1920); William J.
Ehtwistle, The Arthurian Legend in the Literatures of the 
Spanish Peninsula (London, 1925; rpt. New York 1975); M. 
Rodrigues Lapa, Ligoes de literatura portuguesas #poca 
medieval (Coimbra, 19551. Also, the linguistic study,
Ruth N, Fjelstad, "Archaisms in Amadis de Gaula" (State

1



religious, and even moral didactic elements have long been
cited by scholars in connection with the Amadis; but, for
the most part, these appear only as brief mentions or short
summaries which are part of longer historical studies,
plot, or character analyses, as for example in the studies
of W. J. Entwistle, P. Bohigas Balaguer, S. Gili y Gaya and 

1E, B. Place,"" To the best of our knowledge there exists 
no comprehensive study of the various aspects of courtly 
chivalry^— literary, ideological, and religious’— as they 
operate in Amadis de Gaula. We are convinced that the 
study of the process wherein the ideals of chivalry and 
finTamors were ultimately absorbed into the Christian 
tradition of premarital courtship, especially for its 
organization of complicated conceptual material, will prove 
to be a valuable guide for future studies in courtly and 
chivalric literature.

Since our primary goal is to show the courtly 
ancestry of the Amadis, that is, to place the work within 
the courtly tradition, it is essential that we start with a 
basic understanding of courtly tradition as it will be used

Univ. of Iowa, 1963). is one of the few dissertations done 
on the work during the last fifteen years.

1, See Entwistle; Pedro Bohigas Balaguer, ''La 
novela caballeresca, sentimental y de aventuras," in 
Historia general de las literaturas hispinicas, Guillermo 
Diaz-Plaja, ed. , Vol. 2 (.Barcelona, 1951) , 189-236; Samuel 
Gili y Gaya, "Las sergas de ExplandiSn como crltica de la 
caballeria bretona," Boletin de la Biblioteca Men§ndez 
Pelayo, .XXIII (1947) , 103-111; Place, Amadis de Gaula.



in the present study, and that we distinguish it from other 
essential and associated ideas, such as fin * amors, amour 
courtois (courtly love], cortezia, chivalry, courtoisie, 
and courtly chivalry. The broad literary and social 
process, which we call courtly tradition, developed from 
the lyric poetry of twelfth-century Languedoc, whose 
conception of pure and refined love (fin'amors) constitutes 
the ideological substance of the tradition. Evolving 
within the aristocratic medium of French and European 
courts", this tradition includes the Italian refinement and 
spiritualization of the troubadour ideal, its codification 
in treatises such as the De amore, and its Northern treat
ment by the trouveres, who incorporated it into a framework 
of Breton material (the basis for. the social ideal of 
courtoisie and the literary ideal of chivalry) and began to 
modify it in accordance with Christian philosophy into the 
social and literary ethic of amour courtois or "courtly 
love" (Christianized fin!amors). Finally, the merging of 
the literary ideals of chivalry and fin*amors (and the 
corresponding social ideals of courtoisie and cortezia) 
under the constant agency of Christian doctrine into 
courtly chivalry produces ideological syntheses such as 
the Roman de la Rose and Amadls de Gaula.

The purpose of Chapter II.is to provide the reader 
with a background in amatory literature in general and, 
specifically, in the troubadour conception of love which is



the dominant ideological substance in the courtly tradition 
of literature. In this chapter we begin to move toward a 
working definition of this tradition with the aid of 
important literary studies which have observed and 
classified its evolution (under the continuing influence 
of the Church and the refinement of social tastel not only 
in troubadour poetry but also in the works of Andreas 
Capellanus, ChrStien de Troyes, and Jean de Meun, Chapter 
XX also describes the spiritualizing and moralizing 
tendencies.of medieval literature, and shows how these 
have been explained not Only by medieval theology but also 
by contemporary theories on pagan (Ovidian) morality; even 
erotic literature (especially that of the troubadours, 
Chretien and Andreas) is often so ambivalent as to lend 
itself to both profane and religious interpretations. In 
fact, the secular and amatory ideologies of fin*amors and 
chivalry are gradually absorbed by Christian morality, -A. 
perfect example of this in literature is Jean de Meun's 
Roman de la Rose, in which these two ideologies appear 
fused into an ethical standard for social conduct that is 
clearly subservient to Christian doctrine. Courtly and 
chivalric gallantry in this didactic Christian work have 
been relegated to the premarital conquest of the Rose, or 
beloved^’-a courting ritual which Christians will thence^ 
forth practice up to (but no further than! the exchanging 
of sacramental vows which signals the end of courtship and



the beginning of the more stable relationship of matrimony. 
The Christianizing process of the combined ideals of 
chivalry and fin1amors is, therefore, central to courtly 
tradition and the development of courtly chivalry.

After the presentation of the principal components 
and influences of courtly tradition in Chapter II, Chapters 
III and IV take the reader deeper into the intricate and 
mutually enriching evolution that gradually brought 
together the secular ideals of chivalry and fin1 amors, 
through the agency of Christian morality, to form amour 
courtois, the love ethic which naturally corresponds to the 
social and literary ideal of courtly chivalry. While 
Chapter III focuses on the evolution of fin' amors within 
the courtly tradition (describing the emergence of courtly 
chivalry by means of a general clarification of the 
inconsistencies we have observed in scholarly treatment of 
the different ideals and concepts as they are variously 
affected by one another and by the concerns of social or 
religious morality), Chapter IV concentrates on the modi
fication of chivalry within the same tradition: the gradual 
subordination of chivalric heroism to ecclesiastical goals, 
and its constant stimulation and revitalization by the 
ideals of fin1 amors, to which it ultimately becomes fused.
Chapters III and -IV,— then-, are complementary and -contra---
puntal in their presentation of the continuous interplay



between the ideological components and' religious influences 
in the formation of courtly chivalry.

Since our study has required the summarizing and
unifying of a diverse and complicated literary and critical
body (and not the elaboration of theories or definitions
which ̂ relate the social and literary ideals of the Middle
Ageslf we have omitted textual explication of the French
works from Chapter 11, and literary examples from the
studies of ideological evolution in Chapters III and XV.
And, as regards the tangled historical and literary descent
of fin'amors through the French works to the Amadls, we
have omitted a complete genealogical study: the subtle
relationships and contributory influences of other medieval
genres, including epic poetry, the flos sanctorum, the Troy
novelistic cycle, and even the Breton antecedents to
Tristan and to Chretien’s Lancelot have already been firmly

1established by scholars and would be, at best, only 
peripheral'to our main goal which consists of identifying 
the "courtly" content of the Amadls. These elements have 
been so well defined for us in studies on the troubadours, 
Andreas and ChrStien that corroboration by other historical 
and tangential material would be superfluous. Thus, the 
specific purpose of Chapters II to IV is to analyze and 
develop by means of selected literary and critical rSsum^s

1. See, for example, Williams; Lida de Malkiel.



and documentation an orderly and consistent conception of 
courtly tradition arid its various components, influences, 
and repercussions. This highly organized if somewhat 
schematic working definition will enable us, in Chapter V, 
to place Amadis de Gaula positively within the tradition of 
courtly literature.

Chapter V shows how the various components and 
influences that were detailed in the earlier chapters 
manifest themselves in the accommodating compass of the 
four books of the Amadis. By means of a thorough analysis 
of the numerous elements of virtually unaltered fin' amors 
and of the equally abundant feudal and chivalric traits, 
the first two sections of Chapter V establish definitively 
the courtly filiation of the Amadis. Then, in the third 
and final section, the Christianization of this amalgama
tion of troubadour and chivalric ideals is carefully 
charted at various levels of a developing religiosity, 
whose well-documented growth in the Amadis must be explained 
by a composition period of up to two hundred years. (For 
example, religious statements are assumed generally to be 
older when expressed as formulas? a sermon-like aspect, on 
the other hand, tends to reflect more recent Orthodox 
thinking.} Chapter V, then, realizes the main objective 
of the study; to place the Amadis squarely within the 
courtly tradition, whose conception we develop and analyze 
in Chapters II, III, and IV as part of the socializing and



Christianizing process of the Middle Ages. Our specula
tions regarding the role of Garci Rodriguez de Montalvo in 
the composition of Amadis de Gaula, while based on studies 
by such critics as Gili y Gaya, Bohigas Balaguer, Lida de 
Malkiel, and Place, are by no means conclusive, but, 
rather, are meant to suggest the possibility of further 
studies which would compare and separate the distinct 
social and religious attitudes of the authors of the 
Amadis.



CHAPTER II

AN OVERVIEW OF AMATORY LITERATURE

Classical Antecedents to Fin’amors and the Dispute 
Over "Ovid Misunderstood11

The sensual and egotistical love of the Ancient
World, according to surviving data, was justified as a
means of procreation. We have examples of this lustful
"Biological" love not only in Ovid, but also in Lucretius,**"

2Horace, and Vergil. Moreover, passionate love as we find
it in the amatory revolution of eleventh-century Languedoc,
appears in antique literature only as a kind of tragic
dementia, as one of the symptoms of hubris or arrogant
pride, which invariably draws its victims down into a
morass of crime and misfortune. It is the affliction of

3the noble and tragic Medea, Phaedra, and Dido. It is 
commonly held that Ovid1s satire of romantic love cor
responds to the general view of his time that such passion

1. Durant W, Robertson, Jr., "The Concept of 
Courtly Love as an Impediment to the Understanding of 
Medieval Texts," in The Meaning of Courtly Love, ed.
Francis X. Newman (Albany, 1968), 1-18.

2. Durant W. Robertson, Jr., A Preface to Chaucer 
(Princeton, 1962), 394„

3. C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Loye (Oxford,
19.36? rpte 1958), 4? Andreas Capellanus, The Art of 
Courtly Love, trans. John Jay Parry, sed„ and abridged 
Frederick W. Locke (New York, 1957), iv.

9



10
is a sign of weakness and, hence, an object for ridicule. 
Ovid himself, whether seriously, ironically, or both, 
offers numerous examples of the advantages of uninvolved 
sex over compromised passion and the resulting complica
tions. In spite of these differences, the basic ingredi
ents for fin*amors were present in the love of Antiquity; 
but, as Huizinga suggests, in the eleventh century they are 
mysteriously rearranged and given a totally new emphasis:

Antiquity, too, had sung the sufferings of love, 
but it had never conceived them save as the 
expectation of happiness or as its pitiful 
frustration. . , . Courtly poetry, on the other
hand, makes desire itself the essential motif, 
and so creates a conception of love with a 
negative ground-note.

Critics usually cite the Ars amatorja and its 
sequel De remedia.amoris, the best known works of Ovid 
during the Middle Ages, as the principal.source of amatory 
wit during that period. This type of humor generally con
sisted in a ridiculous view of the victims of passionate 
love. Most everyone agrees that Ovid's recommendations for 
the neophyte lover in the Art of Love are not to be taken 
seriously; and that, far from writing as a moralist, Ovid 
wgs attempting to amuse his public through the satirization

.1. Andreas Capellanus, The Art of Courtly.Love, 
intro., trans., and notes John Jay Parry (New York, 1941),
5.

2. Johan Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages, 
trans, F. Hopraan (London, 1924; rpt. New York, 19.54]l, 107',
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of contemporary treatises on love. Ovid? s influence on
writers such as Chr6tien de Troyes and Andreas Capellanus
and, to a lesser extent, on the troubadours, may also have
arrived indirectly through numerous works spawned by the
Ars amatoria, particularly the Pamphilus de amore and the

2Nuns of Remiremont (Concilium Romarici Montis).
Since scholars have long agreed that, in the Ars 

amatoria, Ovid was attempting to amuse his reader, the real 
bone of contention, then, lies in the validity of a deeper 
moral interpretation beyond the immediate comic impact of 
the work? whether it was merely "a bit of fooling which 
should never have been taken seriously, but often was" 
or whether Ovid's humor was in fact an ironic device for 
highly moralistic statements, notably on human sexuality 
(which were uniquely compatible with Christian doctrine!, 
and whether serious medieval authors, notably the trouba
dours, Andreas and Chretien, actually understood Ovid’s 
’’moral irony" and perpetuated it as a literary tool for 
making their own orthodox statements C"Any serious work 
written in the Middle Ages th^t does not overtly promote

1, Lewis, 6i Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love 
0-941), 4? Francis X, Newman, ed.., The Meaning of Courtly 
Love (Albany, 19681, -vii,

2, William A, Neilson, The Origins and Sources of 
the Court of Love (Boston, 18991, 170 ff? Lewis F» Mbtt,
The System of Courtly Love: Studied as an Introduction to 
the Vita Nuova of Dante (Boston, 1896)", 55—56.

3, Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love (1941), 4.
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St. Augustinef s doctrine of charity will be found, on close

Xexamination, to be doing so allegorically or ironically").

The Troubadours and the "Newness" of their Conception
The poetry of the troubadours, which appeared in

eleventhscentury Languedoc, has been referred to tradi-
2tionally as "Provengal»" It is thought that the natural

resources of Languedoc, a rich and sonorous language and a 
temperate climate, had been essential for this unique

1. E. Talbot Donaldson, Speaking of Chaucer 
[London, 19701, 159, citing Robertson's oft stated 
premise*~=-which he himself rejects. See the numerous 
articles in which Robertson makes this point; "The Doctrine 
of Charity in Medieval Literary Gardens: A Topical 
Approach through Symbolism and Allegory," Speculum, XXVI 
(1951) , 24-49? "Amors de Terra lonhdana," Studies in 
Philology, XLLX (1952), 566—82? "The Subject of the De 
Amore of Andreas Capellanus," Modern Philology, L [1952- 
53)., 145-61? "Five Poems by Marcabru," Studies in 
Philology, LI [1954), 539—60? " Chr #t ien * s' d i g  § s ~and the 
Oyidian Spirit," Comparative Literature, VII [1955), 32—42? 
also, "The Concept of Courtly Love," 3« Cf« Lewis, 8,

2, Manuel Mil#, y Fontanals, De los troyadores en 
Espana (Barcelona, 1861? rpt. 1966), 22—23? Alfred Jeanroy, 
Le po§sie lyrique des troubadours. 2 vols. [Toulouse,
19.341, i; 53-58? Martin de Riquer, La 1tries de los 
troyadores [Barcelona, 19481, 1, vii, n., 3. The adjective 
Occitanic [from oc, "yes") and the toponym Languedoc [used 
in the broad sense of all Southern France) are now con
sidered to be more precise than the respective Provengal 
and Provence, for neither the first nor the majority of 
troubadours were from this region. Although Occitanic
may be more accurate than Provengal and other terms which 
ha,ve been applied to the troubadours and their language 
[e.g.., romans, limousin, meridional, auvergnat, poitevin, 
etc.1, for the sake of tradition, and of convenience, we 
shall continue to use Provengal in our references to the 
literary production of Languedoc,
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lyrical flowering. This poetry has long been an object of
literary criticism: initially for the cancionero compilers

2of the thirteenth to the sixteenth centuries, and later,
' 3for four centuries of Provengal scholars whose studies 

preceded the famous article in which Gaston Paris attempts 
to define amour courtois as the adulterous love he finds 
in Chretien de Troyes' Lancelot.^

The notion that the troubadour lyric was sympto
matic of an unprecedented "new feeling" of deep psycho
logical and philosophic significance has been exemplified 
in a celebrated statement by the critic C. S. Lewis:

1, Milci y Fontanals, De los trovadores, 36.
2, Riguer, x-xi; Robertson, Preface, 392? Charles

H. Grandgent, Dante Alighieri (New York, 1966), 95.
3, For example, those of Bembo and Castelvetro 

(Italian provengal scholars of the sixteenth century). \ 
Friedrich Diez, Die Po£sie der Troubadours [Zwickau, 18261 
and Leben und Werke der Troubadours (Zwickau, 1829)? Abel- 
Frangois Villemain, Tableau-de la littgrature au moyen-age,
2 vols. (Paris, 1830)? Claude Fauriel, Histoire de la 
Gaule m#ridionale sous la domination des conguGrants 
germains (Paris, 1836), Histoire litt§raire de la France 
(Paris, 1847), and Histoire de la po#sie provengale^ 3 vols. 
(Paris, 18461? MilS y Fontanals, De los trovadores and 
Ristoria polltica y literarla de los trovadores (Madrid, 
1878^79L? Jos§ Coll y Vehi, La s&tira provenzal (Madrid, 
1851)? Karl Bartsch, Peire Vidal1s Lieder (Berlin, 1857), 
Grundiss zur Geschichte der provenzalischen Llteratur
(Elberfeld, 1872)., and Chrestomatie Provengale (Fiberfeld, 
1868)? Ernesto Monaci, ed., Ancora di Jaufre Rudel (Rome, 
1894)..

4. Gaston Paris, "Lancelot du Lac II: Le Conte 
de la Charrette," Romania, XII (1883), 459^534.
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French poets, In the eleventh century, discovered 
or invented, or were the first to express, that 
romantic species of passion which English poets 
were still writing about in the nineteenth.
They effected a change which has left no corner of 
our ethics, our imagination, or our daily life un? 
touched, and they erected impassable barriers 
between us and the classical past or the Oriental 
present. Compared with this revolution the .
Renaissance is a mere ripple on the surface of 
literature, •*-

The new ideology, which scholars have tried to decode from 
the Provengal texts, appears to be directly at variance 
with the social and historical conditions from which it 
emerged:

Cette po§sie prSsente des caracteres particuliers 
gui en font un Strange et dSconcertant paradoxes 
loin de s’expliquer par les conditions ou elle 
naguit, elle semble en contradiction absolue avec 
ces conditions, Eclose dans une sociStS profon- 
dSment christianisSe, ou la morale la plus pure 
est prechSe par un clergS tout puissant gui en 
surveille Stroitement la pratique, ou les liens 
de famille sont tres forts, ou la loi civile fait 
a la femme une situation des plus humbles, elle 
ignore ou foule aux pieds les conventions 
sociales aussi bien gue 11 esprit de 1'Evangile, 
change un amour coupable, adultere au moins dans 
ses aspirations, et ne chante gue lui, abaisse 
enfin I ’homme aux pieds de la femme, dont il 
n 1est plus gue le jouet ou 1 ’esclave.

In view of the Christian atmosphere in which the troubadours
lived and wrote, scholars have been particularly puzzled by
the adulterous ideal of pure love, which they called

1, Lewis, 4. Cf. Karl Vossler, Mediaeval 
Culture; An Introduction to Dante and His Times, trans,
W. C, Lawton, 2 vols, (New York, 1929), I, 299.

2. Jeanroy, I, 62,
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fln'airiors, so freely expressed in their poetryt In subse*- 
quent chapters CITI and IV1 we shall consider fin;amors and 
its various elements in greater depth, especially as it 
affects and is affected by the medieval institution of 
chivalry, and insofar as these two ideologies interact and 
approach one another, under Church influence, during the 
development of the courtly tradition of literature.
Finally, in Chapter V we shall examine the elements of 
fin1amors which entered Amadis de Gaula unchanged and 
demonstrate the extent of their Christianization or 
modification as a part of courtly tradition,

Chretien's Lancelot and the Initial 
Definition of Amour Courtols

The importance of Chretien's role in the definition
of courtly love stems from the above mentioned article
which Gaston Paris published in 1883,^ Here, the French
critic offers three main sources for the mysterious new
concept of love; (1) Ovid's "misunderstood” parodies on
love; (2) social innovation in twelfth century French
courts; and (3) the "new" poetry which suddenly burst

2forth during that period. In his analysis and definition 
of courtly love Paris makes the first puristic distinctions 
between several types of love. His method is to define

1, Paris.
2, Ibid, Also Newman, vii-viii.
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courtly love by saying what it is not: This special kind
of love is not the "simple, ardent, natural" passion of
Tristan et Xseult (free of the subtleties of Lancelot);
nor is it the gallant sentiment of Benoit de Sainte-Maure’s
poetry, nor of Gautier d'Arras’ Roman d ’Eracle, nor even
the "ideal and conventional" love of the earlier poems of
ChrStien himself. It is rather, he declares, "cet amour
exaltS et presgue mystique, sans cesser pourtant d ’etre
sensuel" which is synthesized in Lancelot.̂

In his article Paris also explores the>intricate
relations between the figures of Eleanor of Aquitaine,
Marie of Champagne, and Andreas Capellanus? and arrives
at a specific definition of the courtly experience and
psychologyt-’-leaving to posterity a term which, as such, may
not have been current in troubadour times despite the
embarrassing single example which has been found in the

2work of Peire d ’Auvergne. Since the appearance of the 
Paris article, Chretien's poem has served for critics as 
prototype and best known example of the literary genre of 
courtly love.;

1. Paris, 519.
2e That is, cortetz’amor-~commented on by 

Alexander Dencmy, "Courtly Love ^nd Courtliness," Speculum, 
XXVIII (1953), 46? Moshe Lazar, Amour courtois-et fin’amors 
dans la litterature du XlTe siecle (Paris, 1964), 22? 
Donaldson, 154. '
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Paris reduces the essential characteristic of 

courtly love to four points:
1. It is a furtive and illegitimate sort of love, 

accompanied by a gnawing fear on the lover’s part 
of losing the beloved, of offending or being un
worthy, The lady is superior by virtue of the 
personal risks she runs in accepting the lover's 
attentions.

2. The latter's position, hence, must always be 
inferior, his bravery and dexterity notwithstand
ing. He will be in a constant state of tremulous 
anticipation; and as much as she may adore him, she 
is perforce diffident and capricious, even dis
dainful and unjust, as a perennial reminder that, 
if he fails to live up to standards [i.e., "the 
code”Lr he runs the risk of losing her.

3. Spurred ever onward by his senher,^ the courtly 
lover-knight must perform deeds of increasing 
bravery to be worthy to serve her. The procedure 
and conduct of the lady, though cruel and 
capricious, are aimed at the refinement of thei
lover and of the emotion which both share.

1. Lazar, 12, 105, explains the usage of the 
masculine senher and midons [meus dominusj as part of the 
senhal or convention of the "cover name." Cf. Denis de
Rbugemont, Love in the Western World, trans. Montgomery 
Belgian [New York, 1940)., 80-81.
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4. In sum, this love is designed to be an art, a 

science, and a virtue which conforms to special 
ethical standards.^

Chretien’s Amour Courtois in the Light of 
Moralizing Theories'

There has been considerable disagreement about
whether the love represented in Lancelot was consistent
with ChrStien’s overall attitude toward love and with his 

* 2notion of matiere et sens? .and over the moral position of 
the French poet with regard to the love concepts that may 
have been pressed on him by Countess Marie and her

3associates. And, whereas the Lancelot has been called 
"the flower of courtly tradition in France," or even an

1, A paraphrasing of Paris’ four-part definition 
(518-191> Cf. the "trois principes hi§rarchiques" into 
which Myrrha Lot-Borodine, "Sur les origines et les fins du 
Service d ’Amour," in Melanges de linguistique et litt#rature 
offerts a M. Alfred Jeanroy (Paris, 1938T7 223-42 has 
organized Paris’ findings: (11 the moral principle under
lying the emotion of love? (2) the idea that love, being an 
end unto itself, is a gift which seeks no recompense? and 
(3) the superiority of the beloved over the lover, which 
results naturally in the cult of the former.

2 „ William A. Nitze, "Sans et Matiere dans les 
oeuvres de Chretien de Troyes," Romania, XLIV (1915—19171,
14 ff? F. Douglas Kelly, Sens and Conjofuture in the 
Chevalier de la Charrette (Paris, 19661? Paris, 463.

3, Lazar; 245-46? J. Frappier, Yvain ou le 
Chevalier au Lion (Paris, 1952), 74? Hermann J. Weigand, 
Three Chapters on Courtly Love in Arthurian France and 
Germany (Chapel Hill, 1956? rpt. New York, 19661, 51, 
n. 17. Cf, Lewis, 24,
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"artistic" recommendation of adulterous love,  ̂ there are
others who have applied moralizing theories to the various
works of ChrStien, especially the Lancelot, on the
principle that he, like most medieval writers, wrote as a

2devout Christian, Thus it has been suggested that the
work may represent an ironic criticism of courtly-chivalric 

3topoi ’— particularly of how a destructive and evil love
can reduce a strong man to a fainting and weak-willed 

4lackey? and that its author left it unfinished as a mute
protest against the adulterous love he had been obliged to 

5portray.
If Paris is right and Lancelot, mainly for its

representation of adulterous love, is the finest example
of courtly love, how then may we qualify the love presented
by the romancier in the other romances? May they not also

6represent aspects of courtly love? On the other hand,

1, Lewis, 23, Also Trappier, cited by Lazar, 243.
2. Cf. Classical Antecedents to Fin8Amors, above. .
3, D. H. Green, "Irony and Medieval Romance," in 

Arthurian Romance, ed. D. D. R. Owen (New York, 1970), 49-
64.

4. A. H. Diverres, "Some Thoughts on the Sens 
of Le Chevalier de la Charrette," in Arthurian Romance, 
ed. D. D, R. Owen (New York, 1970), 24—36.

5, Ibid,
6. Theodore Silverstein, "Guenevere, or the Uses

of Courtly Love," in The Meaning of Courtly Love (Albany,
19681, 80-81,



proponents of the moralistic interpretation are authorized 
by the we 11 r-documented sacro-profane dualism of an age 
which, as so many studies have shown, was capable of pro
ducing (within troubadour poetry alone) examples ranging 
from open sensuality to the highest degree of spirituality* 
In a careful analysis, Mosh# Lazar shows that the several 
romances (with the exception of Perceval) lend themselves 
nicely to what the critic identifies as Chretien's amour 
courtois conjugal as opposed to the adulterous fin'amors 
which he was obliged to portray in Lancelot and to which he 
was no doubt morally opposed. The romances that deal with 
the couples Erec and Enide, and FSnice and Cliges, he shows, 
reveal the author's argument that love can be morally 
justified as an enhancement to marriage (through the 
exercise of sen and mezura) and his strong objections to the 
adulterous fin'amors (1'amour-passion) of Tristan et
Iseult. Lazar maintains that Cliges represents a Tristan

2"revu et corrigS.11 The most highly developed statement of

1. See, respectively, the poems of Bernart Marti, 
a,nd Marcabru and Jaufre Rudel, Also E, Hoepffner, Les 
poesies de Bernart Marti (Paris, 1929)? Dimitri Scheludko, 
"Anlasslich des Liedes von Raimbaut d 'Aurenga Cars douz," 
Archivum Romanicum, XXI (1937), 285-97? Carl Appel, 
"Wiederum zu Jaufre Rudel,11 Archly fur, das Studium der 
neueren Sprachen und Literatur, CVTI (1901), 338^49 and
11 Zu Marcabru,'' Zeltschrift fur Romanische Philologie, XLIII 
(1923), 403-69? Robertson, "Amors de Terra lonhdana," a,nd 
"Five Poems by Marcabru." Cf. J. Frappier, Chretien de 
Troyes, L 'homme et 1'oeuvre (Paris, 19571, 141,

2. Lazar, 225 ff,
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Chretien's ideas may be found in Yvain (which Lazar would
subtitle "1' SgalitS des epoux""*") , where the author tries to
reconcile his concept of married love with chivalric

2heroism motivated by courtly love. Finally, Denomy has 
seen in Perceval (which was not a romance of courtly love 
but rather an allegorical treatment "of the supernatural 
life in its quest for God"} a repudiation of the adulterous 
love of Lancelot, consistent with other medieval recanta
tions.^

Whether or not Chretien may have violated his
personal moral code in order to maintain favor with his
courtly superiors, he was nevertheless very much a
conscious artist who comprehended perfectly the ambivalent
ideal of twelfth-century Languedoc--an ideal of refinement
and ennoblement through love that was both ascetic and

4sensual, agonizing but ecstatically pleasurable. A keen 
perception enabled him to reconcile ideologically opposed 
elements; "juxtaposer dans son roman courtois sans trop 
d ’invraisemblance dans la peinture d'un meme hSros 
1'Snergie qu'exige sa prouesse incomparable et 1'apathie

1. Ibid., 245 ff.
2. Ibid., 199-252.
3. Alexander J. Denomy, The Heresy of Courtly 

Love ( N e w  york, 19471, 54.
4. Frappier, Chretien, 145-46. and La po#sie 

lyrique en France aux XIIe et XIII® siecles-, 2 vols.(Parrs, 19491, II, 95ff. ' ' '
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d'un amant extatique, soumis a une d±vxn.it§ toute- 
puissante."^ And despite the variety of moralizing 
interpretations to which the poem has lent itself, the 
general belief persists among scholars that Lancelot 
continues to provide the best synthesis of the ideals of 
Languedoc:

The story of the Knight of the Cart is the 
high-water mark of Courtly Love = This knight 
has not only all the virtues of gentle breeding 
--valor, generosity, largesse, discretion, 
coupled with physical beauty and grace of speech 
and manners, he is not only willing to endure 
shame, humiliation, and torture on his lady's 
behalf, but beyond this he bears even his lady's 
displeasure without a murmur and honors her 
every caprice by unquestioning obedience. She 
on her part feeds the flame of the„spirit that 
inspires him to do the impossible.

But, on final appraisal, ChrStien is no servile imitator
3of troubadour themes. We have already cited, i n .this

regard, his repudiation of Lancelot's adultery in favor of
conjugal love. In addition, he varied the theme of the
fatality of passion, found both in Tristan and troubadour
poetry, by giving the lover free will in the choice of his 

4lady.

1. Frappier, Chretien, 126.
2. Weigand, 14, Also Frappier, Chretien, 142-44.
3. Frappier, Chretien, 218,
4. T. P. Cross and W. A. Nitze, cited by June H. 

Martin, Love's Fools: Aucassin, Troilus, Calisto and the 
Parody of the Courtly Lover (London, 1972), 3. Also, 
Robertson, "The Subject of the De Amore," 155? Frappier, 
Chretien, 218-19.
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A Digest of the Philosophical and Theological 

Background of Andreas and the Troubadours
One of the earliest and certainly most widely

publicized classifications of love in Western civilization
was made by Saint Augustine. Taking his knowledge of Neo-
Platonism from Saint Dionysius the Areopagite, Augustine
conceived of the universe in terms of two diametrically
opposed elements, matter and spirit? and the soul, by
nature and definition desirous of the supernatural state,
struggled perpetually to escape from its fleshly bonds.
The Christian saint defined the term love both as a good
and an evil emotion? and perhaps such teachings may account
for the Medieval concepts of cupiditas and caritas as

2opposite manifestations of love. Caritas, the yearning 
for the supernatural, was much akin to the benevolent agape 
in which God envelops creation. Human love, he maintained, 
can be the source of all good since it contains the 
vestigium divinae caritatjs, the congenital "vestige of 
divine grace" by which man is able to reproduce his own 
kind. Cupiditas, the antithesis of caritas, was rather 
like eros (but more complicated) insofar as its passion for

1. Silverstein, 82-83.
2. John F. Benton, "Clio and Venus? An Historical 

View of Medieval Love, " in The Meaning of Courtly Love
(Albany, 1968), 29.
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the material was kindled by an ideal image, quite similar 
to the Platonic form.^

In the light of these theological concepts it is
' 2easy to understand the troubadour's exaltation of love,

as well as Andreas Capellanus1 many corroborations of its 
3virtue, Even so orthodox a scholar as Denomy does not

doubt the sincerity of the troubadour belief in love as the
fount of all good and virtue, even of chastity, in spite of
the blasphemous and adulterous elements he observes there.^
For example, a topos found in troubadour poetry and the
romans of ChrStien alike, considers it the highest honor to
be chosen for the service of love by the god Amor, who

5enslaves only the noblest of hearts.
By the Middle Ages, love had far outgrown its 

Augustinian definition. Looking through the texts of that 
period we find all sorts of nuances and shades of love that

1. Karl Rahner and Herbert Vorgrimler, Theological 
,Dictionary, ed. Cornelius Ernst, trans. Richard Strachan
(New York, 1965}., 266; Robertson, Preface, 397; Robertson, 
"The Subject of the De Amore," 148. Cf. Vossler, I, 303.

2. Denomy, Heresy, 24-25, n. 10, and 27; Rougemont, 
124-25. . 1

3. Andreas Capellanus, Andreae Capellani regii 
Francorum de amore libri tres, ed! e! Trojel (Copenhagen, 
1892; rpt. Castelld de la Plana, 1930), 15, 38, 49, 69, 97, 
etc.

4. Denomy, Heresy, 25̂ -27 and "Courtly Love," 46.
5. See Lewis, 31-32, for specific examples from 

Yyain and Cliqes.
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testify to the general confusion which reigned even among 
scholars and theologians: amor mundi, amor dei, amor 
dominae, amicitia, amour propre;^ and, if we are to believe 
Andreas Capellanus, the troubadours made subtle dis
tinctions between amor purus and amor mixtus. The concept 
of amicitia, so important for Christian society during the 
Middle Ages, is best understood by studying its definition 
in the writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas. According to the 
theologian, it was unnatural and sinful to feel toward a 
woman the passion or longing that is appropriate only
toward God and the angels--which is precisely what the

2troubadours did. On the other hand, amicitia, an emotion
free of longing, and passion, is the only love one may

3properly feel toward equal or inferior beings. According 
to Aristotle, we find that the "friendship" between spouses 
may occasionally attain that commonly enjoyed.by "good 
men"? ̂ and in the Medieval epic we find examples of 
amicitia in the strong feudal ties between knights or a

1. Lazar, 54? Francis Lee Utley, "Must We Abandon
the Concept of Courtly Love?" Medievalia et Humanistica,
3 Cl972)., 317.

2. Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Creative 
Mythology (New York, 1968), 178; Rougemont, esp. 71 ff, 124; 
M. Payen, Les origlnes de la courtoisie dans la litt#rature 
franqaise, 2 yols, (Paris, 1966-67), I, 22. Cf« Campbell, 
176; Denomy, Heresy, 32, n. 30, and 55; Rougemont, 136-37.

3. Vossler, I, 302, 303.
4. Aristotle, cited by Lewis, 4.
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king and his vassal. This simple and egalitarian emotion,
then, was quite acceptable to the early Christian church

2for the marriage relationship„ Thus the declaration of
Andreas Capellanus, that amicitia (the conjugal affection)
can never attain the intensity of true love, places him
squarely on the crossroads of two traditions^-^-pagan

3antiquity and Christianity,

Andreas .Capellanus and the De Amore
Critics have usually cited the marriage of Eleanor 

of Aquitaine (granddaughter of duke William, the first 
known troubadour) to prince Louis VII of France, to explain 
the introduction of troubadour themes into the North during 
the twelfth century. Of Eleanor's several children, Marie 
was the most efficient disseminator of her mother's 
literary and social ideas; and through her marriage to 
Henry of Champagne, it is thought, the court of Troyes 
became a literary and cultural sounding board for Southern 
themes and love theories, where writers such as Chretien de

4Troyes and Andreas Capellanus went for aid and protection,

1, Lewis, 9; Charles Williams and C, S» Lewis, 
Arthurian Torso (Oxford, 1948; rpt. Norwich, 1969), 55-56,

2. Benton, "Clio and Venus," 33, .
3. Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love (1941),

100-101,
4, Ibid,, 13, Gustave Cohen, Chretien de Troyes 

et son oeuvre (Paris, 1948), 82, 89,
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In opposition to the established belief in the

involvement of Eleanor and Marie with Andreas and Chretien,
much of which had been suggested in Paris' seminal study,
John Benton and others, representing a skeptical, perhaps
more realistic point of view, have largely discredited
these traditional relationships including the old idea of
Champagne as a cultural center at which aristocratic ladies
in "quasit-judicial assemblages . . . settled subtle
questions galantes in accordance with the strictures of

2the code of love." According to Benton, there is no hard
evidence that either Marie or her court were unusual or
unorthodox, or that they advocated so revolutionary a
social and literary ideal as amour courtois. Nor is there
any proof "that Marie ever saw her mother or communicated
with her after Eleanor left the court of France when Marie
was seven . . , ." Moreover, Andreas was probably chaplain
at the royal court and not at Troyes ? and since the De -amore
"was probably written about 1186 when the chaplain Andr# no
longer appears in court records, we could not assume that

3the author wrote for Marie." And, while the De amore has

1. Paris.
2. Newman, viii.
3. John F. Benton, "The Court of Champagne as a 

Literary Center," Speculum, XXXVI (1961), 551-91, esp. 580 
and 58 9. See also, Arpad Steiner, "The Date of the 
Composition of Andreas Capellanus1 De amore," Speculum, IV 
Cl929] , 92-95,
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long been thought to be a reliable codification of
fin1 amors (considering the chronological proximity of
Andreas to the troubadours) , **" doubts have arisen in recent
years over the reliability of Andreas as an interpreter of
troubadour thought (which in fact he never pretends to be).
The greatest errors, say recent critics, have been to
treat the Chaplain1s work "not as literature, but as

2history or sociology . . .," and to interpret the
troubadours through his writings, to the point of making

3the two seem synonymous.
Unlike his contemporary and countryman ChrStien, 

Andreas does not appear to have been repulsed by the love 
doctrines he lavishly propounds in the De amore. In fact, 
both his religious vocation and supposed erudition have 
been seriously doubted on the basis of statements to the 
effect that clerics make the best lovers (not to mention 
his own claims as a seducer!1, and on the basis of the 
mediocre rhetorical, classical, and theological content of

4his treatise. Nevertheless, his De reprobatione amoris 
(the final section of the De amore in which he formally

1. Alexander J, Denomy, "Fin1 Amors; the Pure
Love of the Troubadours, Its Amorality and Possible
Source," Mediaeval Studies, VII (1946), 160.

2. Donaldson, 158.
3. Lazar, esp. 56, 119.
4. Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love (1941),

18^20,
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condemns the entire content of the first two sections) 
constitutes one of the most startling examples of the 
medieval palinode, and represents for many critics a con
vincing demonstration of his faith^ as well as an attempt 
to reconcile reason (philosophy) with religious faith in 
accordance with the Averroistic "doctrine of the.double 
truth. "^

Taken literally--as a set of rules governing the 
courtly lover^— the De amore appears to be a manual of 
refined seduction whose author, from the outset, proposes 
to instruct his male reader in the art of winning the lady 
of his choice. The latter is chosen in the lover’s heart 
according to the natural laws of love, the premise on 
which the Chaplain bases his treatise:

Love is a certain inborn suffering derived 
from the sight of and excessive meditation upon 
the beauty of the opposite sex, which causes 
each one to wish above all things the embraces 
of the other and by common desire to carry out 
all of love’s precepts in the other’s embrace.

The necessary accoutrements of the potential seducer include
"a beautiful figure, excellence of character, extreme

1. Lewis, 41^-43? Robertson, "The Subject of the 
De Amore," 161? Robertson, Preface, 395.

2. Denomy, Heresy, 45, 52; Alan Gunn, The Mirror 
of Love; A Reinterpretation of the Romance of the Rose 
(Lubbock, 1953), 477-78. ' •

3. Cap ell anus, The Art of Courtly Love (.1941), 28.
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readiness of s p e e c h . W h i l e  Andreas is full of praise
for the first two items, it is to the third, "fluency of
speech" and "an elaborate line of talk," that he directs

2his didactic energies. The main topics treated by Andreas
include the four stages in the attainment of love; the
ennobling effect of love; love vis-a-vis religion and/or

3marriage; amor purus and amor mixtus. Of special 
relevance to Christian morality is the celebrated jugement 
d ?amour which rules that love is impossible between married 
persons.;

This declaration, the idea of amor mixtus as a 
corollary to amor purus (amor purus permitting all physical 
delights— kissing, embracing, and nude contact between 
lovers^save the surplus or "final solace," and amor mixtus 
permitting also this ultimate consummation)., and the con
cluding recantation from "worldly love" have been used to 
support both the view that Andreas was defending marriage 
or, at the very least, was advocating sexual equality,^ 
and the theory that he was, in reality a stern moralist who

1. Ibid., 33,
2, Ibid., 35, Also Weigand, 19,
3, Weigand, 20-23.
4. Don K, Frank, "The Corporeal, the Derogatory 

and the Stress on Equality in Andreas' De Amore,"
Medievalia et Humanistica, 16 (1964), 30-31, 38,
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2.censured fin’amors through the use of irony. The general

hypothesis of "moral irony" in medieval literature is,
nevertheless, beset with difficulties, especially when
one considers the work of Andreas upon which this theory
so strongly depends. In spite of the palinode (which may

2be, after all, merely a literary convention ) his patent 
lack of religious conviction arid his attempts at reconciling 
Frauendienst or "service of women" with Christianity hardly

3qualify him as "a good disciple of St. Augustine"? and • 
they can not be lightly explained away as irony per

4antifrasim, the simple affirmation through negation.
Just as literary historians are divided over 

Lancelot, then, so they differ over the interpretation of 
the De amore. Benton divides the various opinions into 
three main schools of thought which would make Andreas (1) 
both a chronicler of aristocratic life at Eleanor’s court 
of Poitiers and a serious-proponent of the "art of courtly 
love," C2) an artistic humorist-satirist, or (3} an austere 
critic of fin’amors as directly opposed to Christian

1. See the numerous articles of Robertson 
expressing this opinion, cited on p. 12, n. 1.

2. Lewis, 42^43.
3. Donaldson, 159. Also Lewis, 40.
4. Utley, 301, 320-21, 322? Benton, "Clio and 

Venus," 31, 37? Donaldson, 159-60.

\
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charity. "As long as this disagreement is unsolved, "
Benton states, "the De Amore, like Chretien's Lancelot,
will be an unsure guide to the literary attitudes or

2practices of feudal courts." As in the cases of Ovid 
and Spain's Arcipreste de Hi,ta> we are aware of a commit
ment to art, on one hand, and perhaps, to the exposition 
of amatory doctrine on the other. But these two alterna
tives are hopelessly confused by the moral overtones of

3the palinode and the two-fold possibility of satire — to
4say nothing of the Religion of Love parody. Since the 

moralizing Christian message in Amadis de Gaula is so 
clear (especially in Books III and TV), the multiplicity 
of alternatives which has so divided literary historians 
over Andreas and other medieval authors will not compli-

5cate our study of this work.

Chivalry, -Fin'amors, and the Roman de la Rose
There appeared during the Middle Ages three dis

tinct but overlapping secular "systems" or ideologies 
which were, in order of appearance, chivalry, fin'amors,

1. Benton, "The Court of Champagne," 580.
2. Ibid., 480-81.
3. Weigand, 19,
4. See "A Critical Reappraisal of Early Defini

tions," in Chapter III.
5. See Chapter V.
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and the modification and enrichment of the first two in 
the philosophy of the Roman de la Rose, Each one of the 
three ideologies attempted in its own way to refine man’s 
spirit by restraining and rechanneling his baser nature; 
and to provide through the formalization of erotic life, 
and its ideal reflection in literature, fashion and con
versation, a standard for conduct that was both noble and 
suitable for social coexistence. Within the medium of 
Christian society, the first two ideologies gradually 
blended together to form courtoisie, which represented both, 
the ideal of aristocratic and courtly behavior and the 
literary spirit of courtly chivalry« In Chapters III and 
IV we shall examine what is known of the historical and , 

conceptual origins of chivalry and fin'amors and the mutual 
and reciprocating evolution of the two ideologies which 
will characterize the development of the courtly tradition 
of literature.

The work that best embodies the theory and spirit 
of courtoisie is the late thirteenth-century Roman de la.. 
Rose whose first part, by Guillaume de Lorris, was for two 
centuries or more responsible for aristocratic concepts of 
love (despite the undeniable misogyny of its continuation 
by Jean de Meun, the cause of heated French literary

1. Huizinga, 108-109,
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debates during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.^
Gone is the earlier chivalric ideal of asceticism. The
work is sensual, and its object is sexual conquest. But
the love object is no longer the married woman, and the
sophisticated and decadent courtesan theories of the De

2amore have been replaced with young, virginal love. The
lengthy allegory-laden conquest of the rose, an obvious 

3sexual symbol, reflects a spirit of "refined frivolity 
and open cynicism" but is carried out in accordance with 
the dictates of the courtly code, of which it represents

4not a negation but rather the modification and enrichment.
But the Roman de la Rose is, in its continuation by 

Jean.de Meun, also a solidly Christian work. It represents, 
perhaps, the greatest social application of the "spirit of 
Christian romance," that is, of the spiritualizing ten~

5dencies of medieval vernacular literature. In spite of 
contradictory and confusing statements that have led 
scholars to consider Jean de Meun as a cynical apologist

1. Ibid.,, 115, 1271 Katherine M., Rogers, The
Troublesome Helpmate (Seattle, 1966), 61.

2. Gunn, 427, n. 8.
3. Ibid., 191-94, 214-15.
4. Huizinga, 126. Also, 108.
5. Christopher Henry Dawson, Mediaeval Religion 

(New York, 1934), 110-116, and Religion and the Rise of 
Western Culture (New York, 1950T7 188-89; R. W, Southern,
The Making of the Middle Ages (New Haven, 19641, 240;
Payen, I, 47.
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of sensuality, a denouncer of marriage and an outright
misogynist, the author was undoubtedly a severely
moralistic social reformer who opposed seigniory in favor
of fairness and equality between spouses and the "fulfill-'

J 2ment and maintenance of love in IfruitfulJ marriage." Of
very similar attitudes to Meun, Garci Rodriguez de Montalvo
has done with the courtly chivalry of Spain what the author
of the Roman de la Rose accomplished in France. The
Christianization of the ideals of chivalry and fin? amors
in the Roman de la Rose and Amadis de Gaula, as we shall
see in subsequent chapters, represents what Lewis has
called "the triumphant union of romantic passion with

3Christian monogamy," and sets the guidelines for Christian 
courtship and marriage that will remain vigorous more than 
five hundred years later.

1. Huizinga, . 113-15; G. Par#, cited by Gunn, 349.
2. Gunn, 349-55.
3. Lewis, 345.



CHAPTER III

COURTLY DEFINITIONS AND THEORIES; A CONCEPTUAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF COURTLY TRADITION

The Troubadour "System"
Nowhere in their poetry do the troubadours indicate 

that they ever wrote in accordance with a specific 
ideology. In fact, the only formal codification we know 
of was written by Andreas Capellanus, a cleric who lived 
after the important part of troubadour poetry had been 
completed. Yet, many students of courtly love write so 
freely, or vaguely,. of "codes" and "systems," that it would 
almost appear that the troubadours followed the specific 
rules laid down by some phantom theorist.,'*' We should be 
aware, then, that these so-called "systems" may be no more 
than arbitrary sets of social and ethical standards which 
modern^-^-perhaps biased— critics have extrapolated from 
troubadour texts»

Critical Vagueness in the Use of the 
Term Courtly Love

In addition, critics have been inconsistent in 
their use of the term courtly love. Whereas Lewis boldly

1. This is true, to varying extents, of the 
studies of Paris, Lewis, Rougemont, Gunn, Denomy, Mott, 
etc. Cf. Lazar, 56-57, 119,

36
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reduced Paris' four-part description of amour courtois to

*the oft maligned but unsurpassed four-term definition
(Humility, Courtesy, Adultery, and the Religion of Love),
he seems inclined to dodge the expression in favor of the
less compromising if equally vague "new feeling," and the
no less, hazy Courtesy and Frauendienst«̂  Service d*amour

2has been another favorite alternative, although a service
amoureux (also called the "feudalization of love" by 

3Wechssler )-^corresponding to Lewis' first term, the
Humility of the lover— is often referred to by Languedoc
poets,^ Other critics have equated amour courtois with
cortezia and amour-passion, a n d  made it synonymous with 

Gcourtoisie. The use of the expression "courtly chivalry,"
7 8applied to the De amore, the misleading "chivalric love,"

and even that convenient literary and conversational term

1. Lewis, 1-7-43.
2. Lot-Borodine.
3. Edward Wechssler, Das Kulturproblem des

Minnesangs, vol. I: Minnesang uhd Christenturn (Halle, 1909).
See also Stuart Y. McDougal, Ezra Pound and the Troubadour 
Tradition (Princeton, 1972), 123.

4. Jeanroy, I, 90-94.
5. For example, Rougemont, 71,
6. For example, J. Wettstein, cited by Lazar, 22.
7. Rougemont, 23.
8. Gunn, 461; Ezra Pound, The Spirit of Romance 

(Norfolk, Conn, , 1952) , 94.
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"chivalry," may be justified perhaps by the confusing but 
undeniable ties between the courtly and chivalric tradi
tions,^ but it also seems to indicate a critical uneasi
ness with courtly love and an imperfect grasp of the 
relationship of courtly love to other medieval secular 
ideologies. Finally, the critics themselves have fostered 
the vagueness of the concept of courtly love by applying 
the term indiscriminately, without regard for nation or 
epoch?

Clearly we find contradictions galore when we 
range beside each other all of the following 
writers? the troubadours (who themselves differ 
despite attempts to codify them as pioneers), 
the trouveres, and the popular poets; the dolce 
stil nuovo and Dante’s transcendence of it (or 
his own several stages); the German Minnesinger 
and the Ovidian treatise writers; the twelfth, 
thirteenth, fourteenth centuries and the Renais
sance derivatives including Petrarchism (the 
last so often glibly separated from its courtly 
forbears); the romances and those anti-romances 
the fabliaux and the Roman de Renard, the 
massive body of late medieval a l l e g o r i e s . ^

A Critical Reappraisal of Early Definitions 
It is clear that the "position infSrieure" of the 

lover before his lady, the "superiority gul’ilj ... lui 
reconnait" in accordance with "cet amour exalt# et

1. Chapter IV will present a closer examination 
of these.

2. Utley, 317.. See similar remarks by Lazar, 23, 
101; Silverstein, 86,
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presque mystique", described by Paris,"*" inspired not only 
the Humility of Lewis’ definition but his Religion of Love 
as well. For Lewis, this "religion"— which begins as 
parody but may become a serious rival to the Church—  
brought a dimension of imagination to aristocratic experi
ence; through it the lover achieved "a temporary escape, a 
truancy from the ardours of a religion that was believed

2into the delights of a religion that was merely imagined." 
Huizinga had expressed this view earlier by stating that 
cortezia was for the nobility what religion was for ordinary 
people; having the courtly ethic as their cultural 
standard, aristocrats were possibly less dependent on 
religion.

While recognizing an increasingly spiritual tone in 
their later poetry (addressing himself no doubt to Lewis’ 
fourth: term], Jeanroy stresses that these formal likenesses 
are not proof of the precocious spirituality others have 
deduced among early troubadours, and which he feels would 
complicate gratuitously their fundamentally sensual 
philosophy; "Ils ne connaissent rien, ne veulent rien 
connaitre en dehors de la femme aim@e? ils 1’entourent d'un 
culte qui n ’est pas d§nu6, surtout a 1’origine,

1. Paris, 518, 519? also Npwman, Preface, vi.
2. Lewis, 21.
3. Huizinga, 109.
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d 1aspirations sensuelles ... . Other scholars, too, have 
criticized the term love religion, especially in its mis
leading evocation of orthodox religion— overlooking, it 
would seem, Lewis’ straightforward justification of his 
expression on the basis of parody: "to think of it as a
direct colouring of human passions by religious emotion

2would be a . . . %grave] error."
For most critics, however, the least acceptable 

part of the Paris and Lewis definitions continues to be 
the claim of adultery. Although Lewis has shown how a
Churchr-repressed medieval mentality might be inclined to

3 • 4idealize illicit love — married love being sinful — and
adultery occurs often enough in courtly literature (if
only to cite Tristan et Xseult and Lancelot), apparently
many scholars remain unconvinced:

Such a definition of courtly love as C. S. Lewis's 
seems to be the result of a confusion)on his part 
of literary criticism with supposedly historical 
facts which he derived mainly from the earlier 
literature he was examining. Adultery is in his 
definition because he thought it an historical 
fact, not because it applies to the main body of 
the works he considers. . , . only Lewis's craft
as a writer can make one fail to notice that in 
the remainder of a large book . , , there is very 
little adultery? of the four essential

1. Jeanroy, II, 96, Also, Lazar, esp. 61.
2. Lewis, 21.
3 , Ibid . , 13 ..
4, Ibid., 14-15.
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characteristics of courtly love the most 
exciting seems to have been still-born.^

But the early definitions of courtly love have by no means 
been repudiated altogether. Certainly the strong state
ments of Mosh€ Lazar in support of the adulterous heart of
fin1amors would seem to restore prestige to the older 

2definitions. Most probably Paris1 characterization will
continue to be required reading for students of medieval
literature. And Lewis still receives grudging respect from
his severest critics;

Even the abused definition of C. S. Lewis . . .  
works well in three of its components. Humility 
is both an appropriate. Christian and feudal 
virtue? Courtesy cannot be denied to a system of 
precepts which perpetually asserts its aristo
cratic bias and its association with one court 
after another? the Religion of Love is rein
forced by the use of the pagan gods . . .. and 
by the constant reciprocity between the literal 
ture of divine and human love.3

The Problem of the Definition of Courtly Love

At this point in our study of courtly love we are 
well aware of the ideas of certain critics who would either

1. Donaldson, 156, 158. Cf. Utley, 318: "most 
of us will concede that the term adultery in Lewis1 
definition and in most commentators since Paris has been 
overplayed."

2. Lazar, 13, 54, 74, 255.
3. Utley, 317-18,
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totally deny the existence of courtly love, or would at
the least seriously limit its modern definition and reduce
the importance that it has been traditionally thought to

2have for the Middle Ages. In spite of documentation
3showing the impracticality of medieval adultery, and the

unlikelihood of courts of love in twelfth-century 
4Languedoc? and notwithstanding hypotheses which attribute 

the concept of courtly love to Renaissance or even 
nineteenth-century morality ("the great burgeoning of 
interest in courtly, immoral love . . . occurred at a time
when sexual morality was . . , threatening .... to replace 
all other forms of morality--in the late nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries,"^1the preponderance of critical 
opinion seems to point to "a common attitude toward love" 
in medieval works.^ Aware that the anti-courtly position 
of these critics may be simply a clever means of getting 
attention, one scholar warns that "rejection of the term 
courtly love will not sweep the social phenomena and the

1. See, for example, the work of D. W. Robertson, 
Jr., esp. Preface, "The Subject of the De Amore," and 
"Chretien's Cliggs."

2. Donaldson and Benton, for example.
3. Robertson, "The Concept of Courtly Love," 1-2? 

Benton, "Clio and Venus," 24-25.
4. Benton, "The Court of Champagne,"
5. Donaldson, 163. Also Robertson, "The Concept 

of Courtly Love,” 17.
 ̂ 6. Robertson, Preface, 392,



literary expression under the rug."1 Indeed, the present 
state of confusion is such that there is not just one 
courtly love "but twenty or thirty of them, warring with 
theories of divine love and with popular reductions , , .

This general lack of accord may be due in many
cases to a tendency among medievalists to extract
specialized theories and concepts from limited textual
sources, and to interpret the troubadours’ fin’amors in
the light of subsequent courtly literature, latter intel-

3lectual sophistication, and modern prejudices. Scholars
must therefore undertake a

serious housecleaning, where we roll up our 
sleeves and go to work bringing together the 
multiple and variable evidence with all the skill 
we have for careful reading, including philology 
and linguistics, patristic exegesis, glosses 
literary and artistic,rhetoric, historical 
externals, the variety of medieval philosophies, 
a sense of the value the past has for the present, 
and plain common sense.^

Since so monumental an undertaking goes far beyond the
purposes of this study, we shall limit our examination to
existing scholarly theories and definitions. In view of
the great diversity and number of the latter, however, we
shall begin with an appraisal of those terms which

1. Utley, 299, 322.
2. Ibid,, 322,
3. Lazar, 54-56, 99-101, 119? Jeanroy, II, 98-99.
4. Utley, 322, See also Silverstein, 83.
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traditional scholarship has associated most closely with 
courtly love; chivalry, courtoisie, cortezia, and fin’amors. 
There is no disagreement on the existence of these terms, 
but, as we shall see, critics have frequently failed to 
draw clear cut distinctions between their respective 
concepts.

Social and Moral Aspects of Courtoisie
According to the scholars, the earliest examples

of the familiar French words courtois^courtoisie are found
during the twelfth century; its northern forms corteis-
corteisie are recorded during the last quarter of the
century, the Provenqal cortes^cortezia having been docu-

1mented twenty to twenty-five years earlier. While the two
terms are etymologically homogeneous, their semantic
eyolution is at variance. Denomy and Lazar, the only
critics who, to my knowledge, have analyzed the meanings of
courtoisie, find that early in its evolution it took on two
basic senses, one social and the other ethical or moral.
In their most general usage courtoisie and courtois

2C"courtliness" and "courtly" } comprehend the aristocratic
3social ethic of "polite conduct," "the virtue and the

1. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 47? Rougemont, 71.
2. Denomy, "Courtly Love."
3. See Lazar, 23; "Au sens social, il indique le 

caractere d'une classe d ’hommes." Frappier, cited by
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2ideal of tfie chevalier.11 In their more restrictive moral 

usage, on the other hand, courtoisie-courtois, as a scholar 
has observed, conform perfectly both to the troubadours’ 
cortezia in the South, and in the North to the trouveres’ 
corteisie, in the sense of "un ensemble de gualit#s et de 
vertus ... invariablement opposS a vilania."

Most critics, in the view of Denomy and Lazar, have
3been unaware of these distinctions. For example, H. Dupin, 

and before him M. S. Galpin, had lumped together indis
criminately chi valric and troubadour values:

observation du salut, du baiser et du cong#, 
pratique de 11accueil et de 1’hospitality, 
loyauty et fidyiity, bonty et pitiy, douceur, 
liberality et largesse, joie, souci de la 
renommye, mesure, amour et, dans cet amour 
meme, application des vertus courtoises, tels 
sont, croyons-nous, les yiyments, tous les 
yiyments de la courtoisie, s'ils n ’en sont 
pas 1'achevement.

The image that Dupin gives us of courtoisie, concludes
Lazar,

est fausse et confuse. Fausse, parce qu’elle 
n ’accorde pas a 1 11 amour sa vraie place et passe 
sous silence la fin'amors des troubadours?

Lazar, 22; "iCourtois] est employy ... avec une valeur 
large ... lorsqu’il se rapporte d'une fagon gynyrale a la 
morale chevaleresque et aux yiygances de la politesse 
mondaine ... ,”

1. Denomy,. "Courtly Love," 63,
2. Lazar, 23, 27.
3. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 47? Lazar, 44,
4^ H, Dupin, cited in Denomy, Courtly Love," 

46r'47 and by Lazar, 44-45. Cf, M. S. Galpin, in Lazar.
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confuse, parce qu’elle confond chevalerie et cours 
d'amour, courtolsie des classes fSodales et 
cortezia des chantres de I5amour extra-conjugal.

Another scholar has defined cortezia as "la ’conduite
parfaite du noble' ... la forme que prennent dans la

2 •soci6t6 chevaleresque les quatre vertus cardinales ... ."
Due to the traditional confusion between the two sets of
values, we have found similar misapprehensions in most

3studies on courtly love, in view of which we feel that 
Denomy's restrictions are valid: Rather than with the 
social aspects of courtly chivalry, cortezia was "con
cerned primarily . . . with moral worth and moral perfec
tion . , , Iwith] the ethical aspect of behavior. There
is nothing of le salut, le baiser, le congg, 1 1accueil, 
with the niceties of social intercourse, nothing of the 
politesse recherch6e of the chivalric ideal.

The greatest problem encountered by modern scholar
ship in the definition of courtoisie-cortezia lies in the 
overwhelming similarities between them. These similarities 
may be explained in part by the evolutionary contact 
between the chivalric and courtly traditions.5 Undoubtedly,

1, Lazar, 45.
2, Wettstein, cited by Lazar, 33,
3, Lazar, 17-18, 21, 22, etc,
4, Denomy, "Courtly Love," 63.
5, See " Critical Vagueness in the Use of the Term 

Courtly Love," above.
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confusion has been increased by the patent lack of lexical
precision in the poets themselves who, to the dismay of
today's logical minds, use both senses of courtoisie in the 

1same poem and, in general, appear to juggle with gay
abandon terms, concepts, ideals, virtues:

Les troubadours n '@taient pas des thSoriciens et 
n 'Stablissaient pas des distinctions entre 
certains termes gu'ils rSpStaient frSquemment 
et qui, tres souvent, Staient plus ou moins 
synonymes, se colorant les uns les autres. ...
Ces differentes qualit#s [courtoises] dependent 
6troitement 1'une de 1'autre et s'enrichissent 
mutuellement.

Accordingly, the texts themselves all too often fail to
support scholarly conclusions:

en vain chercherions-nous une logique et un 
systeme dans la maniere d'associer ces divers 
termes. Si chez un troubadour c 'est 1 'Amour qui 
engendre Joie, Jeunesse et Courtoisie, chez un 
autre c'est la Cortezia qui dispense Amour,
Jeunesse et Mesure, et chez un autre encore, ce 
sera Joie que fera naitre Amour et Cortezia,

Distinctions based on a moral or a social interpret
tation, however, inevitably run into other difficulties.
Since the words "moral" and "ethical", are both rooted in
etymons meaning."custom," which in turn carries social

i

overtones, such interpretation is subject to wide over
lapping , as the scholars themselves seem to admit:

1. For example, Thomas d 'Angleterre, cited by 
Lazar, 24-25.

2. Lazar, 26, 27.
3. Lazar, 27,
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cortezia is concerned primarily with the moral 
side of behavior, with liberality, moderation, 
fidelity, rather than with the social aspects 
of life- It is true, one may interpret its 
observance of moderation in word and act, its 
avoidance of what ill befits, as applying to 
social decorum.
jMalgrd la distinction gue nous venons d ’6tablir 
entre ce qui appartient a 11 institution 
chevaleresgue en g§n§ral et ce qui est propre a 
la littSrature d 1 amour courtois ... dans la 
courtoisie telle gue la comprenait la chevalerie,
11 aspect 6thique occupait une place importante.2

Perhaps an unconscious awareness of conceptual and semantic 
overlapping may explain the many misleading or vague expres
sions and statements we find in the studies of Denomy and 
Lazar. For example, the description of courtoisie as a 
"social and moral" or "ethical and moral" ideal,^ and of 
cortezia as "toutes les vertus et toutes les qualit§s 
morales d ’un parfait chevalier"?  ̂generally confusing 
statements, such as "1? idSal social et moral" or "Sthique

5et social de la chevalerie," "11enseignement moral et 
social Ides troubadours]"?^ and the puzzling acceptance, 
with equally puzzling reservations, of Wettsteih's 
definition; "L’on peut accepter la distinction Stablie par

1. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 63.
2. Lazar, 25,
3, Denomy, "Courtly Love," 46, 47,
4, Lazar, 26— my italics. Also 32
5, Ibid., 10, 21.
6. Ibid,, 28,
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Wettstein: ’I ’id^al chevaleresque est un id§al moral,
11id@al courtois un ±d#al esthStlque et §rot±que,’ en 
ajoutant toutefois que 1 'aspect moral n'est pas toujours 
absent de 1'idgal courtois."

Finally, it seems that Denomy and Lazar may have 
overlooked a logical conclusion to their analyses of 
courtoisie. The confusion of terms, concepts, social and 
moral senses might have been approached by comprehending 
the chivalric and troubadour traditions within a dynamic 
historical relationship. While laying.bare numerous facts 
pertaining to the notions of chivalry and fin*amors, the ■ 
two scholars seem always to fall short of stating un
equivocally the continuum or process by which these two 
ideologies gradually approached and mutually enriched one 
another,

Originally, the association of courtoisie with, the
social modes of chivalry was probably more prevalent in the
North than in the South. (The old French texts cited by
Denomy and Lazar, in the main, show corteis-cortois with

2a "social” or "chivalric" connotation. ]_ By the same token, 
even though the moral sense of courtoisie was also known

3to both the North and the South, its application was at

1. J. Wettstein, cited by Lazar, 45, my italics.
2. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 47; Lazar, 25-26.
3. For example, Lazar, 26, shows that Thomas 

d *Angleterre knew it.
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first probably greater in its assumed Southern birthplace, 
where people were less militarily inclined"1" and perhaps 
less aware of chivalric decorum:

La chanson de croisade n ’est gu'occasionnelle- 
ment et tardivement une chanson ou intervient la 
fine amor. ... Les chansons de croisade en langue 
d'oc sont presque toutes exclusivement religieuses 
— ce qui est une preuve de plus, que les 
troubadours ne font quf occasionnellement de la 
prouesse guerriere un m§rite amoureux. II n ’en 
va pas de meme en terre d ’oil-

Later on, the Northern poets, the trouveres, reveal an 
increasing familiarity with the Southern version of 
courtoisie, while chivalric values* take deeper root through
out the country.^

In general, by showing the inconsistencies in their 
own fine distinctions, by revealing both consciously and 
unconsciously the conceptual and semantic overlapping 
between chivalryr-courtoisie-cortezia, the two scholars hint 
at a conceptual evolution, a gradual ideological rapproche
ment. The facts are abundantly and accurately exposed; it 
is we who must draw the conclusions. The following quote is 
indicative:

II n'est guere ais§ de determiner avec precision 
la valeur exacte du mot cortezla. II nous apparait

1. See Lewis, 11-12, citing Fauriel; Jeanroy, IT,
83-84.

2. Payen, I, 46.
3. Marcabru (cited by Lazar, 24), for example, had 

used cortes in both its moral and its social connotations, 
in the latter instance opposing it to vllas..
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tantot coirane une notion qui englobe toutes les 
vertus et toutes les qualitSs morales d !un 
parfait chevalier (g@n§rositSf humility, loyautS, 
bravoure, etc.], tantot comme 11un des 616ments 
d ’une morale a laquelle 1’amant doit s’astreindre 
s’il veut m@riter le titre d ’amant courtois,
Dans ce dernier cas, nous trouvons le mot 
cortezia au milieu d’une suite d ’attributs tels 
que jovens, mezura, pretz e valor, pretz e donar, 
etc. Faut-il alors prendre cortezia au sens de 
politesse mondaine, noblesse de caractere, 
soumission devant la volontS de la dame?

The statement most nearly resembling a realization of a
mutually enriching evolution, offered by Denomy— "By the
fourteenth century, there is clear evidence that courtoisie
is synonymous with curialitas, the nobilitas morum, the
cardinal worldly virtue . . .  of the chevalier, the
embodyment IsicJ of the social and ethical ideal of 

2chivalry" --while indeed suggesting a new or different 
chivalric ideal which is at once social and moral, un
fortunately is not presented as a major conclusion.

Despite the uncertainness of their subject, however, 
Denoirty and Lgzar have attempted to elucidate the semantic 
and conceptual nature of courtoisie. First of all, they 
are in agreement that it may in general be interpreted 
socially or morally— the social sense being more often 
associated with chivalry, and the moral, sense with the 
troubadours, Proceeding from this assumption, Denomy goes

1, Lazar, 26,
2. Denomy, ”Courtly Loye," 48,
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on to offer a definition which, save for one reservation, 
Lazar believes to be the clearest and most acceptable 
distinction between courtoisie (i.e., the social institu
tion) and cortezia (an ideology)t "cortezia is an ideal and 
a virtue of the courtly lover? courtoisie is the virtue and 
the ideal of the chevalier. In Lazar’s opinion, the term 
cortezia is not only, as Denomy insists, "a specific and
particular virtue" on the same level as other courtly

2virtues (e.g., valors, pretz, jois, francheza), but 
carries also "une valeur collective et groupe en elle-meme 
toutes les autres vertus courtoises.

Cortezia and Fin’amors
Denomy’s conception of cortezia as "a specific and 

4particular virtue" is a difficult one notwithstanding. If 
indeed cortezia is "an ideal and a virtue of the courtly 
lover how could we explain or define its composition 
without referring to the other courtly virtues? Certainly, 
Denomy’s ambivalent characterizations could be applied 
equally to a singular or collective interpretation. The

1. Ibid,, 63? Lazar, 45-46.
2. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 62.
3. Lazar, 45.
4. See above,
5. See above.
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statements that ”cortezia arises from love . „ . or that
"cortezia is listed among the attributes that have their

2origin in love" fail to deal with the intrinsic nature of
cortezia. May we not then conclude with Lazar that
cortezia is simultaneously a single and a collective
courtly virtue which, as we have seen, has often been
confused with courtoisie?

Courtoisie et cortezia ... ont de nombreux points 
communs mais il s’en faut gu’elles soient 
absolument identiques. Celle-ci connait des 
principes et des pr@ceptes que celle-la ignore, 
et vice-versa.

Exactly what these "principles" are, however, we find that
even Lazar is less than specific. Although he often states
that cortezia is distinct and should be distinguished from

4courtoisie, fin!amors, and amour courtois, Lazar fails 
also to provide us with a list of the specific characteris
tics of cortezia, and of the points where it diverges from 
courtoisie and the other concepts„ As we shall see,
Denomy and Lazar's representation of cortezia is at best 
partial and contradictory.

In the first place, as we have seen above, we can 
safely eliminate from the essential concept of cortezia

1. Denomy , "Courtly Love,
2. Ibid., 50.
3. Lazar, 33.
4. Ibid., 33, 46, 253-54.
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elements of social protocol (le saintf le baiser, le cong§,
11accueil, and 11 hospitality), and those values reflecting
a social morality (bont§, piti6, douceur, loyautS, and 

Xfid#lit6). On the other hand, liberality and largesse, 
le spuci de la renommye and mezura "sont autant de

2qualitys communes a la Courtoisie et a la cortezia."
The troubadours themselves quite frequently identified 
cortezia with mezura (moderation) either as consisting in

3its observance (Peire Vidal) or as its direct equivalent
(Folquet de Marseille)»  ̂ To the last four characteristics
of cortezia we may add pretz e valorr—*a troubadour formula
whose exact meaning is unknown—^although, we learn, these
are not "virtues" engendered by cortezia but are rather its

5"effectsf" its "distinguishing marks."
Finally, we arrive at the confusing distinction 

between cortezia and fin1amors. Deriving its origin from 
the mystical philosophy of Avicenna, Denomy has described 
the troubadours' finfamors as the teaching that (sexual1 
love is "the font and origin of all good in this world , . .

1. ibid. , 4 4 Also, Denomy, "Courtly Love, " 63; 
above, p. 46.

2. Lazar, 44, Also, Denomy, "Courtly Love," 63,
3. Cited in Denomy, "Courtly Love," 57,
4. Cited by Lazar, 28,
5. Lazar, 33,
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the font and source of all goodness and w o r t h , I f  we 
assume, then, the collective value of cortezia suggested by 
Lazar— interchangeable as we have seen with Denomy's notion 
of it as a single virtue— we must conclude that it is 
practically indistinguishable from fin1 amors as it is 
conceived by Lazar:

a), la cortezia est 1 'apanage de I'homme gui 
aime selon le code de la fin1amors;

b) la fin1amors est la source de toutes les 
vertus: mezura, jovens, jois, cortezia, pretz e. . 
valors, donars, etc,^

Still, remembering Lazar1s caveat,^ we must not be too
hasty in concluding that cortezia and fin1 amors are
synonymous. The difference may perhaps be explained by
the proportion that "La courtoisie est pour la chevalerie
ce gue la cortezia est pour la fin1amors,"  ̂and by the
relation of the notions jovens and joi to the broader
concepts.

Speaking in terms too general, Denomy describes 
jovens and joi as "a virtue and a habit , , . arising from" 
or "resultant upon love"^r-r-which unfortunately does not

1. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 46, 49. Cf. Denomy, 
Heresy, 26: "It is a love that is . . . regarded as produc
tive of every virtue and every good."

2. Lazar, 28, See also Lazar, 45-46? Denomy, 
"Courtly Love," 62-63,

3. Lazar, 33, 46, 253—54.
4. Ibid., 33,
5. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 45,
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relate them specifically either to cortezia or fin1amors«
This is especially true since it appears that Denomy uses
"love" to refer to either one of the latter two concepts?
and it is quite possible that he may not distinguish
between them. In another proportion, however, Lazar
specifies that "Joi signifie la cime de la fin' amors, tout
comme Jovens reprSsente.11apog§e des vertus exigSes par la qcortezia" ^ a  statement which he explains elsewhere as a
basis for distinguishing fin1 amors and cortezia;

c'est un fait digne d ’etre not# que les poetes 
purement lyriques dont 1’unique inquietude #tait 
la fin’amors et non la morale sociale, n ’ont pas 
adopt# la notion de jovens. Celle^ci est done 
un SlSment essentiel de la cortezia et non pas 
de la fin’amors.̂

We are back, then, at the social-moral criteria for
ideological distinction. Whereas earlier we saw that
cortezia was judged as having greater moral concern than
courtoisie, here we find that, being the primitive ideology
of the troubadours, fin’amors is a degree more ethically

3oriented than cortezia, its more social offspring. And 
though jovens, as all other virtues, may originate in 
fin’amors, having a chiefly social purpose it is not 
essential to fin’amors.. Joi, on the other hand, conforms

1. Lazar, 116.
2. Ibid., 43.
3. Ibid., 25.
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perfectly to the moral part of cortezia, and being "le
fruit de la fin1amors, son couronnement," is an essential
characteristic of fin1 amors.

It should by this time be clear that the use of
"moral" for the purposes of this distinction refers to the
broader sense of basic human worth and integrity and not to
the restricted sense of "Christian morality," The "social"
and "social morality" part of the distinction, on the other
hand, is related to "Christian morality"; in the thirteenth
century, for example, social morality and Christian morality

2were essentially synonymous,
Denomy1s theory of fin1amors includes an awareness

of Christian morality, especially in the troubadours1 idea
of the ennobling power of love:

It may well be , , , that their idea that sexual 
love is the font and origin of all good in this 
world is modelled on the teaching of the Church 
that divine love or grace is the source of all 
supernatural good, merit, and worth,

which clashes with Lazar1s concept of fin1 amors as a pure
ideology having nothing to do with moral improvement in the
Christian sense. Deceived by troubadour rhetoric, a guise
to bring respectability to a renegade and heretical cult,

1, Ibid,, 116.
2. Cf. above, "Social and Moral Aspects of 

Courtoisie."
' _ 3. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 46. Also, Denomy,
"Kin1 Amors," 142.
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Denomy "se refuse ... a admettre que la fin'amors se fonde 
sur le d§sir de la possession physique, que le d§sir ait un 
autre objet que celui d 1accroitre les vertus et la valeur 
morale des amoureux» "

Fin'amors and Amour Courtois
Ft would appear then that fin1amors, the pure and

original ideology, suffered an evolution as it spread North
from Languedoc. On the one hand, it joined with the

2chivalric tradition, enriching it to form a social ideal 
known both as courtoisie (corteisie) and cortezia, depend
ing on its geographical region and according to its social 
or moral content. (I.e., in the general chivalric and 
aristocratic ideal of courtoisie the social aspect was more 
important? the moral aspect was foremost in the troubadours' 
cortezia.) On the other hand, this essentially adulterous 
love doctrine^ suffered an important formal change in the 
hands of the trouveres. Whereas the earlier troubadoprs 
may not have been significantly affected by Christian 
morality ["Les troubadours ... ne consideraient pas leur 
conception de 1' amour adultere comme immorale et blamable. 
Ils ne cherchaient pas a la concilier avec la morale

1. Lazar, 73.
2, Ibid., 21,
3. Ibid., 54.



chrStienne" •*") , it appears certain that under the powerful
influence of the latter the Northern poets rejected the
adultery of the original fin'amors and reconciled their
sensual concept of love with Christian matrimony. In this
respect, we find an early trend toward the synthesis of
moral and social virtues that will occur with the trouveres,
especially Chretien, in Marcabru's view that jealous
husbands and sensual and carnal love are the greatest

2enemies of jovens, This modified form of fin '.amors will
permit the idealization and "courtly" conquest of the
bride-to*-be, and could in theory continue throughout
married life. If such an evolution is valid, as indeed it
appears, we must conclude with Lazar that "la fine amour
des trouveres est cet 'amour courtois' que nous rencontrons
dans les romans,"^ and that the elusive courtly love
represents, in fact, the Christianization of fin'amors?

La fjn'amors, consid§r@e du point de vue de 
1'Eglise, est une h@r§sie et une idSologie 
immorale. L 'amour courtois (d'un Chretien de 
Troyes, par exemple). est parfaitement moral du 
meme point de vue chr§tien, car il concilie la 
courtoisie et 1'amour conjugal.

The confusion and imprecision surrounding courtly 
love, as with the other concepts, are overwhelming. One of

1. Ibid,, 255.
2. Ibid., 37,
3. Ibid., 267,
4. Ibid,, 255.



the most frequent and misleading generalizations, as Lazar
notes, is to call it an "art of love. " Denomy, too, shows
how misconceptions have resulted from the interpretation
of the adjective courtois as "belonging to, emanating from,
for and in a c o u r t . W h e n  the same adjective is applied
to "love" such an interpretation tends "to draw it into
the orbit of courtliness. , . . Courtly Love then becomes

3just one more quality or element of courtliness , . , ."
He therefore suggests that, while the two connotations may 
incorporate many of the same ideals, to apply indis
criminately courtois to literature or poetry, and to "love," 
is "to confuse Courtly Love and courtliness, to fuse the 
courtly poetry embodying courtliness and its attendant
virtues with the courtly love poetry embodying Courtly 

4Love." In this regard, Lazar has listed a number of
expressions which bear out the distinctions made by Denomy
in the use of courtois:

L 1expression amour courtois, comme I'a signal# 
le Pere Denomy, semble avoir #t# introduite dans 
la critique litt#raire par G. Paris, alors qu'on 
ne la trouve attestSe dans la poSsie des 
troubadours qu’une seule fois. ..... Certes, 1 'on 
trouve dans la lyrique provengale des expressions 
telles que: chanson courtoise, saison courtoise,

J L .  Ibid. ,21.
2. Denomy, "Courtly Love," 46.
3. Ibid., 47.
4. Ibid. Cf« Payen, I, 51.
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temps courtois, pays courtois, parler courtois, 
etc.; mats 1’amour y est qualifiS veral'amors, 
bon1 amors  ̂ fin' amors y etc.-*-

• VOne would almost have to conclude from this line of reason
ing that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries it was 
unnecessary, perhaps redundant, to speak of amour courtois 
since, in the minds of the troubadours and trouveres, the 
very idea of amour presupposed the "courtliness" of its 
participants„ The only "true" love was "courtly" by 
definition.

1. Lazar, 22,



CHAPTER IV

CHIVALRY AND THE COURTLY TRADITION

The Emergence of Chivalry in Feudal Society
The most serious setbacks to European civilization 

occurred during the approximate period of the seventh to 
the eleventh century which historians have called the "Early 
Middle Age" or the "Dark Age." Between the fifth and 
seventh centuries the remnants of the old Roman Empire had 
collapsed into a state of economic, political, and spiritual 
disintegration. Although partial relief came during the 
eighth and ninth centuries through the efforts of Frankish 
rulers to restore order and learning in the West, after the 
death of Charlemagne, the greatest of the Carolingian line, 
Europe soon reverted to Its former chaos. Partly respon
sible for this breakdown were fresh alien incursions: 
Saracens from the south, Scandinavian pirates from the 
north, and from the East hordes of Slavs, Magyars, and 
Bulgars.

During this period of darkness and decay a system 
known as feudalism, based on military vassalage and land 
tenure, evolved to meet the most urgent needs of society-— 
domestic protection and the maintenance of a minimal food 
supply. An amalgamation of Romanic, Germanic, and possibly

6"2
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Celtic customs, feudalism contained elements of stability
and strength which initially made possible the recuperation
of local order, and ultimately a general recovery through-

%out Western Europe-'-economical, politicalf and spiritual.
In accordance with the highly stratified nature of

feudal society it was the lot of the humblest classes to
perform the less desirable tasks in exchange for the
military protection they received from the warlike
aristocracy, (Despite the aristocratic myth that virtue
was the province of nobility, history has revealed the

2fundamental parasitism of the class. )
Although "nobility of blood" was not adopted by 

feudal aristocracy until after the thirteenth century, 
there were from the outset two factors determining 
nobility:

property f by which a man entered into a set of 
relationships determining his place in society? 
and knighthood, by which he assumed responsi
bilities and privileges denied to those outside 
the ranks of the fraternity. The property 
relationship was born in the act of homage? 
the knightly relationship in the act of initia
tion to knighthood.3

From the very beginning, then, chivalric ideals were to
conflict with the materialistic values of feudalism.

1. The information for the above two paragraphs is 
from Carlton J. H. Hayes, M. W. Baldwin, and C. W. Cole, 
History of Western Civilization (New York, 1963), 114-131.

2. Huizinga, 57-67, esp. 59-60,
3. Southern, 110-11,
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With the evolution of feudal society and customs, 

the lord^vassal relationship became more complicated and 
the military agreement acquired greater importance..
Despite his privileged position at the top of society, the 
nobleman was, neverthelessmore bound by restrictions than 
his serf:

The most highly privileged communities were those 
with most laws. At the bottom of society was the 
serf, who could least appeal to law against the 
arbitrariness of his superiors. At the top was 
the nobleman, governed by an immensely complicated 
system of rules in his public life, and taught in 
his private relationships to observe an equally 
complicated code of behaviour.

It is thought that these various restrictions, both public 
and private, were formalized into an ideology around the 
middle of the eleventh century, when knights began to study 
seriously and to refine the art of mounted combat. There
after, ceremonies of initiation into knighthood would
include vows of dedication to chevalerie and to uphold its

2traditional ideals.
The historical facts of humble social origins were 

soon forgotten, however, and the very word "knight" "became 
charged with an emotional significance.Popular imagina
tion even dreamed up a semi-sacred origin for chivalry, 
tracing the knightly deed back to the original feat of

1. Ibid.., 108.
2. Ibid., Ill? Hayes et al,, 134.
3. Southern, 115.
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arms of Saint and Archangel Michael; and until well after
the Middle Ages knighthood was held to be the general
equivalent of a doctor's degree. And although it has been
observed that the secular institutions of feudalism,
nobility, and chivalry became increasingly ineffective in

2medieval government and politics, there can be no doubt 
regarding the powerful and long-lasting impact of knight
hood "on the individual in his social conduct, in the

3refinement of his emotions and manners."

The Ideals of Early Chivalry
Precursors to European chivalry have appeared

throughout Western literature, from Aristotle's Ethics and
its interpretations by Cato, Cicero, and Seneca to the
literature of the Church Fathers. It is a commonplace of
this literature to associate chivalry with the concept of

4human equality. In Europe the earliest forms of chivalry 
represented simultaneously "a code of conduct and a sort 
of loose indeterminate fellowship of the warrior class,

5where king and humble knight were equal," But widespread 
egalitarian notions such as the determination of "nobility"

1, Huizinga, 66, 67.
2, Ibid,, 56-67, esp, 57, Also, Southern, 115.
3, Southern, 115,
4, Huizinga, 64; Southern, 114; Silverstein, 86.
5, Hayes et al., 134,
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by a man's virtue, not blood, and of "chivalry" by the
disposition of his heart rather than his fortune, were
never put into practice; and by medieval times, the notion
of equality had become simply a moral axiom, generally
lacking in social application. On the other hand, for the
faithful Christian, the idea of the memento mori promised
or threatened a state of "equality in death.

The. ascetic ideals of military dedication and
masculine perfection have formed the bases for warlike
aristocracies of other nations and epochs, for example the

a  ̂ 2Japanese Samurai and the Hindu Mahabharata. And while it
is probable that "the aspiration to a pure and beautiful
life, expressed in the Kalokagathia of the Hellenes" served
as the aesthetic model for the chevalerie of the eleventh
century, the supposed Germanic roots of European chivalry
were military and ascetic, requiring vows of loyalty,

3courage, and dedication. The vows -and rites of initia
tion, moreover, played a vital role in maintaining the
vigor of the chivalric ideal— romanticizing its aura and

4enhancing the vital fiction of its adherents«

1. Huizinga, 63-65,
2. Ibid,, 77. Cf, Utley, 319.
3. Huizinga, 77; Hayes et al., 134,
4. Huizinga, 85 ff,
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In its ideal form, knighthood was guided by the

principles of justice and ascetic piety. Due to its
earthly origin, however, the practice of chivalry was
beset by conflicts. The chivalric notion of "pride
aspiring to beauty," for example, is clearly a product of
man's ego? and thus "the sentiment of honor," which was the
cornerstone of medieval noble life, has been termed a

%"strange mixture of conscience and egotism." Moreover,
the purest, most selfless acts of asceticism of the
chevalier are always underlined by a fundamental eroticism.
The two motives are in constant play, and sensuality often

2takes the guise of masochism. The combination and 
complication of erotic and ascetic themes is especially 
apparent in literature. For example, the theme of 
emperiled virginity and the ousting of the rival became 
stylized into the slaying of a dragon to save the endangered

3maiden. While cultural refinement was partly responsible 
for this tendency, it is also clear that ideological 
conflicts tended to increase with the development and 
affirmation of Christian morality.

Ibfd.,. 69,
2, Ibid., 00

3, Ibid., 78-79,
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Contact Between Christian and Chivalric Ideals:

The Christianization of the Feudal Knight
Though Christian in name, the earliest knights are 

in essence still barbarians whose ideals include "the , 
fidelity of the tribal warrior to his chieftain and his 
kind, the bloodstained law of private vengeance and family 
feud . . . honour and contempt of death . , , . While
often practiced in the spirit of asceticism, such ideals 
were at variance with Christianity. In addition, early 
chivalric heroism was discouraged by the Church, as much 
for its passionate and erotic overtones as for its 
manifestly violent results. As Christian mentality became 
increasingly intolerant of ideologies independent from its 
religion, heroic idealism had to be justified more and more 
by the profession of religious goals.

By the eleventh century Christianity had conquered
the external traits of paganism. Gone were the barbarian
invasions and the conflicts between two opposing societies.
The ideological struggle became internal and psychological
in feudal society? and often appearing within the same
class, or even family, it

sometimes manifested itself by the individual con^ 
version of the knight into the ,monk, but . ,
more often took the form of some compromise 
between the two ideals, such as the vow of 
Crusade, membership of the Military Orders, or 
the attempt to transform knighthood into the

1. Dawson, Mediaeval Religion, 104,
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secular arm of the Church and the spiritual 
power.1

Christian society was now faced with "the problem of
reconciling the aggressive ethos of the warrior with the
moral ideals of a universal religion," of persuading the
knight to exchange his local fealties for a broader

2allegiance to Christendom, From the twelfth century, the 
knight began notably to temper his egotistic altruism with

3the Christian virtues of piety and austerity, and to 
subordinate the ancient laws of vengeance and feud to "a

4higher loyalty and a new conception of Christian heroism."
By strengthening the sacrament of marriage the Church 
further sought to restrain the passionate— and often 
adulterous— pagan heart of chivalry. The pagan-heroic 
ideal was able to survive the severe monastic tendencies of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries only in curious hybrid

■ 5forms: the monk as a knight in the service of Mary or Jesus,
6and the notion that every knight is Christ unawares.

1, Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 180—81.
2, Ibid., 180. Also, 171, 174, 175, 178? and 

Rougemont, 23.
3, Huizinga, 69-75, esp, 69.
4, Dawson, Mediaeval Religion, 105.
5, Bruce W. Wardropper, Historia de la poesla 

lirica a lo divino en la cristiandad occidental (Madrid,
19.5815-16? Rougemont, 85.

6, Wardropper, 141,
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The first step in the Christianization of chivalry

probably occurred with Bishop Fulbert of Chartres (1007-
1029) introduced a religious tone into the pact which
instituted the feudal relation. The knight now pledged
loyalty to his lord in a sacramentum fidelitatis in which

the ancient barbarian motive of personal loyalty 
to the war leader was reinforced by higher 
religious motives, so that the knight finally 
becomes a consecrated person, pledged not only 
to be faithful to his lord, but to be the 
defender of the Church, the widow and the orphan

By the mid-twelfth century acts of religious dedication 
have been added to the traditional initiation into knight
hood. ̂

Around the year 1077 Pope Gregory VII tried to
interest knights in the service of Saint Peter and the
defense of his patrimony as "a way in which knighthood
could be rescued from the radical defects attaching to its
human and 5inful o r i g i n , b u t  his call was lost in the
tide of interest and prospects created by plans for an
organized Crusade. Religion was, nevertheless, a principal
motivation for participants in the First Crusade?

Men who were accustomed to the obligations 
incurred by holding land in return for military

1. Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 175,
2. Southern, 113j Dawson, Religion and the Rise,

179.
3. Southern, 54,
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service found It easy to imagine themselves the 
feudatories of an injured God, seeking in a 
most literal way to exchange by military service 
a life tenancy on earth for a perpetual in^ 
heritance in heaven. -L

It was Saint Bernard of Clairvaux who, some years prior to
the First Crusade, proposed

a holy order of knighthood „ . , dedicated to
the cause of reestablishing Christ's kingdom 
in the Holy Land, . , e who took the leading
part in preaching the Crusade and who also gave 
his powerful counsel and support to the new 
Military Order of the Temple in which the 
religious ideals of Christian Knighthood found 
their fullest expression.

Thus, participation in the Crusades contributed in a large
way to the ascendency of chivalry, to itsj gradual sanctifi^
cation and adoption as a model for social conduct.
Ironically, it was not at home-^as John of Salisbury
suggests in the twelfth century^-but far off in the Holy
Land, "away from the possibility of doing mischief at

3home," that the "Frank" acquired his shining image, that 
Western man satisfied his aggressive instincts "while at 
the same time sublimating them in terms of religious 
idealism,"4

From the union of chivalry with medieval monachism 
"were born the military orders of the Templars, of St.

1, Ibid,, 55\
2, Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 179,
3. Southern, 114,
4. Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 18 0,
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In theory, the addition of Christian-monastic virtues to 
ascetic heroism could have produced a highly idealistic 
Christian chivalry. The knight had been delivered from 
his petty.feudal loyalties and was now solely responsible 
to a universal morality., "From the very beginning, how
ever," Huizinga has remarked, "reality gives the lie to 
the ideal . .. .," and the initial spiritual chivalric

2idealism yields to financial and political aspirations.
In this regard it has been accurately said that "the rise 
and fall of the great Military Orders . . .  is an index of 
the progress and decline of the unitary tendencies in 
medieval Christendom.

The combination of spiritual goals and military 
success sustained some measure of knightly idealism during 
the early Crusades. But, as we shall see, military and 
political failures in the Holy Land were to bring dis
illusionment, cynicism, and worldly preoccupation to the 
chivalric Orders.

The Decline of Chivalric Idealism During the Crusades
Well before the Crusades there appeared in Europe 

a restless spirit which manifested itself from the tenth

1. Huizinga, 78.
2. Ibid. Also, 85.
3. Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 179-80.
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century as pilgrimages to the holy city of Jerusalem.
Mainly of the French nobility, the pilgrims were deeply 
religious men who not only journeyed to the Holy Places in

i 'personal penance but often paid the way for others.
Through the pilgrimages and contact with Easterners and
easternized Christians, European travelers brought back

2knowledge of Oriental cultures. Although eleventh 
century monasticism was generally opposed to the idea of a 
Crusade, during this century its proponents succeeded in 
concretizing and making public a spiritual and material 
rationale for the First Crusade. It should be made clear 
that the crusading spirit constituted an on-going zealous 
effort which began prior to the first organized military 
venture. Two inadequate bands are known to have left 
before the First Crusade got under way, one under Peter 
”the Hermit" and the other under Walter "the Penniless," 
After the First Crusade the most important of the many 
subsequent expeditions were given numerical titles such as 
Second, Third, and Fourth.^

Spiritual motives behind the First Crusade so out
weighed material objectives that it has often been called 
an "armed pilgrimage": The Christian spirit— which by then

1. Southern, 50-52.
2. Ibid., 38 ff, 52-53,
3. Hayes et al., 169, 181, Cf, Dawson, Religion 

and the Rise, 178.
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was joined with, the chivalric desire for dedication to a 
noble and dangerous cause'— was aroused by the immediate 
threat of Islam, especially the expansion of the Seljuk 
Turks, and the news of Christ's enemies triumphing at the 
scenes of his earthly life; by the desire to culminate the 
"holy war" against the "infidel" which Spaniards had begun 
in the eighth century? by the need to insure the safety of 
the Holy Sepulcher for pilgrims? and by the possible 
reward of salvation for the crusader. Of secondary 
importance were material interests: the opportunity for 
feudal expansion by giving economic support to the totter
ing Byzantine Empire? the broadening of oriental trade

2routes? and the individual profit-seeking adventurer.
Although this period corresponded to the redis

covery of the intellectual storehouse of Ancient Greece, 
there was far less interest in Arabic translations of Plato 
and Aristotle than in the acquisition of the many holy 
r e l i c s I n  their religious passion— the great unifying 
force behind western Christian unity— crusaders often 
scorned fabulous riches in favor of the material symbols
of Christianity: the True Cross, the Crown of Thorns, the

2bodies of Apostles and Martyrs,

1. Southern, 54? Hayes et al., 168-69,
2. Southern, 36, 63, 64? Dawson, Religion and the 

Rise, 179,
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The spark that finally touched off the Christian 

powder keg of moral concern and material ambition, 
launching the First Crusade in 1096, was the sermon which 
Pope Urban XI delivered at Clermont, France, in the year 
1095„ A Frenchman speaking persuasively in the vernacular 
to an audience of which many had already participated in 
the Spanish "holy war," Urban called for an organized 
effort against the Moslems, urging his listeners to 
forget their fratricidal feuds and to dedicate their war
like spirit to a worthier cause, and finally offering all'

1participants the inducement of a plenary indulgence.
The optimism of the First Crusade was rewarded

with initial success: victory over the Turks and Egyptians
and the establishment of a chain of Christian states along
the Levantine coast from Nicea to Jerusalem and inland to

2Edessa on the Euphrates, From the very beginning, however, 
the movement was troubled by factional tendencies among the 
various feudal leaders. Moreover, the original objectives 
of the expedition were frustrated by conflicting terri
torial interests with the Byzantine Emperor Alexius and 
aggravated by the recent schism between the Eastern and 
Western Churches.

1. Hayes et al., 168-69.
2. Ibid., 169-70; Dawson, Religion and the Rise,

178.
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Accordingly, Christian domination in the Levant 

was relatively short-lived: political and personal discord 
so weakened the new kingdom of Jerusalem that the Moslems, 
recently unified under the Egyptian Sultan Saladin, were 
able to defeat the Christians at Hattin in 1187, paving the 
way for the Muslim reconquest of Jerusalem in the same year. 
By 1191 Christian possessions had been reduced to Tripoli, 
Antioch, and a few ports in the former Christian state of 
Jerusalem.

After launching an unsuccessful assault on
Jerusalem in accordance with the unsophisticated ideas of
earlier ventures, the captains of the Third Crusade (1189-
92) realized with disillusionment that noble sentiment and
chivalric valor were no longer sufficient. Of the three
monarchs who captained the Third Crusade, only Richard I
of England was successful in his conquest of Cyprus.
Philip Augustus of France soon pleaded illness in order to
return home; and Frederick Barbarossa, the Holy Roman
Emperor, drowned while crossing a stream in Asia Minor on

2his way to the Holy Land.
Thus, idealism was obliged to yield to pragmatism; 

impetuosity to premeditation. No longer led by the warrior 
kings of previous Crusades but by practical men of vision,

1. Hayes et al., 181.
2. Ibid., 181.
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the Fourth Crusade (1202-04) was, on the other hand, 
probably the victim of over-ambitious planning. Never 
before had diplomatic and economic motives predominated so 
clearly.

With the conquest of Constantinople in 1204, how
ever, there was a brief reawakening of the old idealism. 
From the summit of victory it appeared that one hundred 
years of pious battle and bloodshed had in the end proved 
worthwhile, and that the original crusading dreams were 
about to come true: unification of the Church by the sub
mission of Constantinople to Rome; and the extension of
religious and economic power through Byzantium into

2Palestine and the Middle East. But these hopes were soon 
dashed. The inept feudal regime lasted only until 1261.
P. W. Southern offers a sympathetic evaluation" of the 
would-be conquerors who turned out the hapless victims—  
of the deplorable conquest of Constantinople, of the 
subsequent disconcerting years of.Latin-Christian domina
tion in the East, and of the tragic inability of feudal 
governors to develop a political organization appropriate 
to their conquered environment?

the leaders of western Christendom had little 
idea of the problems which faced them when they 
broke out of their narrow bounds. Their

1. Southern, 56-57.
2. Ibid., 59.
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political conceptions had been formed behind the 
protective barrier afforded by the iByzantineJ 
Empire they had just destroyed. These homely 
conceptions laid more stress on personal rights 
than on large strategic designs? the idea of the 
State as an expression of organized force was 
still weak. This weakness was a source of 
strength in the development of the complex 
political tradition of Europe, but it left the 
Crusaders curiously baffled by the phenomenon 
of the Eastern Empire. They fell on it as 
savages might fall on a watch-^giving the case 
to one, the jewels to another, and the disjointed 
mechanism to a third. . . . The Crusaders were
accustomed to the splitting up of fiefs and they 
adopted the plan of division as the only possible 
one under the circumstances. Fifty-seven years 
of miserable life were to teach them what it 
meant to hold the gateway to the western world, 
on which the ambitions of many nations converged.
. . . in the history of the Crusades and as a
symptom of the forces at work in western Europe 
the fall of Constantinople has great significance. 
Whatever judgment we pass on the instruments of 
its destruction must in great part be extended to 
the leaders of western Christendom as a whole.
The crusading leaders were the instinctive 
interpreters of the impulses running through the 
society of which they formed part. Xt seems clear 
that they were not following a well-laid plan to 
make use of the Crusade as a weapon against the 
Eastern Empire in the interests of Venice or any 
other single power. The final catastrophe emerged 
from a long series of decisions taken in concert 
by men who were a very fair cross-section of the 
chivalry of Europe, There was no master plan? 
each new turn of fortune imposed the need for a new 
major decision. The overthrowing of the Empire 
did not become a matter of practical politics until 
November 1203 . . .

And although Byzantium had been the priceless gem that
dazzled the eyes of feudal kings from as early as 1099, as
a final irony its conquest in 1204,

1, Ibid., 60-62.
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was the work of smaller men brought up on no great 
imperial dreams: in a moment the long dream became 
an accomplished fact, and no one either then or 
later has been able to point to the moment of 
decision or to its author. Like the Crusades them^ 
selves this tragic climax in their history was the 
work of no single man and no single force; yet 
there is a dramatic symbolism in the fact that, 
while it was Pope Urban II who called up the latent 
energies which made the First Crusade, the pre
siding genius of the Fourth Crusade was the 
ancient, deep and resourceful Doge Henry Dandolo 
of Venice.1

After the Fourth Crusade, chivalric idealism is
practically obscured by economic and political interests.
The spirit of knighthood becomes the theme of a fantastic
literature which preserves its original ascetic and
altruistic nature. After the fourteenth century, the new
aristocracy will draw ideological material from the
romances and literature of chivalry for the revival of a

2"factitious" and highly stylized "neo-chivalry." Thus, 
the idealism of chivalry that was lost during the Crusades 
emerges from its literary recreation to become once more 
the social ideal for Western European Civilization.

Evolutionary Contacts Between Chivalry and Fin!amors;
The Emergence of a "Courtly" Ideal of Chivalry

Inevitably, during their respective developments in 
feudal Languedoc, the older chivalric ideal and the more 
recent troubadour conception of love came into frequent

1, Ibid., 63.
2. Huizinga, 71-72. Cf. Southern, 54.
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contact. Due to the coincidence of their fields of 
interest in the courtly and aristocratic life of Southern 
France, mutual influence and doctrinal intercourse between 
the two ideals has become a critical premise from at least 
the eleventh century.. Thematic analysis of early love 
lyrics reveals, in fact, that the troubadours were inspired 
initially by chivalric ideals. By the same token, chivalry 
was encouraged by its new lyrical image to incorporate 
elements of fin’amors;

La poesla cultivada por los trovadores era 
caballeresca, es decir, gue de una manera mSs o 
menos sincera o conveneional se inspiraba de 
las ideas dominantes de la cabellerla,. de la 
cual aquel sistema portico era a la vez reflejo 
y estlmulo.1

Such, in all probability, was the origin and nature of a 
continuous ideological interplay, a simultaneous and 
reciprocal influence which acted in two ways; residing in 
the courts of Languedoc, the first troubadours were men who 
had been raised on the chivalric code and were inspired by 
certain of its principles to poeticize a new conception of 
love which, in turn, began to effect subtle changes within 
the ethical fabric of chivalry itself.

The precise details of the appearance of fin’amors 
and its relation to chivalry and to the origin and defini
tion of courtly love have, to a greater or lesser extent, 
thus far eluded the literary historians, who have produced

1. MilcL y Fontanals, De los trovadores, 39.
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a lengthy and varied list of theories, often, as we have
seen, misinterpreting or confusing the three phenomena.
The importance of permanent attributes of Southern France,
"la suavidad y belleza del clima," was suggested long ago

2by Milli y Fontanals. More recent scholars have gone 
beyond the germinal studies of Paris and MilS. y Fontanals, 
which cite also the social sophistication of twelfth-

3century French courts, to point out the softening influ
ence of Southern Mediterranean Civilization on the feudal

4life of Languedoc from the tenth century or earlier — not 
to mention the spate of theories of the last three to four 
decades which relate troubadour ideals to the Arabic and

5Hispano^Arabic cultures.

1. See "Social and Moral Aspects of Courtoisie" in 
Chapter III.

2. MilS y Fontanals,. De los trovadores, 3 6.
3. Ibid.; Paris, cited by Newman, vii-viii; - 

Jeanroy> II, 83-84. Cf. Radulfus Cadomensis, cited by 
Lewis, 11.

4«, Dawson, Religion and the Rise, 183; various 
studies by A. J. Denomy. Cf, Rougemont, 24; Vossler, I, 
293.

,5. Especially those of MenSndez Pidal, A. R.
Nykl, A. J, Denomy, and C. H. Dawson. Since the target 
work, Amadis de Gaula, is a Spanish phenomenon within a 
tradition dating back to eleventh-century Languedoc, 
ultimate foreign sources and influences, while interesting, 
are clearly beyond the scope of our study.
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While Vernon Lee emphasizes the scarcity of women 

in the feudal stronghold,^ Lazar suggests that noblemen may
have joined the Crusades or constantly sought out battles 

( ' 
and tournaments in order to avoid their wives "by arrange
ment.” Lacking the love and companionship of her husband, 
la mal-mari^e, who would later become a central theme of
amatory literature, was impelled to seek extra-marital 

2compensation. The appearance of heretical or immoral 
practices in Languedoc, moreover, has been attributed to 
the weakness of the Church in the South.^ To these condi
tions we may finally add the historical likelihood of

4landless knight-errantry in feudal Provence,
These several factors, according to Parry, may 

explain the sudden change away from Ovid's idea of sexual 
"equality” to the unprecedented extremes of seigniory and

5"vassalage” in the love relationship, which Wechssler has
6called "the feudalization of love." In the latter 

process, the new conception takes on the trappings of

1. Vernon Lee, cited by Rougemont, 74, n. 2? by 
Lewis, 12.

2. Lazar, 12.
3. Jeanroy, I, 83-84; Lazar, 10-11. Cf.

Rougemont1s Cathar theory.
4. Lewis, 11-12, citing Fauriel.
5. Capellanus, The Art of Courtly Love (1941)., 7.
6. Wechssler, I, 177.
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feudalism in order to gain social acceptance.^ The
service amoureux or domnei of the troubadours is, then,
an imitation of the service f^odalr the poet-lover swears

2absolute subjection to his domina who, under her conven-
3tional poetic disguise or senhal, has become the feudal 

seigneur.^ While each theory or bit of information sheds 
varying degrees of light on the overall problem, a 
definitive and universally acceptable explanation has yet

5to be assembled from the multitude of data. Citing Vernon
Lee's combination of several of these ideas, Salinas has
dramatized a version of how the first troubadours may have
begun to idealize Woman:

El castillo es un recinto aislado gue, en medio 
de unos campos apenas poblados y casi sin cultivo, 
se convierte en vivero de lujos y refinamientos 
del vivir, Lo habitan muchos mSs hombres gue 
ariujeres? tan s6lo la castellana y sus damas. Y a 
su alredador zumba el enjambre varonil, las 
categorias de nobles, desde el caballero al paje.
El senorlo gue corresponde en la realidad al 
dueho del castillo se transfiere simbdlicamehte 
a su esposa, a la castellana. ... Ella es la 
fuente manadera de toda "cortesia," esto es de 
toda cualidad de corte, a la gue se tiene por

1. Rougemont, 11; Lewis, 11; Huizinga, 108-109.
2. Lewis, 9-11; Rougemont, 25,
3. Rougemont, 80-81; Lazar, 12; Chapter II, p.

17, n. 1.
4* Lewis, 18.
5. Ibid., 9, 12; Jeanroy, I, 63, Both voice this

opinion.
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superior a otras cualidades del mundo. En el 
castillo ... la vida consuetudinaria estS. sometida 
a reglas y normas de conducta, todas ellas 
conducentes a la creaci6n de un estilo de vida, 
encaminado a ensalzar a la dama castellana, y a 
servirla a ella y a sus congSneres. eC6mo no van- 
a acudir a este servicio las artes de la poesia 
y de la mtisica? iHay mo do mSs placentero de 
tributar admiracidn a la senora del castillo?
Y asl nace el tipo del trovador, primero, y luego 
esta nueva visi6n de la existencia, el amor 
cortesano. Alii en el castillo los trovadores 
rivalizan en sus ofrendas, no s6lo a la castellana, 
sino a sus dama s.. Porque la super ioridad 
jerSrquica, feudal, de la duena del castillo, se 
transmite, despojada ... de su rango politico, 
de su poder social, a todas las damas cortesanas, 
por el simple hecho de su feminidad. Los 
trovadores se reconocen sirvientes de tal o cual 
senora cortesana, en cada caso, pero por detrSs 
de estas figuras individuates sirven a un ideal 
de la feminidad idealizada, que no reside en muj er 
alguna en particular y es superior a todas. Asi 
vemos constituirse de modo muy natural ese culto a 
.la muj er ... .1

The modification of the chivalric ideal by the
principles of finVamors was of course a gradual process.
While some of the literature of chivalry and troubadour
lyrics preserve the individual austerity and purity of the
two ideologies, popularizations and social practices tend
more and more to reflect a mutual influence or growing 

2together., In the final stage of this dialectic, the
virtue amors, hitherto no more nor less important than any 
of the other chivalric values, emerges as the central and

1. Pedro Salinas, Jorge Manrique o tradicidn y 
originalidad ( B u e n o s  Aires, 1952)., 25-26.

2. This conclusion is from "Social and Moral
Aspects of Courtoisie,11 in Chapter III.
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single most important element of courtly conduct. By the 
twelfth century the troubadour precept of fin'amors as "the 
font and source of all goodness and worth" had become the 
ironclad standard for social acceptability: however 
chivalrous a man was, he could be "courtly" only through 
the service of Amors.^

R#sum§ of the Evolution: From Chivalry to 
Courtly Love and from Epic to Romance

In the manners described in the present and 
preceding chapters, especially between the eleventh and 
thirteenth centuries, the three dominant ideologies—  
Christianity, chivalry, and fin’amors-r-interacted and 
mutually influenced each other. Initially, troubadour 
poetry had been inspired by the chivalric model and 
repeatedly thereafter by its reflection in chivalric

t

literature. Subsequently, by the same token, chivalry was
slowly stimulated and modified by its troubadouresque image.
Under the constant influence of the Church, the dialectic
between chivalry and fin’amors eventually stabilized into
the social and moral ideal of cortezia which, while com-

2bining values from its two progenitors, made love the 
single most important virtue and determinant of "courtli
ness," As troubadour ideals travelled northward, then

1e Denomy, "Courtly Love," 62? Lazar, 24, 45.
2. This conclusion is reached in "Social and Moral 

Aspects of Courtoisie," in Chapter III.
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(either in the pure form of fin'amors or as cortezia, its
more social offspring) ^  they were Christianized still
further by the trouveres, who could not accept ideas
heretical to the Church and eventually rejected the theory

2wherein adultery was an essential ingredient of love. It 
is in this last form, which became known in the late 
nineteenth century as courtly love, that courtly tradition 
survives and affects contemporary social attitudes in the 
West.

Since the several stages in the ideological succes
sion often took on social significance only after appearing 
in literary form (though the literature itself, it is true, 
ultimately was an embellishment Of earlier facts and 
customs), it may be convenient to view the transition 
from chivalry to courtly love in terms of the literary 
passage from Epic to Romance.

The epic is a faithful reproduction of the 
simplistic mentality of the early Middle Age: the hier
archic structure of feudal society (which finds its 
spiritual extension in the equally rigid Benedictine 
monasticismji male supremacy in all important temporal and 
spiritual functions— women and villains being virtually 
excluded. The major period of epic composition reveals

1. See "Cortezia and Fin?amors, i n  Chapter III.
2. Conclusion from "Fin'amors and Amour Courtois," 

in Chapter III.
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that the Church had finally made a small but significant 
dent on chivalric mentality: for the knight Christianity 
now represented overwhelming right and justice in the face 
of Paganism, Islam and all else that was iniquitous and 
heretical.

While Saints Anselm, Bernard, and Francis were 
introducing into moriasticism the unorthodox concept of 
spiritual discovery through passionate self-confession and 
faith, and bringing--or rather restoring— to Mary and 
Jesus, and to Orthodoxy in general, the tender human 
qualities of Mother and Brother (breathing, as it were, 
the "spirit of Christian romance" into hitherto arid and 
austere devotionary standards)within the courtly- 
chivalric literary tradition as well, writers were 
gradually softening heroic literature with personal and 
introspective elements. Thus, in the passage from the 
Chanson de Roland to the romans of Chretien de Troyes one 
feels the unmistakable new presence of love— a love which, 
if not explicitly religious, is imbued with a sensitive 
and introspective piety that characterized certain sectors 
of thirteenth-century monasticism:

With the work of Chretien of Troyes , , we
enter a new world. His romances are the secular 
counterpart to the piety of Citeaux. Of both, 
love is the theme. Love is an inward thing, and 
therefore a lonely thing united only to its

1. Southern, 223, 240.
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unique object. So the knight of Chretien's 
romances seeks solitude for the exercise of his 
essential virtue.

While the epic hero rode out against a well-defined common
' ■ .. - enemy, Chretien's knight endlessly awaits an unknown and

2omnipresent adversary. Unlike the epic, the quest of the
romantic hero is solitary and spiritual, analogous to the
mystic's yearning which has been described as "faith
seeking understanding, or carnal love seeking its spiritual
object." Both knight and mystic are aware of the danger,
the sadness and fatigue which accompany the "wounds of
love"; and neither may ever know the satisfaction of

3possessing the beloved object.

1, Ibid., 243^44.
2, Ibid.,, 244,
3, Ibid., 240f 245.



CHAPTER V\

THE COURTLY AND CHIVALRIC ELEMENTS OF AMADIS DE GAULA 
AND THEIR CHRISTIANIZATION

Fin'amors in Amadis de Gaula
Apart from its literary antecedents, now firmly

established by scholars in the Troy and Breton novelistic
cycles, and beyond certain linguistic traits which

2suggest a filiation with Provengal literature, in Amadis 
de Gaula we find a surprising number of Southern themes 
which apparently were quite harmonious with the cultural 
and literary tastes of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 
Spain. (We assume the reader is aware that a primitive 
Amadis in three books (by at least two authors] circulated

1. See numerous parallel episodes and proper and 
place name derivations studied in the two cycles by G. S. 
Williams, W« J. Entwistle, R. J. Michels, B. Matulka, P. 
Bohigas, M. R» Lida de Malkiel, and R. S. Loomis, among 
others. The onomastic study of Beltenebr6s-.-a single 
example among scores of names which have been analyzed-—  
has been especially noted for its probable connection with 
the lost French epic poem of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, Bel Tenebr&, Barbara Matulka, "On the 
Beltenebros Episode in the Amadis,” Hispanic Review, III 
C1935}., 338^-40? Rodrigues Lapa, 251.

2, Certain formulas such as amar de coraz6n , amar 
iticts que a si, la cosa del mundo que mis se ama, and noun
endings in -enga, -anga, -mento— whether explained by 
unconscious or conscious imitation, by literary tradition 
or by the archaizing tendencies of literary convention—  
give the work a decidedly troubadouresque flavor. Eugenio 
Asensio, Po#tica y realidad en el cancionero peninsular de
la Edad Media (Madrid, 19571 , 76, 123 i

89



in the youth of Pero L6pez de Ayala lb. 1332], and that the
most authoritative theories"*" place its composition during
the reign of Alfonso XI (1312-50)? that its first specific
reference is found in Juan Garcia de Castrogeriz' Spanish
translation of Egidio della Colonna’s De regimine principum
Ibetween 1345 and 1350]„ The age of the Breton and Troy
cycles would, on the other hand, permit an earlier Spanish
elaboration of these materials-— a possibility which
Entwistle supports when he criticizes the "concluding
limit" of 1345, conservatively set on the Amadls by modern
criticism; "the Amadls is of a date, in all likelihood,
considerably earlier than its first mention » . , and was

2composed, we believe, between 1304 and 1312 . . „ ,"
Place’s argument that Book III appeared between 1369 and

31379--based on three verbs in the future tense ^--would also 
allow for a composition date of Books I and II quite early 
in the century,)

After studying carefully Los quatro libros del 
Virtuoso cauallero Amadls de Gaula: Complldos [in the only 
edition we possess— that of Garci Rodriguez de Montalvo, 
the most recent author-editor in a centuries-long collabora
tive effort), we have arrived at four basic and, as we shall

1, Place, Amadls de Gaula, x,
2, Entwistle, 121, 211,
3,. Place, Amadls de Gaula, 926,
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see, interlocking categories of troubadour themes and 
conceptions; (1) the Religion of Love; (2) Humility in the 
Service of Love; (3) the Rigors of Love (including the 
visual image and memory of the beloved); and (4) Pleasure 
and Ennoblement in the Suffering of Love, and its Final 
Reward.

According to the tenets of the Religion of Love,
the true and faithful lover must worship and adore, above

1all else. Love and its feminine object. Following quite 
naturally from the Religion of Love, which it supports, 
is the Service of Love, in whose ranks Love’s loyal servant 
must dutifully enlist. The lover shall be ever humble in 
hi;s unflinching observance of the rules and protocol of 
these autocracies, the very model of Humility. In this 
meek condition the lover will be naturally subject to the 
Rigors of Love—^including the various maladies attendant 
on love. Of the latter, mental agony, especially, can be 
intensified by the visual image of the beloved and through 
the evocation of the memory of the beloved. But, frequent 
complaints and copious tears notwithstanding, all suffering 
is accepted and endured in accordance with the troubadour

1. In the Amadis, following tradition, the male is 
usually the aggressor, and the object usually feminine.
For the purposes of this study, then, the terms "lover" 
and "beloved" will invariably correspond to male and 
female.
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belief that the agony of love is at once a sublime pleasure 
and the means to a rare and blissful state of Ennobling Grace.

These interrelated groups are, clearly, unified 
by the element basic to all, love— the transcending idea 
of the work. And while it is, in the Provengal style, an 
essentially secret love as, for instance, when Mabilia
scolds Oriana for her emotional outbursts upon hearing
false news of Amadis’ death ... lo que vos har#ys, si
de vuestra cuyta tan grande algo se sabe, serS perderos
para s i e m p r e i t  is not, as we shall see toward the end 
of this chapter, the adulterous love generally imputed to 
fin'amors.,

\The Religion of Love
Starting with the very name Amadis (which Place is

sure "debe algo a la connotacidn de su ralz, tan descriptiva
2de caballero dedicado al amor cortSs" ) , the work is 

permeated with a sense of the Religion of Love so often

-11 Place, Amadis de Gaula, 183:179^81, Also,
665:414-20? Otis H, Green, Spain and the Western Tradition,
4 vols. (Madison, 1963), I, 14, 106, In order to avoid exces
sive footnoting in this chapter, hereafter references to 
E. B. Place's text of Amadis de Gaula, both direct and 
indirect, will appear as bracketed material within the 
text. These references will be indicated, first, by a 
page number in the four consecutively paginated volumes 
followed by a colon and, wherever necessary, by a specific 
line reference. Informative and explicative material, 
references to Place's study of the text, and references to 
works other than the Place edition will appear as footnotes.

2. Place,^Amadis de Gaula, 937.
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cited by students of troubadour v e r s e D u e ,  under
standably, to the Christian environment in which the Amadls 
was composed and revised, in most cases this "religion" is 
merely implied by formulas of extreme affection (amar de 
coragdn or de estremado amor? amar mcts que a si or m&s gue 
otra cosa del mundo le,g., 16, 18, 19, 25, 30, 40, 43, 815, 
1301J}? by statements regarding the beloved’s perfection 
("quando vido la gran hermosura de Oriana muy espantado fue, 
que no pudiera pensar que nunguna en tanta perfici6n la 
pudiera alqar ..." 1248:304-308]); by the affirmation that, 
the beloved is the constant source of the lover’s courage 
and strength ("— jO, mi sehora Orianal; nunca comencS yo 
gran hecho en mi esfuergo dondequiera que me hallase, sino 
en el vuestro ..." 1461:782-85. Also 367:469—74]); that 
the material absence of one lover precludes the other's 
happiness ("—  .,. siendo vos de ml absente, no podrla 
auer blen ni vicio ahunque todas las cosas del mundo 
ouiesse a mi voluntad" 1208:264-67]) <— each being luz y 
lumbre of the other’s eyes 11064:167, 1330:495]; and, 
finally, that parting is tantamount to death itself 1313:
56- 59] .

The Religion of Love does appear more openly, how
ever, in a smaller number of statements'— smaller, we must 
assume, through a desire of the author or reviser not to

1e Cf. "A Critical Reappraisal of Early Defini
tions," in Chapter XXI.



offend Christian sensibilities. We have observed one 
instance in which Oriana’s bedchamber is compared, from 
Amadls1 point of view, to Paradise: "All! fue Beltenebr6s 
aposentado en la cSmara de Oriana, donde ... se puede 
creer que para @1 muy mSs agradable le seria que el mismo 
Para^so" 1467:148-54]."^ More striking still is the fre
quently made equation between the beloved's favor and 
Divine Grace, After reading Oriana's cruel letter of 
rejection, in effect, Beltenebr6s speaks as though he had 
fallen from God’s Grace--declaring to his squire Gandalln: 

... sSbete que no tengo seso, ni coragdn, ni esfuergo, 
que todo es perdido quando perdi la merced de mi sehora, 
que della ... me venla todo ..." 1382:292-96], and to 
Ventura? „» « si todo lo del mundo seyendo mio me
quitaras, solamente la voluntad de mi sehora dexando, 6sta 
bastaua para me sostener en alteza bienauenturada ..." 
1379^80:111-16] . And, prior to fighting the awesome 
■Endriago, Amadls evokes not the vision of his Lord but, 
rather, the "sabrosa membranga" of his lady Oriana; 
whereupon "cregi6le tanto el esfuergo que muy tarde se le 
fazla en no fallar el Endriago" 1799-800:544, 559-61]. 
Confirmation of the idolatry comes when Amadls actually 
meets Endriago face to face, for even the devils which

1. Cf, Lewis, 21. In the context of amorous 
martyrdom, we discern the vital roots of what has become 
one of the more common cliches in contemporary speech.
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possess the monster sense the unorthodoxy of placing faith
in one's lady over God:

Y no tard6 mucho que vieron salir de entre las 
pehas el Endriago muy mSs brauo y fuerte que lo 
nunca fue, de lo qual fue causa que como los 
diablos viessen que este cauallero ponia mSs 
esperanqa en su amiga Oriana que en Dios, 
tuuieron lugar de entrar mSs fuertamente en §1 
y le fazer mSs sanudo, diziendo ellos: --Si 
d#ste le escapamos, no ay en el mundo otro que 
tan osado ni tan fuerte sea que tal cosa ose 
acometer 1800:579-92].

Humility in the Service of Love

The Service of Love. Although this ideal— which 
is also called, with a slight change in emphasis, Frauen- 
dienst-^undoubtedly was suggested and reenforced by the 
feudal service rendered to the lord by the vassal, it 
changed with the troubadours into a whole new conception

lbased on love. According to the Service d 'Amour (i.e.. 
Service of the god Amors, the apotheosis of love itself), 
the courtly knight had to be willing to serve not only his 
own lady, but all Womankind. The widespread synonymous 
use of Frauendienst (Service of Woman), then, reflects the 
troubadour's concern with love specifically as it functions 
through the universal principle of femininity or "female
ness" :

Los trovadores se reconocen sirvientes de tal o 
cual senora cortesana, en cada caso, pero por

1, Cf. "Critical Vagueness in the Use of the Term 
Courtly Love," in Chapter 111.
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detrSs de estas figuras individuales sirven a un 
ideal de la feminidad idealizada, que no reside 
en mujer alguna en particular y es superior a 
todas.l

References,to this Service are abundant throughout
the work. At a tender age the Donzel del Mar is already
a textbook of courtly service. To a teenaged Oriana, not
yet a duly demanding lady, he declares: ... yo no soy
tan osado ni dino de a tal sehora ninguna cosa pedir, sino
hazer lo que por vos me fuere mandado" 143:315-18]. And
when she chaffs him for not being more aggressive ("— Y
£c6mo ..« tan flaco es vuestro corac6n, que para rogar no
basta?") , hi.s humble response rings of unimpeachable
courtly authority: — Tan flaco ... que en todas las cosas
contra vos me deue fallescer, sino en vos seruir como

2aquel que sin ser suyo es todo vuestro" 143:319-26]. An
additional illustration of the spirit of this Service is 
provided by Agrajes (another brave knight and cousin to 
Amadis) when he tells his lady: "— ... soy venido aqul a vos 
seruir, que vuestra vista serS para ml galarddn ..." 1207: 
254-47] .

1. Salinas, 25.
2. Rodrigues Lapa, 253, criticizes the precocity 

of young Amadis: "Ainda rapaz de dezasseis anos, comporta 
se jS como un cavalleiro de idade madura. Sai de um jacto 
a flor dos paladinos." E.g., Place, Amadis de Gaula, 
195:624-26,
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Humility. From the moment he recognizes his 

feelings of love toward Oriana, the adolescent Donzel del 
Mar begins to think that he is totally unworthy of his 
lofty aspirations: "tenlase por muy osado en auer en ella 
puesto su pensamiento segtln la grandeza y hermosura suya 
..." 140:70-733. The sense of relative inferiority is 
intensified in a subsequent, lament, in which the Donzel 
exalts his lady's virtues while degrading his own:

--Ay, catiuo Donzel del Mar, sin linaje y sin 
bien, £c6mo fueste tan osado de meter tu coraqdn 
y tu amor en poder de aquella que vale mSs que las 
otras todas de bondad y fermosura y de linaje?
JO catiuo!, por qualquier destas tres cosas no 
deula ser osado el mejor cauallero del mundo de 
la amar, que mSs es ella fermosa que el mejor 
cauallero en armas, y mSs vale la su bondad que " 
la riqueza del mayor hombre del mundo, y yo 
catiuo que no s6 quiSn so, que biuo con trabajo 
de tal locura que morir# amando sin jelo osar 
dezir 167-68:106-121],

In their first conversation the teenaged lovers 
establish their respective roles of Lord and Vassal,
Master and Slave, dictated to them by the tradition of 
the Service of Love— of which they are acutely aware.
Ever since the day Oriana's mother the queen made her a 
present of the Donzel for her personal service, he tells 
Oriana, .,. desde entonces me tengo y me tern6 por
vuestro para os seruir, sin que otra ni yo mismo sobre ml 
sehorlo tenga en quanto biua" 143-44:339-43], Oriana

1. N,b„, we have accented ml in accordance with 
textual meaning.
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replies that she is pleased by such thoughtful words; and 
then, aware that he has been stunned by her presence and is 
unable to answer, she sees that she really does have total 
seigniory over him: "El fue tan att6nito del plazer que 
ende ouo que no supo responder ninguna cosa; y ella vio que 
todo sehorlo tenia sobre Si ..." [44:348-51].

These early utterances establish the tone of. 
subservience and sovereignty in' the courtly love relation
ship of Amadis and Oriana, a tone that will remain constant
throughout the work. Even after their amores secretos have
Been published and they have been formally married, the 
author tells us, more than ever before Amadls feels 
subjugated to his lady in body and spirit. Unavoidably 
separated from his bride by a call to succour Darioleta 
(former handmaiden to his mother), Amadls

siempre preguntaua por su sehora Oriana, que en 
ella eran todos sus desseos-y cuydados; que 
ahunque la tenia -en su poder, no le fallegia
vn solo punto del amor que le siempre huuo,
antes agora mejor que nunca le fue sojuzgado su 
coragdn y con mis acatamiento entendia seguir 
su voluntad ,.. 11285:9-17. Also, 1244:5-14].

So convinced he is of Oriana1s superiority to him
self and to all others, that when squire and close friend 
Gandalin suggests the contrary in an attempt to alleviate 
his master's "pains of love" ("— Sehor, esto es gran 
malauentura amor tan entrahable, que assi me ayude Dios, 
yo creo que no hay tan Buena ni tan hermosa que a vuestra 
Bondad ygual se^, y que la no hayiys"), he angrily replies:
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"— Uef loco sin sentidof cc6mo osas dezir tan gr^n des- 
uario?? ^haula yo de yaler, ni otro ninguno, tanto como 
aquella en quien todo el bien del mundo es?” [115;516-28]. 
And so abject and Immble a, servant is lie to fier thatr while 
it pleases him immensely, Amadls can hardly stand to be 
praised by Oriana: "Quando se Amadis oyd loar de su sehora, 
bax6 los ojos a tierra, que s6lo catar no la osaua ..." 
1246:181-83]. Even when Oriana makes it plain, toward the 
end of Book I, that he may finally possess her physically 
(for the first time) Amadls is suddenly beset by feelings 
of unworthiness: "y quando assl la vio tan fermosa y en 
su poder, auidndole ella otorgada su voluntad, fue tan 
turbado de plazer y de empacho que sdlo catar no la 
osaua ..." 1285:448—53]„ Oriana, on the other hand, knows 
her own mind and turns sexual aggressor; "assl que se 
puede bien dezir que en aquella verde yerua, encima de 
aquel manto, m$s por la gracia y comedimiento de Oriana 
que la desemboltura ni osadla de Amadls, fue hecha duefia 
la mSs hermosa donzella del mundo" 1285:453-59].^

In all the courtly virtues, but especially in his
2unwavering humility, and in his incorruptible fidelity, 

Amadls shows himself to be the model courtly lover— superior

1. See Rodrigues Lapa’s comments on the sexual 
aggressiveness of Oriana, 255,

2. Theophilo Braga, Trovadores galecio- 
portuguezes (Porto, 1871), 202; Bohigas Balaguer, II, 215,
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even to Lancelot. Never once does he hestiate to act where
the service or welfare of his lady is involved; and while
Oriana's rejection of him in Book II is cruel and unjust 
1313:86-87, 373:105-107, 380:151-54, 383:349-52, 401:104- 
107, 402;163-66, 414:147-52], it would never occur to him 
to blame her: ... Oriana, mi sehora, nunca err6 en
cosa ninguna ..." 139.2: 240-41] .

The Rigors of Love
Initiation into the Service of Love invariably

results from a vision of beauty which is, at first,
extremely pleasurable: "los ojos auian gran plazer de
mostrar al coragdn la cosa del mundo que mSs amauan" 140:
78^81]. Quite often, however, the initial thrill of visual
beauty gives way to a "nueuo dolor." Whereas in the case
of the pious Helisena this "new ache" rapidly and
irresistibly converts her former piety to passion Illff
and 14:193-95], with Amadls it leads naturally to a
lamentation over the bad luck of ever having laid his eyes
on Oriana, since such beauty can never be his:

— jAy, Dios! cPor quS vos plugo de poner 
tanta beldad en esta sehora y en ml tan gran 
cuyta y dolor por causa della? En fuerte 
punto mis ojos la miraron, pues que perdiendo 
la su lumbre; con la muerte pagarSn aquella 
gran locura en que al coragdn han puesto J41:
158-65, Cf. 124:177-79, 515:321-30] .

From now onf the eyes and the memory, working together,
will torture the lover with an infinite number of painful
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thoughts, worries, desires, and will cause fainting, tears,
and general aberration. (The vision and recollection of
the beloved may, of course, also provide temporary pleasure
and relief, or even inspire the noblest of deeds in the
lover, as we shall demonstrate further on in the chapter.)

The strengthening and "fixation" of love (which
Asensio has traced to troubadour lyric through the words
cuyta and cuydar). ̂ operates through the agency both of
sight and recollection, and is accompanied by various
negative effects which offset its fleeting pleasures. In
the Amadis many of these topoi appear to be borrowed
directly from the troubadours, who had, as we have seen,

2taken them from Ovid. Among love’s "maladies" we find.the 
loss of sleep ("el Donzel del Mar no dormla mucho, que lo 
mSs de la noche estuuo contemplando en su senora ..." 
150:90-92. Also, 72:424-33, 361:15-17, 771:1089-91]); the 
loss of speech ("—  ... el coragdn muy turbado y de- sobrado 
amor preso, no dexa, la lengua en su libre poder ..." 1128; 
449—51. Also 246:183-86]); and a general paralysis of the 
mind and senses: "Quando §1 oy6 mentar a su senora 
estremeci6sele el coragdn tan fuertemente que por poco 
cayera del cauallo ..." 154;367-70. Also, 80:30 6-10];
"como el su pensamiento y los ojos en su sehora puestos

1. Asensio, 62.
2. See "The Troubadours and the ’Newness’ of Their 

Conception," in Chapter II.
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eran, muy poco el juyzio entendla de lo que su hermana le 
hablaua" 1207:208-11]; "—  „.. yo le veo muchas vezes 
llorar y cuydar tan fleramente que no paresce auer en §1 
sentido alguno ..." 1816:564-67. Also, 825:1132-43]. An
extreme example of Love's rigors (probably of parodic 
intention) can be found in that constantly distracted 
paradigm of amorous contemplation, GuilSn el Cuydador: 
possessing all the other virtues of a good knight, 
"solamente le ponia grande entreuallo ser tan cuydador que
los hombres no podlan gozar de su habla ni de su compana 
..." 1304:26-30J. So fiercely, in fact, did he dwell on 
his mistress ("que en Si no metla mientes") that once 
another knight was able to unhorse him unawares 1292:
366-71] .

Ovidian, also, is Amadls' constant fear of losing 
his beloved— either through some fault of his own ("’— j . . . 
ante mil vezes por la muerte passarla que passar su 
mandado!" 1373:113-14. Also, 433:458-66, 505:485-87]), or 
through the treacherous turns of Fortune 1379-80:51-126.
Cf, 676:1284-85],- (The wife's wrath, however, represents a 
Christian modification of a courtly theme which we will 
discuss toward the end of this chapter, )„

Beyond merely halting speech and paralyzing mind 
and body, the power of love is capable, moreover, of 
altering moral conviction. Although Amadls' mother 
Helisena, prior to her courtship, had successfully repelled
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the advances of many a noble and desirable suitor in favor
of a life of piety and devout contemplation, "en s6lo vn
momento veyendo la grand fermosura de aguel rey Peri6n, fue
su propdsito mudado ...” by Love, who "rompiendo aquellas
fuertes ataduras de su honesta y sancta vida gela fizo
perder, quedando de alii adelante duena" [19:105-108 and
20:138-413. And, under the compulsion of love, a defeated
knight breaks his word of honor to release his captive
lady to the righteous victor, pleading:

,--Cauallero, no te marauuilles si te no mantengo 
verdad, que gran fuerqa de amor me lo causa 
fazer? que sin esta donzella no biuiria sola vna 
hora ... que el gran amor que a esta donzella 
•tengo me haze que no sea sehor de mi. Y si tti 
o alguno dessos caualleros sabe qu§ cosa es amor 
verdadero, no me culparS de cosa que faga. Tti 
haz de mi lo que la voluntad te diere, en tal 
que, si la muerte no, otra cosa no me parta desta . 
muger 11300:1084-87 and 1301-2:1215-23],

Since be has himself so long been at Loye1s mercy, Amadis
is a generous listener and an expert judge of the knight’s
reasons;

Amadis, guando estti le oy6 dezir, bien conosci6 
por su corag6n, y por los grandes amores que 
siempre tuuiera a su seflora, que el cauallero 
era sin culpa, pues que su poder no Bastaua para 
se mis forgar 11302:1224-30].

More important than the physical or moral conse
quences of love’s power, when it has become firmly rooted, 
is its ready capacity to inflict psychological suffering on 
its subject. The frequent symptomatic comparisons between 
physical and psychological wounds, for example, were common
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both in troubadour poetry and in the literature of classi
cal antiquity. Thus, Lasindo begs Melicia, on behalf of 
his wounded master don Bruneo, to minister to "la llaga 
mSs peligrosa do mayor cuyta le viene," that she have . 
mercy on him "no del mal que padesce de la herida, mas de 
aquel que por vos con tanta crueza sufre y sostiene" 
1687:884-90. Also 15:259-60, 15:277-81]. But, while time 
may heal bodily wounds, a courtly corollary borne out in 
the Amadls states that spiritual wounds tend to worsen:

Y don Bruneo de Bonamar, como ya muy mejorado 
de la llaga corporal estuuiesse, y de la del 
splritu m&s fuerte ferido, como aquel que ve£a 
a su senora Melicia muchas vezes, que era causa 
de ser su coraqdn encendido en mayores dolores, 
considerando que aquello alcanqar no se podia 
sin que gran af£n tomasse ... 1718:174-83].

The psychological and spiritual aspects of this 
full-blown finramors, as we find it in the Amadls, are 
devastating. Here, memory, aided by the eyes, evokes a 
stream of tender nostalgia which, in turn, swells into a - 
tide of loneliness, doubts and tears, Such is the case 
when Amadls regards a ring that Oriana had worn 1127:371- 
74]; when Oriana is reminded of Amadls by his younger 
brother FlorestSn— a fact which brings her "gran soledad 
del otro, tanto que el coragdn le quebraua" 1430:240-41]; 
and when Amadls is at first impressed by the beauty of the 
nine-year-old daughter of the emperor and, shortly there
after, naturally reminded of
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la muy hermosa Oriana su senora, que mSs que a si 
amaua, y del tiempo en que la §1 comenqd amar, que 
serla de aquella edad, y de c6mo el amor que 
entonc.es con ella pusiera siempre aula crescido 
y no menguado? y ocurrlendole en la memoria los 
tiempos prdsperos que con ella ouiera de muy 
grandes deleytes, y los aduersos de tantas 
cuytas y dolores de su corag6n como a su causa 
passado aula? as! que en este pensar estuuo gran 
piega, y en c6mo no esperaua verla sin que gran 
tiempo passasse. Tanto fue'encendido en esta 
membranga que como fuerade sentido le vinieron 
las l&grimas a los ojos ... 1815:48 9-50 6].

To judge by the high occurrence of passages which 
dwell on the nostalgia of absent love,"*" there is un
doubtedly a direct relation between the evocation of love 
in the Amadls ("Y ocurridle en la memoria tenerla tan 
apartada y alongada de^sl, sin ninguna esperanga de la 
poder ver? fue puesto en tan gran desmayo que quasi fuera 
de sentido estaua ..." 1823:1138-44]) and the amor de lonh 
of Jaufr6 Rudel: "Remembra.m d ’un’amor de lonh: / vau de
talan embroncx e clis"? "mas non sai quoras la veyraif /

2car trop son nostras terras lonh,"

Pleasure and Ennoblement in the Suffering >
of Love, and Its Final Reward

The lover’s agony may be temporarily alleviated by 
the small rewards of love— including the presence, a view, 
or a recollection of the beloved. The wounded don Bruneo,

1. Rodrigues Lapa, 254, compares these laments to 
the cantiga d ’amigo,

2. Poeme V  of J. Rudel, vs. 4-5 and 24—26, cited 
by Lazar, 9.3-94,
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for example, is content to be nursed and ministered to by 
his lady, "porgue aquella vista le curana y sanaua otra 
llaga mSs cruel y mSs peligrosa para su vida" 1687:643-46. 
Also 35:135-37, 40:78-80, 247:205-216, 688:715-19]; and the 
lovesick Galvanes confides to Mabilia: —  ... soy venido
aqui a vos seruir, que vuestra vista serS para ml galarddn 
de las cuytas y mortales desseos que continuo padezco" 
1207:255-59, Also, 207:201-206],

However, we are less concerned here with occasional 
respites from love’s rigors than with the apparent pursuit 
of cruel and unrequited passion— clearly descended from the 
Southern ethic of suffering for love— as a motivating 
force behind the courtly relationships of the Amadis. Any 
relief from the rigors of love in this work, we repeat 
(other than the final all-consuming mutual possession of • 
the lovers in body and spirit)., is Only temporary and 
relative, especially since a consolatory view or memory i s • 
at best a mixture of elements both sweet and sour. In a 
lengthy address to Providence (ventura) Amadis complains of 
this very fact: ,.. bien sabes tfi si alguna folganga y
descanso en lo passado me otorgaste, que no fue sin ser 
mezclado con grandes angustias y congoxas ..." 1379:65-70], 
On another occasion, awake in his bed, he thinks of "su 
senora Oriana, que all! era todo su gozo, toda su alegrla, 
mezclada con tormentos, con passiones que contino en vno 
batallauan ..." J787:345-49]. Other paradoxes of a
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decidedly Petrarchan flavor tragically picture great
lovers as subjected by Cruel Fortune to "los xaropes
araargos gue aquella dulgura de sus grandes amores en si
ocultos y encerrados tenia . 1 3 1 3 : 9 2 - 9 5 ] ,  and describe
the lovelorn?s lamentation in terms of "muchas iSgrimas ...

1assl angustiosas como deleytosas ..." 1312;273-78]„
Furthermore, a great love, according to courtly

tradition, is by definition a frustrated love which re-
2quires obstacles to its consummation. The greatest 

obstacle to love in the Amadls appears in Oriana's rejec-
3tion of Amadls, prior to the BeltenebrSs episode. Here, 

the love of Amadls for Oriana is exalted in direct propor
tion to the pain and misery he suffers: his crying and 
fainting upon reading Oriana's angry letter 1373;64-86], 
his invectives against treacherous Providence 1379^80:51^ 
126], and, finally, his calm and fatalistic resignation to 
death,^ ( W  will consider Oriana's fainting, lamentation, -

1. Cf. Otis H. Green, The Literary Mind of 
Medieval and Renaissance Spain (Lexington, Kentucky, 1970),
91.

2. ( Rougemont has observed this to be the 
governing principle both of troubadour poetry and in the 
Tristan legend, 33, 122. Cf, Bohigas Balaguer, LI, 220? 
Entwistle, 216.

3. Cf, above, p. 100,
4. Place, Amadls de Gaula, 929, 930, charac

terizes Amadls' passive resignation as an incidence in the 
sin of acidia.
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and other demonstrations of amorous affliction below, as
aspects of the Christianizing tendency of the Amadls.)

This terrible suffering in proof of constancy,
then, is desired devoutly by the lover— not only because he
considers it a pleasure to suffer for his lady, but also
because he gains thereby in moral edification. Gili y Gaya
has summarized this masochistic ethic as follows:

Lento suicidio de un enamorado gue se sume en su 
cSrcel interior para paladear la cruda delicia 
de una penitencia, gue es buena porgue viene de 
la amada, y de una muerte liberadora gue s6lo 
tiene de malo el dejar de sufrir por Ella.
Sentir asi era uha muestra de elevaci6n de alma, 
gue s6lo los mSs egregios amadores podlan 
alcangar.l

And even were we to insist, with Lazar, that ennoblement is
2not essential to the courtly process, we can not overlook 

the fact that physical beauty in the Amadis is often 
enhanced by the signs of suffering. For example, already 
at the age of twenty, Amadis "tenia el rostro manchado de 
las armas? mas considerando guin bien empleadas en #1 
aguellas manzillas eran, y c6mo con ellas tan limpia y

1. Samuel Gili y Gaya, Edition, prologue and 
notes to Diego de San Pedro, obras (Madrid, 1958), ix.

2, While Lazar believes that "la fin1amors est 
essentiellement ingui6tude et souffranee ., , ," and that 
to be worthy of the lady's love "on ne doit vivre gue pour 
elle, s’efforcer sans cesse de faire ce gui lui plait, 
accepter le mal avec joie, patienter aussi longtemps
gu'elle le youdra" (61), he bluntly rejects the thesis of 
moral improvement; "II n'y est dit nulle part gue la, 
fin'amors rend 1'homme meilleur (74).. )
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clara la su fama y honrra hazia, mucho en su apostura y 
hermosura acrescentaua ..." [318:437-44]; and, when Mabilia 
asked Corisanda about the man on Pena Pobre who had so 
Impressed her with his appearance and his song, "ella le 
contd c6mo lo fallara y quanto le dixera, y que nunca viera 
hombre doliente y flaco tan fermoso ni tan apuesto en su 
pobreza . 1 4 1 9 : 5 5 0 - 5 3 ] .

Thus, in his retreat on Pena Pobre, "mucho se
pagaua Beltenebrds de la soledad.y esquiueza de aquel'
lugar *.." [397;560-62]; for in order to be worthy of his
lady Amadis must have "— - ... ningljn descanso ni reposo
hasta que Dios ... me llegue a aquella parte donde mi
coraq6n dessea" [786:325-28]? and until the day when he may
finally possess her (again, over twelve years after the
first time!1, the greatest pleasure she can grant him is to
continue making him-endure hardships in her service:

-t-Y lo que yo, senora, pido en galarddn de mis 
mortales cuytas y desseos no es SI saluo que 
nunca de vuestra memoria se aparte el cuydado 
de me mandar en que la sirua; que esto serS 
gran parte del remedio y descanso que a mi" 
apassionado corag6n conuiene 11001:180-88].

Perhaps we could explain the hero’s preference for physical
torture bver palatial ease as a means of keeping passion
at bay:

como yio lAmadlsJ la guerra del rey acabada, 
pensd que las cuytas y los mortales desseos 
que su senora Oriana le causaua ,.. que mejor 
los passarla caminando y en fatiga que en aquel 
gran vicio y descanso en que estaua ... [770:
1025-32].
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Love— symbolized by Oriana's beauty— is, in fact, 

the inspiration for Amadis' predilection for punishment 
("Amadls se combatia por raz6n de la hermosura de su sehora, 
donde ouiera §1 por mejor ser muerto gue fallescer vn punto 
de lo gue deuia ..»” 1163:19-23]), and is the source of his 
amazing virtue— especially his courage and stamina in the 
Service of Love: — jO, mi sehora Oriana, de os me viene
a ml todo el esfuergo y ardimiento. ... con vuestra 
sabrosa membranga todas las cosas sojuzgar pienso .«." 
1367:469-71 and 128:452-54]-

On the other hand, though he has been exalted
materially and socially by the Rigors of Love ("’—  ...
ague!la gloria y famague con vuestra sabrosa membranga yo
he ganado ...” 1549:935-37. Also, 529:700-705, 799:555-57],
Amadis can only reach Love's supreme guerdon through total
possession of the beloved. And while the truly worthy
lover tends to become increasingly spiritual as he feels
more impelled by earthly desire, this paradox finally
must cease at the limits of human endurance,"*" when, on the
verge of "amorous death," the only hope of a cure for his
"mortal desires" rests with the lady. In this regard,
Rodrigues Lapa has indicated the patent carnal intentions 

2of Amadis. Still, he adds, the artistic representation

1. Cf. Green, Mind, 63.
2, Rodrigues Lapa, 254.
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of Amadls the lover occupies a mid-point between Galaor1s 
libidinous fixation and the ethereal sterility of GuilSn 
el Cuydador „

Indeed, the "hope" that sustains Amadls throughout
his considerable torment clearly harks back to the
troubadour surplus?

Quels que soient les sentiments et les id§es que 
le poete exprime, ils viennent tourner en fin de 
compte autour d'une seule et meme exigence? la 
recompense finale, c 1est^a—dire le rendez-vous, 
le baiser, "et le reste"? del surplus, comme dit 
le troubadour.

Such a hope is expressed by the young Donzel, early in
Book I, when he prays to God "que assl en las armas como en
aquellos mortales desseos que por su sehora tenia le
diesse vitoria" 145:433^36]. The imperious need for
physical relief from the tortures of desire, for the
ultimate consummation or surplus keeps building?

1Amadls] era tan cuytado que sus fuergas no 
bastauan para se suffrir, que el gran descanso 
que en se ver tan cerca donde su sehora era 
aula recebido, se le aula tornado en tanto 
desseo de la ver y con el desseo en tanta 
cuyta y congoxa, que era llegado al punto de 
lamuerte ..» 1126:315-23, Also, 124:164—71, 
126:29.8-300, 142:64-77, 247:199-235] .

until finally, when he is left alone one day with Oriana,
overcome by "the greatness of his need," Amadls rhetorically
but unambiguously states his case:

1. Ibid., 256,
2, Lazar, 66,
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—  . si de aqui adelante veySndovos, senora, 
en tanta libertad no me acorri§ssedesz ya no 
bastaria ninguna cosa que la vida sostenerme 
pudiesse, antes seria fenecida con la mSs 
rauiosa esperanga que nunca persona murio 
1284 :390-96] .1

The accumulated passion of Book I climaxes
ecstatically in an experience that the authors have
described in transcendental language: "Y creyendo con ello
las sus encendidas llamas resfriar, aumentSndose en muy
mayor quantidad, mSs ardientes y con mSs fuerga quedaron,
assl como en los sanos y verdaderos amores acaescer
suele" 1285;460-65]. The ennobling effect of a love that
culminates in similar heights of ecstasy is based on the
-single -premise, -appearing in Book- I, which states that
chastity and abstinence— to a point, at least-^are good
since they foster romantic passion, increase desire, and
heighten the pleasure of the Fina,l Reward, Thus, it
behooves the gentle knight "seruir y codiciar a las
donzellas y querellas por sehoras y amigas «n \ and the
lady, accordingly, should

guardarse de errar .».. porque como quiera que al . 
comiengo en mucho tenemos auer alcangado lo que 
dellas desseamos, mucho mSs son de hosotros 
preciadas y estimadas quando con discreci6n y 
bondad se defienden, resistiendo nuestros malos 
apetitos, guardando aquello que perdiSndolo 
ninguna cosa les quedarla que de loar fuesse 
1238:122-35] ,

1. Cf. Green's study of "The Galarddn" in the 
Castilian cancioneros. Mind, 60-64.
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This is Love's Reward— a didactic parenthesis of Book IV
tells us-— for fidelity and chastity:

estos grandes amores que entrambos [Amadls and 
Oriana] tuuieron no fueron por acidente como 
rauchos fazen que mSs presto que aman y dessean 
aborreqen, mas fueron tan entranables y sobre 
pensamiento tan honesto y conforme a buena 
conciencia que siempre cregieron, assf como lo 
fazen todas las cosas armadas y fundadas sobre 
la virtud, Pero es al contrario lo que todos 
generalmente seguimos, que nuestros desseos son 
mSs al contentamiento y satisfaci6n de nuestras 
malas voluntades y apetitos que a lo que la 
bondad y raz6n nos obligan; lo qual en nuestras 
memorias y ante nuestros ojos deurlamos tener, 
considerando que si todas las cosas dulces y 
sabrosas fuessen en nuestras bocas puestas, y 
en fin de la dulgura vn sabor amargo quedasse, 
no tan solamente lo dulce se perdla, mas la 
voluntad serfa tan alterada que con lo postrimero 
grande enojo de lo primero sentirfa; assf que 
bien podemos dezir que en la fin es lo mis de 
la gloria y perficidn 11285-86;18-453.

(Although these two passages smack of Christian didacticism
lEsp. 1286:46-55]they nevertheless retain much of the

\

troubadour spirit of idealized love found in the earlier 
books.

Courtly-Chivalric Elements in the Amadfs
The above categories, as we have said, all deal 

with and are subordinated to the dominant theme in Amadfs 
de Gaula, which is love. There are also present in the 
work many courtly^chivalric elements (that is, elements 
which are neither distinctly chivalric nor uniquely 
troubadouresque, but which evolved from the contact between 
fin'amors and chivalry, and whose evolution was fostered,
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quite often, by similarities between preexisting concepts

1in the primitive ideologies which, though not specifically 
concerned with Love, are nevertheless an essential part of 
refinement and courtliness. Whereas the preceding elements 
of fin’amors, barring conventionalization, are internal and 
introspective, and are concerned with the psychological and 
spiritual aspects of love, the following courtly-chivalric 
elements are mainly external and are concerned with the 
social and moral aspects of the refined individual, the 
prototype of the Renaissance courtier. Since this study 
is less concerned with the latter elements, as they appear . 
in the Amadis, than with fin1amors and its Christianization 
in that work.-*-their presentation here made necessary by the 
aforementioned ideological affinities in order to complete 
the overview of idealized love in a clearly hybrid work'—  
our examination of them will be somewhat less detailed. 
Also, being for the most part attributes, their repetitive 
and formulaic appearance lends itself to a summarized 
presentation..

After we assume, as all feudal writing does, the 
nobility and breeding of good and worthwhile individuals 
(the bad and worthless ones being rapidly disposed of1, in 
the Amadis we find three main groupings of courtly- 
chivalric themes and ideas? appearance, especially as a key

1. See above, pp. 49-51 and 79-80.
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to moral character? moderation (mesura) and its kindred 
traits of discretion, good sense and eloquence? and the 
various heroic attributes— strength, valor, courage, skill 
in arms, etc.

To begin with, the feudal substratum is evidenced 
throughout Amadls de Gaula by frequent formulaic references 
to feudal custom and ceremony-^archaic, if not at the time 
of composition, then certainly by its revision in the late 
fifteenth century. The fundamental feudal institution of 
vassalage, the author tells us, ideally requires "caua- 
lleros de gran prez y que mucho valgan, y que con muy gran 
amor a sus sehores siruan por los beneficios y honrras que 
dellos hayan recebido" 16661536-4.1. Cf. 1068-69 ; 625-48] , 
Wherever he may be and whatever the circumstances, the 
faithful vassal must be ready to serve and defend his lord 
or king. Thus don FlorestSn— exemplifying loyalty and 
heroism in the service f6odal^^"en la batalla ,«. con el 
rey CildadSn, puso su cabega desarmada delante d#l y 
recibi6 en el escudo aquel gran golpe del valiente 
Gadancuriel porque al rey iLisuarte] no le diesse .
1712;515-20]. At another time, though they are temporarily 
enemies fighting over land which the king has unjustly 
demanded that he and his men vacate, "Florestin, acordSndose 
de c6mo fuera suyo, y las honrras que.d#! recibiera, 
sufri6se de le ferir, cubri§ndose con lo poco que del 
escudo le aula quedado 1710;368-72]. And though he
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is travelling under the name of Beltenebr6s and denies 
being vassal to Lisuarte, Amadis chooses to duel with don 
Quadragante who has challenged the king and all of his 
friends: ... yo no soy vasallo deste rey gue dezls ...
pero por lo gue #1 meresce, es mi corag6n otorgado a lo 
seruir ..." 1453:197-201] ,

The good and wise overlord is not unappreciative of 
this loyal service and makes a special effort "de los 
guerer y amar y hazer mucha honrra y merced ..." 1260:167- 
69]. Lisuarte, in one instance, shows loyalty to knights 
formerly in his service, who have been involuntarily 
alienated from him, by showing them mercy and kindness 
1712]? and even offers, splendidly, to risk himself along
side the ever faithful don GrimedSn, in memory of the many 
times that knight has risked his life for him 1898:34-38].

Loyalty to the master is more important, even, than 
kinship. As much as Galaor, for example^ loves his brother 
Amadls, the latter being on the opposing side, the thickness 
of blood "no pudo tanto. con su coragdn gue no otorgasse de 
seruir al rey Lisuarte, con guien §1 biuia ..." 1684:473- 
76* Also, 685:488-9.0J . Nevertheless, the feudal ties of 
blood and marriage (deudo) appear often in the Amadls as a 
basis for loyalty 11069:638-42, 1187:107, 1190:322-25, 
1271:349.-52],

The formulaic greetings and receptions— including 
embracing, kissing, and honoring— is also a constant
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reminder of the feudal antecedents of Amadis de Gaula:

... la reyna vos embia mucho a saludar como 
aquella que vos ama y precia y a quien plazeria 
de vuestra honrra y no fallegerla por ella de 
la acregentar 1124:138-42].
Y 81 fue por le besar las manos, y 81 lo 
recibid muy bien ... y abragSronse muchas 
vezes como aquellos que de coragdn se amauan 
... 1693:123-27] .
iDon FlorestSn] apedse del cauallo, y hincados 
los yno.jos quxso besar el pie al reyr mas el 
rey lo leuantd y diole la manof y bes6lo en la 
boca 1721:386-90. Also: 693:145-50, 694:191-95, 
751:1136-39, 812:287-91, 1158:386-91, 1216:58-63],

Finally, numerous descriptions of splendidly armed 
and arrayed processions of mounted knights and noble 
personages, also highly stylized, evoke the ceremonious 
pomp of medieval feudalism--especially by their rhetorical 
presentation in the form of a question:

<7Qui6n os podrla dezir los cauallos y armas 
tan ricas y tan luzidas y de tantas manera,s como 
alii yuan? Por cierto muy gran trabajo serfa en 
lo contaf? solamente se dirSn de las que el 
emperador y los reyes y otros algunos sefialados 
caualleros leuauan 11077:464-71].
Aula entre ellos muchos caualleros mancebos 
ricamente armados y atauiados, y muchas infantas 
hijas de reyes y otras donzellas de gran guisa 
... 1251:66-70],
Y luego caualgaron en sus cauallos, armados de 
todas armas, que serfan fasta quinientos 
caualleros, en que aufa hijos de reyes y de 
condes y otros de gran guisa, assf en linaje 
como en gran prez y bondad de armas, que por 
todo el mundo sus grandes hechos eran sabidos,x 
... Mabilia, que de vna ventana del palacio de 
la reyna, los miraua, los yio yr tan apuestos, 
que coirio las a,rmas eran frescas y ricas, y con 
la clareza del sol, que en ellas ferfa, las 
hazfa muy resplandegientes. No haufa persona
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que los viesse que se no marauillasse ... [556: ,
148-69. Also, 250;59ff, 108.8?335ff] .

Of central Importance in the evolution of chivalry 
in feudal Europe of the first millennium was the concept 
of nobility. In the Amadis we see that this concept was 
divided rather equally between the social concerns of 
breeding and aristocracy and the older ideals (literary 
rather than practical) of "nobility of the heart" and the 
notion that "good will out." On the one hand, it is 
often implied that the nobleman, by virtue of his lineage 
and high birth, possesses all of the chivalric virtues—  
the most important of them being, in men, strength and 
valor ("tan alto hombre y tan buen cauallero" 115:266-67]? 
"de gran linaje y de alto fecho de armas" 1453:190-91.
Also, 249:343^44, 771:1131-37]) and, in women, beauty: "la 
grandeza y hermosura suya" 140:72-73]? "tan alta sehora y 
tan fermosa" J68:138]? "de tan alto lugar y sobrada fer- 
mosura" 114 :134-35. Also, 524:311]. In the time of king 
Lisuarte, we are told, "el gran esfuergo, el prez de las 
armas en los reyes, en los principes y senores gpandes, 
sehaladamente sobre los otros mSs baxos f lorecia ,. "
1540:238-42]? and, as we saw, the above mentioned 
cavalcades and courtly convocations were composed

1, See "The Emergence of Chivalry in Feudal 
Society," and "The Ideals of Early Chivalry," in Chapter 
TV.
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exclusively of "IgenteJ de gran guisa, hijos de reyes y 
duques y condes ...” 1664?349-50]. In one digression, 
however, we find the clearly stated opinion that indi
vidual nobility resides less in the attributes of strength 
and valor than in good manners and social grace:

muy bien les pareci6 las graciosas respuestas 
que el cauallero de la Verde Spada daua a todo 
lo que le dezian; assl que esto les fazla creer, 
ahtin mis que el su gran esfuergo, ser 11 hombre 
de alto lugar, porque el esfuergo y valentla 
muchas vezes acierta en las personas de baxa 
suerte y gruesso. juyzio, y pocas la honesta
mesura y polida crianga, porque esto es deuido
aquellos que de limpia y generosa sangre vienen 
1823:1072-84],

On the other hand, the arrogant Patln, later 
emperor,...-is-noted ..by_.Gandalln _to_be. '.'mis alto de.-linaje que 
de bondad de armas ni de mesura ..." 1388:353-55]. Con
versely, the young Amadls, following the commonplace that
heroes must be illegitimate and/or foundlings, is made to 
overcome the obscure circumstances of his birth"*" by 
manifesting all the virtues of a worthy and highborn 
personage. Also, following another heroic convention, 
young FlorestSn is constrained to conceal his identity 
until he has accomplished the noble feats of arms that 
will make him worthy of being in the company of his two •
older brothers Amadis and Galaor 1328]; and even though the
 —     )

1, Cf. the manner in which EsplandiSn was born, 
lost and found, and his future appearance and "alto 
linaje" announced to Lisuarte in a prophecy by Urganda la 
Desconocida (776-77:229-68).
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promising youth he has just knighted turns out to be .his 
own illegitimate son "que de todas partes de reyes viene," 
Lisuarte, prudently, "acordd de lo encubrir fasta que la 
obra diesse testimonio de su virtud" 1695:295-96 and 318— 
20J„ These statements and others such as "de tan alto y 
fuerte coragdn" 1399:582] and "toda la alteza de las 
armas" 1476:140-41], then, appear to refer more to the 
innate nobility of the knight than the color of his blood. 
Here, caballero becomes synonymous with noble.

Of the many knights brave and strong appearing in 
the Amadis, most are presented as noble and virtuous 
personages. There are, to be sure, a number, of arrogant 
individuals— especially giants— who are flawed with 
soberbia (hubris) and desmesura. These moral defects 
which, according to Bohigas, are related to outstanding 
physical traits such as inordinate size and uglineis,^ 
appear to be serious enough to offset other good qualities: 
"la valentla y el esfuergo que a raz6n y consejo sujetos 
no son, no deuen en mucho ser tenidos" 1509:781-83],
ArdSn Canileo, for example (who is not lacking in soberbia 
lesp. 527]1, is contrasted with Madasima, his pretended: 
"ella era fermosa y noble y §1 era feo y muy desemejado y

1, In the concluding section of this chapter we 
show how soberbia becomes a vehicle for Christian 
didacticism,

2, Bohigas Balaguer, XI, 221,
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esquiuo ...” 1524:311^13], But even ArdSn Canileo is 
described elsewhere as ”vn cauallero senalado en el mundo 
y de gran prez y fecho de armas ..." 1524:321-23], Most of 
the knights in the work, in fact, are given ennobling 
descriptions, such as "de gran linaje y alto fecho de 
armas" and "buen cauallero de alta sangre" 1453:190-91,
769:999-1000. Also see above, p. 118].

In the Amadls physical appearance is practically a 
corollary to nobility and, especially in the lady, the 
paramount virtue from which all other virtues flow, ̂ 
Accordingly, the lady’s beauty is impeccable and speaks for 
her entire reputation (fama). It is in the lady what 
bondad de armas is in the knight: "—  ... mSs es ella 
fermosa gue el mejor cauallero en armas ..." 167:115-16]. 
Briolanja and Oriana, moreover, enjoy "la gran fama de sus 
grandes fermosuras"- 1496:685-86] just as. the knight does 
his alto prez de armas (we shall see below, however, that 
the Christian concern with chastity has begun to supplant 
the older related ideal of purity, and thus when a 
beautiful lady is unchaste it is sure to be mentioned 
I see 271: 632-34] }.? and the enchanted chamber— which he 
built as a symbol to their great love— king ApolidSn of 
Insola Firme tells his wife Grimanesa, shall not be 
entered by man nor woman "hasta gue aguf venga tal

1. Cf. Green, Spain and the Western Tradition, I,
104-10.5.
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cauallero que de bondad de armas me passe, ni muger, si a

>vos de fermosura no passare 1359:264-67. My italics].
Fermosura and bondad de armas, in fact, are often a basis 
for comparison in romantic alliances: ... as! como vos
soys la mSs hermosa muger del mundo, soys amada del mejor 
cauallero que en 61 fallarse podia" 1386:55-59. Also, 256: 
448-50] .

A beautiful lady, then, as we have shown, is 
assumed to be de alto lugar, llnaj e or guisa; and since 
most knights as well, being noblemen, are beautiful,'*' it is 
common to praise knightly beauty as the source of chivalric 
virtue:

Enil ,.. era muy fermoso y apuesto cauallero y 
alegre de corag6n, y por sus buenas maneras y 
gran esfuergo muy amado y preciado ... 1526;
471-74] .
JE1 nouel cauallero] era de muy buen talle, y 
muy fermoso y apuesto que a duro se. hallarla 
quien lo tanto fuesse 1691:37-39].
de todos era loado jAmadls] de fermosura y de 
pareger mejor armado ... 1758:181-82. Also:
69:252-55, 162:57, 173:13-14, 306-307:189-91,
845:175-76, 902:793-96, 1256:323-25].

But, elsewhere, we find evidence that the knight's
beauty alone, howsoever much it may be praised for its
aesthetic value 145:74-75, 153:51, 556:163, 721:386-90,
785;245-47], is not a guarantee for other virtues--especially

1. I use "beautiful" for both sexes since in the 
Amadls fermoso is applied indiscriminately to ladies and 
knights alike.
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the heroic attributes of bonded de armas, esfuergo, valor, 
clnimo, ardimiento, etc. Thus don FlorestSn is so beautiful 
that a donzella wonders if his strength and courage can be 
in proportion: "—  ... si soys tan esforgado como fermoso, 
mucho bien vos fizo Dios" 1347:120-23J. Similar thoughts 
occur to a fellow-knight who is impressed by the physical 
appearance of Amadjs ("-^Serior, del ardimiento de vuestro 
coragdn no s6 nada? pero nunca vi cauallero que tan fermoso 
armado. paresciesse" 1451:100^103]); and, had the arrogant 
GasquilSn not already heard of his gran bonded, he would 
have said that Amadls was "too pretty" to be a knight— "que 
a su parescer mSs aparejado era para entre duefias y 
donzellas que entre caualleros y autos de guerra ,„." 
11166:972-75] .

Beautiful persons generally possess, in addition, 
grace, wit, eloquence, and mesura— the combined quality of 
discretion and moderation:

Aquel cauallero cuyos huSspedes eran, era 
grande y hermoso y Bien razonado ... 1346:68-7 0].
la Amadls] GasquilSn le vio tan hermoso y tan 
sosegado y con tanta cortesia ... Ill66:967-69].
IAmadls] es vn cauallero muy hermoso y muy bien 
tallado de su grandeza, y sosegado en sus 
razones ... 11256:323-25. See also 127:383-85, 
786:285-88] .

Although it is generally assumed in the Amadls that grace, 
eloquence and discretion— especially since they go hand in 
hand with physical beauty^— are an indication of noble
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origins ("Mucho fue pagada la donzella de la buena palabra
y gran mesura de don FlorestSn, y de c6mo era fermoso y
de buen donayre, y en todo le semejaua hombre de alto
lugar 1857; 99-103] ) , we find that the heroic bondad de
armas does not necessarily presuppose these virtues.
Indeedr when these virtues do coincide the authors seem to
be surprised. For example, Lisuarte says of Amadis, whose
knightly service he would like to acquire; — jAy ,,.
quiSn tal hombre en.su compania hauer pudiesse!, que demSs
del su gran esfuerqo, yo creo que es muy mesurado ,
1122;20-24. Also, 845;793-95]f and further on, in his
courtly exchanges with the Empress of Constantinople,
Amadis proves to be so tastefully elegant "que la
emperatriz dezia entre si que no podia ser su esfuerqo
tan grande que a su mesura y discrecidn sobrepujar
pudiesse" I814;435-39]„

In addition to its aesthetic value, beauty finally
constitutes the powerful female weapon« It is, as we have
said, an index of the lady’s virtue, her peculiar bondad
as distinct from that of the knight. With its brilliance,
extreme beauty, as exemplified in Oriana and Leonorina,
eclipses all lesser degrees of pulchritude;

segtan su gran valor Jde Amadis] ... no meregia 
su coragdn padeger sino por aquella ante quien 
todas las que de fermosura se preciassen deuian 
de fuyr, porque con la su gran claridad las 
suyas dellas en tinieblas puestas no fuessen .,,
J496;705-711],
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la flor y fermosura de todo el mundo que
fue aquella estrella luziente que ante ella 
toda fermosura escuregla, Leonorina, fija 
del emperador de Costantinopla ... 11219:299- 
302. Also: 114:474-76, 496:684-91, 864:598- 
602] .

The emulation and rivalry between varying degrees of beauty, 
we may say, is thoroughly analogous to jousting, tourna
ments, and other medieval contests of knightly prowess [75: 
678-80, 119:784-86, 201:169-71, 326:439-42, 534:1028-35], 
especially since the function of beauty is so often— though 
not always-— directly proportional to love and loyalty [479: 
357-61, 496:691-700, 507:620-39] in such spectacular tests 
as la Ccimara defendida and el arco de leales amadores 
J358ff and 362ff]. In fact, the very process of love is 
often described in terms of a chivalric contest.. Upon 
leaving Helisena alone with Peridn, the handmaiden 
Darioleta tells her: Quedad, sehora, con esse ca,uallero,
que ahunque vos como donzella hasta aqul de muchos vos 
defendistes, y 61 assi mesmo de muchas otras se defendid, 
no bastaron vuestras fuergas para vos defender el vno del 
otro" 119:76-82. My italics. Also, 19:96ff, 20:133-38],

The lady's beauty, moreover, has the awesome power 
to overcome and to subjugate a strong and courageous knight. 
Woe betide the unfortunate knights who fail "to protect 
themselves" from the respective beauties of Oriana and 
Briolanja, predicts the amused Urganda, "—  .,, que contra 
ellas lias fermosuras] no bastarS esfuergo, ni valentla ni
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discrec'i6n para les escusar el peligro mSs graue gue la 
muerte" 1515:327-30, Also 515:332-35]. The tyrannical 
aspect of beauty in the chivalric tradition here approaches 
the seigniory of fin1amors. In other cases the two tradi
tions have blended completely: Upon hearing Amadls called 
"toda la alteza de las armas" by a fellow knight, "Oriana 
,,, fazlase logana en se ver senora de aquel gue con su 
grande esfuergo a tantos y tales sehoreaua" 1476:140-41 and 
1-4-47J. Fermosura, then, through the medium of love, 
obliges knightly bondad to defend its virtue. Amadis is 
thus challenged to defend the beauty of Oriana against that 
of Grouanesa, the lady of Angriote Destrauaus 1160-63.
Cf, 114:471-80], and FlorestSn to undertake noble feats of 
knighthood in its behalf 1348:217-19],

The ethical precept'behind the numerous duels over 
beauty, love, and honor in the Amadis is not "might makes 
right" but, rather, "right makes might." So.powerful, 
indeed, is beauty when it symbolizes "right," as it most 
often does, that it can enable its weakest defender to . 
prevail. Here Grasinda, capitulating to Oriana, speaks of 
this power in terms of a chivalric contest;

— Agora, mi buena senora, con mucha raz6n 
deuo dar muchas gracias a nuestro Sehor y le 
seruir la gran merced gue me fizo en no estar 
vos en la corte del rey vuestro padre a la saz6n 
gue yo a ella vine? porgue ciertamente, ahunque

1. See the above sections on the Religion and 
Service of Love,
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en mi guarda y amparo tra^a el major cauallero 
del mundo, segtin mi demanda ser por raz6n de 
fermosura, digo que Si se pudiera ver en gran . 
peligro , « que, segtin la gran estremidad y 
ventaja tiene vuestra fermosura a la mia . 
ahunque el cauallero que por vos se combatiera 
fuera muy flaco, que mi demanda no vuiera la 
fin que vuo 1966^-67 ; 116-35] .

Right, in fact, is the guiding principle in the 
knightly mission. All objectives must conform to the , 
"doing" and "maintaining" of right (fazer, mantener 
derecho) 1530:774-75, 570:136^37]. In his adventures in
search of honor and worth (honrra y. prez 1191:321-22, 154; 
156-57, 759:225-27, 1191:384-91, 400]), the knight must 
pursue ministering and altruistic goals ("Isocorrer] a los 
que tuerto reciben. . socorrer a los corridos, quitando 
los agrauios y fuergas que les son fechas ».« quitar los 
tuertos y desaguisados ..." 1860:297-98, 972;85-88, 988: 
105] J_< though in the protection of the poor and weak, we 
are told, special consideration should be given to "duehas 
y donzellas, que ante que otros algunos acorridos deuen 
ser" 1988:107-109, Also, 143:177-79, 865:670-77, 907:1197- 
99] „ (This service of "leal abogado y guardador de todos y 
todas aquellos que sinrazdn reciben" 1394:375-77], of 
course, should only be rendered "a quien con raz6n ge lo 
pidiesse" 11255:215-16]1, Furthermore, the knight should 
faithfully defend and uphold Love (mantener amor con 
lealtad) 130:348-59, 1223:578—79]; and show mercy toward 
his defeated enemies; "en los fuertes Unimos y coragones
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consists el veneer y perdonar" 11170;122 6-2 8. Also, 
676:1282-84, 1069:638-40].

Attempting to summarize the basic ideals of what he 
calls ''chivalry of the knights"— the earliest form of a 
chivalric progression, studied by Sidney Painter in French 
Chivalry (Baltimore, 1940), which subsequently became 
"chivalry of the priests" and, finally, "chivalry of the 
ladies"— Otis Green offers the following groupings which, 
in many instances, correspond to the ones we find in the' 
Aitictdis:

As tempered by the idea of chivalry , , . the code
of the medieval aristocratic fighting man 
Irequired] that he strive . . .  to be brave and 
loyal, true to his word, faithful to his lord, 
eager to destroy the enemies of his God or king, 
magnanimous towards a defeated foe.

Finally, since it is fundamental to the entire 
constellation, the ideals and practice of chivalry must be 
maintained and renewed through perpetual feats of heroism 
and justice. For when chivalry is taken for granted or 
forgotten,

j.... no solamente las armas se toman de orln, 
mSs la fama dellos tan cubierta que pof muchos 
tiempos no lb pueden de si desechar!; que assl 
como los officiales de qualquier officio 
tratSndolo con diligencia son segtm sus estados 
en honrra sin necessidad puestos, y oluidclndolo 
con floxura y poco cuydado pierden lo ganado, 
viniendo en pobreza y miseria; <%ssl los 
caualleros por el semejante perdiendo el 
cuydado de lo que fazer deuen, sus honrras, 
sus famas y virtudes de gran mengua y miseria,

1, Green, Spain and the Western Tradition, I, 11.
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son combatIdas y derribadas 11303-13 04:1369-84.
Also; 722:450-55, 310:477-78, 498:798-8063.

Of course, none of the knightly objectives may be 
pursued if it violates the "maintenance of right," And 
since beauty and love so often are synonymous with 
rightness,"*" it would be a knightly contradiction to 
oppose them unjustly. Thus Amadis is understandably dis
heartened by the favor (don) he must, out of convention.
grant to Grasinda— that he champion her beauty Over all
the donzellas of Lisuarte's court— for well he knows

que en la corte haula muy buenos caualleros que 
por ella tomarlan la empresa, que teniendo el 
derecho y la raz6n de su parte tan enteramente, 
segtin la differencia tan grande de la hermosura 
de Oriana a la de todas las del mundo, que no 
podia 61 salir de la tal demanda que tomasse 
sino deshonrrado o muerto 18 30:192-200. My 
italics] .

Conversely, when he discovers that Oriana will not be at 
the court to meet Grasinda1s challenge, he confidently 
tells her:

— Mi sefiora, tened esperanga que yr6ys desta 
tierra con la honrra que desseSys, que yo muy 
esforgado estoy viendo la vuestra gran: fermosura, 
que me faze cierto de tener el derecho y raz6n de 
mi parte? y pues Dios es el juez, querri. que assi 
lo sea la honrra 1874:490-97].

The role of God is of course essential to the 
concept of rightness? and it undoubtedly dates from an early 
period of feudal chivalry. But with the Christianization 
of Western Europe, the participation of God in chivalric

1, See above, p. 126.
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deeds and events becomes exaggerated in literature and is 
given a decidedly didactic interpretation. While moralis
tic digressions and interpolations are found throughout 
Amadls de Gaula, due in part to the revisional nature of 
the work, this tendency is far more observable in Books 
XII and IV, as we shall see below in the concluding section.

The Christian Aspects of Courtly Chivalry 
in Amadis de Gaula

The Spanish Arthurian novels, Entwistle writes,
"coalesced with and guided" the peculiar direction of
national thought "when influenced by love, honour and
religion . . , More specifically, Peninsular chivalric
literature, Gili y Gaya observes, "es un reflejo algo
tardio, pero muy estilizado, del amor cortesano
the unique Spanish transformation of the French ideology,
which had been refined by .Dante, Boccaccio and Eneas
Silvio. Gili y Gaya goes on to say that both the French
and Italian conceptions,

de carScter cosmopolita y minoritario, se 
refractaron al llegar a Espafia, y al mismo 
tiempo que algunos de sus elementos fueron 
entre nuestros artistas extremosamente exal— 
tados, otros se atenuaron o fueron eliminados 
por chocar con el ambiente de la sociedadespahola.2

1. Entwistle, 3,
2, Gili y Gaya, Diego, x , Also xviii—xix.
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These Spanish tendencies, Green reports, are

centered on the struggle toward "’the triumphant union of
romantic passion with Christian monogamy’ . , . away from

%  'the extramarital conception of courtly love « . * ." The
process, he adds, "was less protracted than it appears to
have been, for example, in England" due in part to the
"persistence of a tradition of conjugal.tenderness and

2respect which is manifest in the Poema del Cid" and, in 
general, to the religious tendency observable in Spanish 
letters from the Caballero Cifar— that is, from the 
beginning of the fourteenth century:

From now on, the religious note sounds 
clearly in the best examples of the Spanish 
romances of chivalry, no matter how obstrep
erously the other notes— fighting and love, the 
more worldly chivalry of the knights with its 
cult of honor and that of the ladies with its 
excesses-of adoration— may dominate the orches
tration.

Being products of their culture, Montalvo and the 
original authors and revisers of the Amadls all reveal 
strong religious influences and, to varying degrees, all 
utilize the popular literary mode of courtly chivalry for

1. Green, Mind, 74, citing Lewis.
2. Ibid., 74, 77.
3. Green, Spain and the Western Tradition, I, 12.
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1the purposes of Christian didacticism. Since our main

interest here is to indicate the Christianization in the
Amadis of the courtly-chivalric tradition, and not to redo
Place’s theory-^-which involves the several didactic aims

2of three different authors <— our conclusions for this 
section will be based on the Christian and didactic aspects 
of Montalvo’s revision, usually without labeling one aspect 
as clearly Montalvo’s and another as typical of the author 
of primitive X, etc. Most readers are probably aware that 
the author of primitive I and II strongly admonishes rulers
Clos prlncipes) against the deceptive mezcladores or false

3 4advisors; that Montalvo was an enemy of courtly chivalry;
and that he attacks this institution and its vain and
frivolous ideals by making his hero EsplandiSn— a Catholic
devout both in the service of his Church and in the
destruction of its enemies^--outdo and defeat in arms, not
only his father but all others dedicated to similar

1, Place, Amadis de Gaula, .927-31, 1345t46, See 
also his articles; "Montalvo’s Outrageous Recantation," 
Hispanic Review, XXVII (1969), 192-98; and "Montalvo
autor o refundidor"; and Gili y Gaya, "Las sergas de 
EsplandiSn"; and Lida de Malkiel.

2, Montalvo and the two authors of primitive 
Books I, II, and III.

3, Place, Amadis de Gaula, 930-31.
4, Ibid,, 1345-46; Gili y Gaya, "Las sergas de 

Esplandicm"; Place, "Montalvo’s Outrageous Recantation,"
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excesses l776*-77:esp. lines 255-61].^ Montalvo, writes
Bohigas Balaguer

pretende infundir un nuevo ideal a los heroes 
.... . La caballeria al servicio de caprichosos
pretext©s se convierte, por obra de EsplandiSn, 
en una fuerza al servicio de la fe. ... un ideal 
opuesto al antiguo de Amadls. Montalvo subrayarS 
este hecho con machacona insistencia..

Since Christian influence on feudal chivalry began 
3relatively early, . God starts to appear— amid pagan ideals

and attitudes— in the earliest examples of Peninsular
4chivalric literature. In subsequent revisions of the 

Amadis and additions thereto, reminiscences of pagan and 
early Christian chivalry— such as initiation rites, and 
vows of knighthood and fealty to God and the warlord 145; 
428ff, 694:195-217. Cf. 554:31-34, 972:83J 5— were joined 
gradually by more sophisticated Christian concepts, notably 
of God as the "purveyor of all good." In Montalvo’s revi
sion occasional vestiges of earlier and pre-Christian 
chivalric ideals, and the more ingenuous declarations of 
faith, are not, as one might think, entirely supplanted by

1, Lida de Malkiel, 284-85.
2, Bohigas Balaguer, II, 216.
3, See "Contact Between Christian a,nd Chivalric 

Ideals; The Christianization of the Feudal Knight," in 
Chapter IV.

4, Green, Spain and the Western Tradition, I, 11-12.
5, Ibid., I, 11,
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the more recent Christian didacticism (although, quite 
frankly, the latter note sounds more stridently); rather 
the authors and editors must have recognized and continually 
striven toward a harmonious coexistence between the two.
(It is curious that, compared to the scores of appearances 
of God in the four books, there are at most a dozen 
references to the Virgin Mary some of these merely inter
jections such as jO Santa Maria, val!" 1389:36]. Since . 
the Virgin becomes important in Spain from the time of 
Alfonso X  and reaches full prominence toward the end of 
the thirteenth century, one interesting conclusion, suggested 
by her near absence from the Amadis is that the date of the 
composition of primitive I and II may be earlier than that 
generally admitted by modern criticism. Also, if Montalvo 
and earlier authors and editors with religious convictions 
did not expand Mary’s role, it must be because the only 
place she could have taken was already occupied by another 
semir-saintly female, Urganda la Desconocida? and the 
religious tradition surrounding God had precedents that 
reached back to the earliest contacts between chivalry and 
Christianity.)

Thus, alternating with sermons on the omnipotence 
and benevolence of a Christian God ("— JO Sehor del mundo, 
qu6 tan grande es la tu santa piedad, y c6mo”la emblas • 
sobre aquellos que algtin conoscimiento del tu santo 
seruicio tienenl" 11164:826-30„ Also, 79.4; 135, 799:
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540-413), we find bitter laments against an omniscient 
destiny or Providence: "—  ..„ mudable y incierta fortuna 
..." 1676:1285-863; "— ]Ay ventura, cosa humana y sin ra^z! 
..." 1379:51-523; "la mi aduersa fortuna ..." 11011:9-10]—  
which is clearly un^Christian and independent of God ("la 
causa dello es que, o por permissidn de Dios, que sabe el 
gran tuerto y agrauio que se me faze, o porque mi fortuna 
, „ . lo ha querido ..." 11011-12; 41-453 ).; and barbarism 
tempered by Christian consciousness: Amadls1 request of 
his squire, for example ("—  ... ruSgote mucho que si aqui 
muriere, procures de lleuar a mi senora Oriana aquello que 
es suyo enteramente, que serS mi coragdn")— a barbarian 
reminiscence which survives in present day Valentine's 
greetings— is Christianized by a mention of divine testi
mony: y dile que ge lo emblo por no dar cuenta ante Dios
de c6mo lo ageno leuaua comigo" 1800:567-733.

Beauty, the paramount chivalric virtue, retains, by 
and large, its positive value as a motivating power in the 
Amadls, H o w e v e r , it must have become subordinated rather 
early to the Christian concept of divine omnipotence in 
those expressions which make God responsible for the 
individual's— particularly the lady's— beauty ("... El, que 
tan fermosa os fizo ..." 1845:160-613)— especially since 
this and similar formulas are found throughout the work

1. See aboye, pp. 121ff.
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1248:285-88, 256:461-64, 264:139-40, 318:419-21, 517:439- 
41, 759:222-24, 820:855-57, 860:298-300, 1066:468, 1338: 
1102-05] and may also attribute to God other virtues such 
as royal birth, knightly valor, and prudence. Finally, an 
early touch of moral didacticism appears in a reference to
promiscuity in a beautiful woman such as Madasima, "que
muy rica era, y hija dalgo; mas no de tan buen precio como 
deuia 1271:632-34],

The stronger Christian view—-a patristic inheritance 
which was interpolated later, probably by Montalvo— of 
beauty as a device of the Devil, appears as a leitmotiv in
the conception of Endriago. The incestuous relations of
the giant Bandaguido with his daughter (not to mention their 
conspired killing of the mother) were a direct result of 
"la gran fermosura demasiada suya, y la muy poca conciencia 
y virtud del padre ,,." 1793-94:115-17]. God’s punishment, 
then, "deste pecado tan feo y yerro tan grande" which was 
caused by a woman’s ensnaring beauty 1794:132-33], was the 
birth of the monstrous Endriago.

The hero and his mission, too, have been gradually 
modified into a literary reflection of ecclesiastical power. 
The oldest knightly objectives, such as the pursuit of 
honrra y prez, coincide with the later— but still rela
tively early— ideals of "religious chivalry," such as the
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defense of the poor and weak,1 Beneficent feats are still 
accomplished for honor and glory, but God is now the cause 
and effect of all good in the world; and, in anticipation 
of combat, good knights will arise "al alua del dia a o^r 
missa , 1 7 6 7 ; 8 2 4 - 2 5 .  Also, 899:588, 1105:714-16]. 
Amadls, in particular, owes his strength and courage in 
knightly deeds to God, "que tan bien auenturado en las 
cosas estrahas le fizo ..," 1862;433-34. Also, 196:684-
86, 860:298-300, 1280:1029-32]. Furthermore, any knight

\

who fights for a just cause must win, for God makes him
virtually invincible: "—  ... en las armas ayuda Dios al
derecho ..." 1967:127-28]? "—  ... como yo demandaua la
verdad y aqu@l defendia lo contrario, quiso Dios darme la
vitoria ..." 11299:1065-66, Also, 782:27-29, 874:492-97],

Before the battle with Endriago, ostensibly one of
his greatest tests, Amadls and his squire Ggndalln a,re
beset with fear and doubt, The reader, on the other hand—
who is given all sorts of clues to the outcome— can hardly
expect anything but the triumph of Good over Evil;

Gandalln .., reziamente lloraua porque su 
muerte Ide Amadls] via tan cierta, si Dios 
milagrosamente no lo scapasse 1800:63 0—33],

1. Green, Spain and the Western Tradition, T, 12, 
Also see above, p, 127, and "The Ideals of Early Chivalry" 
and "Contact Between Christian and Chivalric ideals; The 
Christianization of the Feudal Knight," in Chapter IV,
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y como sin escudo se vio, y que la spada no 
cortaua ninguna cosa, bien entendid que su 
fecho no era nada si Dios no le enderegasse 
a que el otro ojo le pudiera quebrar ...
1801;682-87].
ya enojado nuestro Senor qu’el enemigo malo 
ouiesse tenido tanto poder y fecho tanto mal 
en aquellos que, ahunque pecadores, en su 
santa fe cathdlica cre^an, quiso darle 
esfuergo y gracia special, que sin ella 
ninguno fuera poderoso de acometer ni osar 
esperar tan gran peligro ... 1801;696-704].
qulsole Dios guiar ... 1802;710].
la sentencia ... de Dios sobr’dl lEndriago] 
era dada y no se podia reuocar ... 1802;724-26].

Tfie obvious Christian symbolism of this episode, in which
Amadls represents the arm of God as it smites the Devil,

1has been thoroughly examined.
In the episodes dedicated to the scourging of the 

cardinal sins of envidia and soberbia, especially, knight
hood hgs clearly become an instrument of Christian morality. 
The embodiment of all the Christian virtues, Amadls leads 
the other knights in wielding the ecclesiastical sword

2against the envious and proud--particularly the latter.
Thus, realizing that the arrogant are fated to defeat 
C”,.' porque a estos tales no tarda mucho que no les 
alcanga la yra y el castigo de Dios 11254:177-79]),
Amadls was understandably confident that, in his battle 
with the angry and imprudent Garadcfn, "Dios le darla lugar

lt Place,' Amadls de Gaula, 932.
2, Ibid,, 928-30.
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a gue la soberuia le quebrantasse" 1762:462-64. Also,

i763:546-49]. Christian sermons and pronouncements against
the sin of soberbia abound throughout the work:

jO, c6mo Dios se venga de los injustos y se 
descontenta de los gue la soberuia siguir 
guieren, y este orgullo soberuioso qucln presto 
es derrocadol 1680:167-70]„
10 loco el tal pensamiento, creer ningfln principe 
gue seyendo por sus meregimientos desamado de los 
suyos, gue pueda ser amado de Dios! 1825-26:1290—
94, Also, 449:448-51, 1118:251-55, 109:76ff],

And while a latter Christian morality— ^probably of Montalvo
-T-is manifest in most of these harangues, other subtler
statements would indicate that the earlier authors were
also concerned with soberbia: "—  la valentfa y el
esfuergo gue a raz6n y consejo sujetos no son, no deuen en
mucho ser tenidos" 1509:781-83]; "—  ... he visto muchas
cosas, entre las guales s# gue la soberuia nunca ouo buena
fin .. V  1878:836-38] ,

For the sake of organization and clarity we have
presented the earlier pre-Christian and chivalric material
separately from the later Christian sermons and moralizing
statements, The two attitudes, however, frequently occur
together as, for example, in the prophecies of Urganda la
Desconocida— who, we remember, is a Christian sorceress, a
transformed Morgan le Fay,'*' Announcing, here, the advent
of the prodigious EsplandiSn, her forecast reveals a

1, Ibid,, 928, 935,
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veritable hodgepodge of Christian and chivalric— and even
courtly^— virtues and ideals;

El es de alto linaje? y sabed, rey, gue ... serS 
tan fuerte, tan brauo de coragdn gue a todos los - 
valientes de su tiempo pornS en sus fechos de 
armas gran escuridad ... serS manso, mesurado, 
humildoso, y de muy buen talante, y sofrido mis 
gue otro hombre» ... serS en gran manera sesudo y 
de gran entendimiento, muy catdlico, y de buenas 
palabras, Y en todas las cosas serS pujado y 
estremado entre todos, y amado y guerido de los 
buenos tanto gue ningtin cauallero serS su ygual.
Y los sus grandes fechos en armas serSn empleados 
en el seruicio del muy alto Dios, despreciando 
61 aguello gue los caualleros deste tiempo mSs 
por honrra de vana gloria del mundo gue de buena 
conciencia siguen, y siempre traerS. a. si en la 
su diestra parte, y a su senora en la siniesifra 
1776-77:238-63].

A similar mixture of chivalric ideals and Christian doctrine
can be found in Peri6n ’s little speech 1739:214-36], The
two attitudes are also juxtaposed in the episode of the
sudden disappearance of Lisuarte. Following gueen
Brisena’s pagan lament and vows of suicide ("— Enganosa y
espantable fortuna, esperanga de los miserables, cruel
enemiga de los prosperados, trastornadora de las mundanales
cosas .1 13 27:329-33]1,  don Grumedin reminds her in a
didactic speech of the faculties God gave her in order to
practice the Christian virtues of discretionr prudence,
diligence, etc.: "— t ... d6nde es fuyda," he asks her,

vuestra gran discrecidn en el tiempo gue mSs 
menester la ouistes, gue tan fuera de consejo 
la muerte procurSys y demandSys, no teniendo 
en la memoria fenescer con ella todas las 
mundanales cosas? &Y gu6 remedio serS para 
aguel Vuestro tanto amado marido ser vuestra 
Snima desas carnes salida? <?Por ventura
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comprSys con ello su salud o ponSys remedio a 
sus males? Antes por cierto es todo al contrario 
de lo gue los cuerdos deuen hazer, gue el 
coragdn y discrecldn para semejantes afrentas 
fueron establescidos y dotados de aguel muy alto 
Senor, y mSs con grande esfuergo y diligencia gue.
con sobradas iSgrimas a las fortunas de los
amigos se ban de socorrer 11328; 405-26.]

Amadfs,, the perfect Arthurian knight is, moreover,
the model courtly lover,^ . As in the case of the chivalric
ideals, some of the Southern concepts have retained much of

2their originality despite the rising tide of Christian 
doctrine? but we find others which have been severely 
modified by social and religious conditions in fourteenth 
and fifteenth century Spain.

In the first place, whether or not there existed a
serious Religion of Love in twelfth century Languedoc, its
counterpart or offspring in the Amadls is rivalled by true 
religious fervor^ The strongly doctrinal material we have 
already presented in this section should attest to this. 
Furthermore, the Religion of Love has been largely replaced 
or infiltrated by "religion in love." In other words, 
there seems to be a strong consciousness that God is 
responsible and should be thanked for the happiness of

1, In his study "El Amadls de Montalvo como 
manual de cortesanla en Francia," Place shows that the 
work— arranged by the translator Nicolas d ’Herberay as ap 
anthology of courtly discourse— was so influential that it 
served as a textbook of urbanity for the French aristocracy 
during the Renaissance— by far surpassing in that country 
the popularity of Baldassar Castiglione1s II cortegiano.

2, See "Fin*amors in Amadls de Gaula," Chapter V.
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love ("Beitenebrds quedd dan do muchas graoias a, Dios 
porque assl le aula socorrido en le tornar a la merced de 
su sefiora . . .1451:79-82, Also, 19:92-95, 1003:291-99] 1 ? 
and that he can be appealed to in times of amorous hard
ship; JO Sehor Diosl, cpor qud no querdys que yo vea a 
Amadls siquiera vn dia sdlo?; jo Sefior! , queredlo por la 
vuestra bondad, o me quitad deste mundo, y no me dexdys 
biuir en tal cuita y dolor" 1446:351-56, Cf, 45;432-36],

We may also construe a significant attempt at 
Christianization from the humanizing of the traditional 
female role in the Service of Love, manifest in the 
frequent emotional outbursts of women, Oriana, especially, 
freely praises Amadls’ . virtue— sometimes . (embarrassingly), 
to his face? lesp, 246:173-83]? and her lamentations and 
doubts regarding their love tend greatly to humanize her, 
to lower the "stone cold" troubadour dame from her 
pedestal— if only to a limit tolerable within the conven
tion, (See Oriana’s amorous suffering and complaints, 
praises and fear of loss of Amadls, and inculpations of her 
injustice toward him; Ire;305-309, 66:34-37, 182:81-83, 
184:194-212, 247:236-42, 247-48:262-66, 426:335-37, 429; 
149-54 and 163-65, 506:539-40, 1063:261-274],1

Even the lady’s wrath, and the corresponding fear 
of the lover 1373:113-14, 433:457-66, 505:485-87] so much
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a part of seigniory and the entire courtly tradition"*" has 
become, toward the end of the work at least, almost a 
caricature, a preview of the inevitable Christianization 
of the concept: the lover, ever fearful of displeasing his 
mistress, shall become the harried Christian spouse living 
in constant dread of "la yra y sahade su sehora ..."
112 94:646-673 . For example, upon hearing from a friend 
that his wife is not angry over his sudden departure sobre 
su mandado, Amadis heaves a familiar sigh of relief:

,.. mucho me fezistes alegre de lo que me dezis de mi 
sehora, que en comparacidn de su enojo todas las cosas que 
me podrlan venir de grandes afruentas, ni ahtin la misma 
muerte, no las tengo en tanto como nada" 11284:1370-76],

We arrive now at the very marrow of the Amadis, the 
courtly love affair of Amadis and Oriana— which is the 
stuff that binds together the whole rambling structure of 
heroic escapades. Many of its characteristics appear to 
be straight out of Southern France, as we have seen in 
the first section of this chapter, especially its 
clandestine quality, its adoration, and the obstacles and 
amorous suffering that beset the lovers. But adultery?
In the Christian atmosphere so deeply reflected in the 
material we have presented in this chapter, true

1. The wrath of the lady appears to have been 
essential in courtly relationships for restoring "passion" 
or "meaning” to ideals which were in constant danger of 
being degraded to convention (Huizinga, 81, 89) ,
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adultery— illegitimate carnal love between man and woman 
when one or both are married— is patently intolerable.

In the Amadls, the spice of forbidden love is
retained, without violating the religious prohibition, by

2having the heroes serve only maidens. Since these 
relationships— notably in the case of Amadls and Oriana, 
and Amadls1 parents (Peridn and Helisena)— are consummated, 
they pass (in the terminology of Andreas.Capellanus) from 
amor purus to amor mixtus. Thus, without violating 
religious doctrine, romantic interest is maintained and 
enhanced by the illicit— though not adulterous—^character 
of love. We discover, however, that by means of secret 
mutual vows these exemplary courtly lovers have made their 
alliance acceptable in the eyes of God? they have, in 
effect, performed clandestine marriage ceremonies. Never
theless, says the narrator of Perifin's vows, "comoquiera 
que aquellas palabras que el rey Peri6n en su espada 
prometiera, como se vos ha dicho, ante Dios sin culpa 
fuesse, no lo era ante el mund'o, hauiendo sydo tan ocultas 
. . 1 2 1 : 2  58-643. Aware, also, both of the need for 
sanctifying their union and of its possible social 
repercussions, Oriana exhorts Amadls: "—  „., Yo har§ lo 
que quer@ys, y vos hazed como, aynque aqul yerro y pecado

1, The punishment of adultery by death, in fact, 
is clearly described early in Book I (21:244-49).

2. Place, Amadls de Gaula, 92 8,
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parezca, no lo sea ante Dios" [284:400-404, Also 15;289-99 
and 306-17]?

The courtly romance of Amadls and Oriana, as befits
a Christian society, finally ends in the sacrament of
marriage. (Andreas Capellanus, we remember, had declared
the incompatibility of love and m a r r i a g e T h r o u g h  the
pious intervention of the hermit Nasciano— one of the
Church's able and saintly spokesmen in the company of
Andalod (hermit of Pena Pobre) and el maestro Elisabat

2(physician extraordinaire) — the amores secretos of Amadls 
and Oriana are made public.and, blessed by their parents 
(Lisuarte makes them successors), and hallowed by the Church, 
they are now members in good standing of Christian society 
[Chapter CXVTIlJ. (The fervently requested surplus has 
by now been granted at least three times^— once, fruitfully, 
resulting in the conception and birth of EsplandiSn.) Now, 
even after any sensible man would accept with resignation 
his new, more sober condition, Amadls gamely attempts to 
prolong the old courtly romance; "0 lady," he asks, "with 
what services can I requite you, that by your consent our

3 -loves are now made known?" Representing, now, the

1. See "Andreas Capellanus and the De amore," in 
Chapter II.

2. Felix G. Olmedo, El Amadls y El Quijote 
(Madrid, 1947)., 129-35.

3. Lewis, 36, n. 3, citing Southey's translation. 
The original (1188:177-89) reads; — JO seftora! <LCon qu§
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pragmatic Christian point of view, tired of the frivolous 
"fun and games" of romance, Oriana wants to make an end 
of courtship so that, through regular carnal appeasement, 
desire will subside, moderation and order, will be allowed 
to establish themselves, superceding the chaos of passion; 
and the pair may finally get on with the serious business 
of marriage and family. She answers firmly: "It is now,
Sir, no longer time that you should proffer such courtesies, 
or that I should, receive them. I am now to follow and 
observe your will with that obedience which wife owes to 
husband."^

Amadis continues to gush courtly speeches long 
after he and Oriana have been legally married. That is his 
nature. But in spite of protestations that his romantic 
passion for "su sehora Oriana" burns ever hotter ('"que 
ahunque la tenia en su poder, no le fallegia vn solo punto 
del amor que le siempre huuo, antes agora mejor que nunca 
le fue sojuzgado su coragdn y con mSs acatamiento entendia 
seguir su volurjtad ..." 11285:11-17] ) , his romantic 
plaints now sound hollow and conventional-^-probably because 
the "Christian" reader is so disposed to respond to courtly

seruicios puedo pagar la merced que me hauSys hecho, en que 
por vuestra voluntad se han descubierto nuestros amores?"

1. The original (1188:183^88) reads: "— Senor, 
ya no. es tiempo que por vos se me diga tanta cortesla, ni 
yo la reciba, que yo soy la que tengo de seruir y seguir 
vuestra voluntad con aquella obediencia que mujer a su 
marido deue,"
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language after marriage:

assi como estando ausente de su senora las 
cuytas y dolores y congoxas de su apassionado 
coragdn sin comparagidn le atormentauan, no 
fallando en ninguna parte reparo ni descanso 
alguno, as! estremadamente se tornaua todo al 
contrario estar en su presencia viendo aquella 
su gran hermosura que par no tenia, y ansi se 
le escaescieron todas las cosas passadas de la 
memoria, que en clI no tenia mientes saluo en 
aquella buena ventura en que entonces se ve^a 
11244:11-24]„

And, by ridiculing the convention of courtly chivalry, 
doctrinary authors— perhaps Montalvo more than the others—  
have confirmed their Christian opposition to the pure love 
and "unending passion" of Tristan and the troubadours? and 
have helped, in this way, to inform a notion that endures 
in contemporary Christian society: that courtship is 
romantic frivolity which must end in sexual conquest (that 
is, the granting of the surplus), and which must inevitably 
yield to orderly, passionless-— but productive— marital 
bliss.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The powerful spiritualizing and moralizing
tendencies of the Middle Ages should be considered natural
in an age which, like no preceding age, was able to see
"the universal correspondences between human love and divine
love . , ,"; even the erotic literature of this period
clearly reveals "the noteworthy ambiguities of Eros and
Agape and Caritas„" There is no greater proof of this
dualism than the eventual adaptation of gallant rhetoric by
Mariolatry and Renaissance mysticism. And within the
courtly tradition itself we find in Guinizelli, Dante, and
Petrarch an on-going attempt to unite the love of God with
the love of woman in a "noble fusion of sexual and reli-

2gious experience«"
Within this ambivalent medium we have observed the 

process by which chivalry and fin * amors were mutually 
enriched and variously combined and transformed, through 
the agency of Christianity, into the literary ideal of 
courtly chivalry. The pagan spirit of chivalry was

1. Utley, 317.
2. Lewis, 21. Also Lewis, 41; Vossler, I, 303;

Wardropper, 59-60,
148
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gradually tamed, and its ideals and objectives were brought 
more and more into the service of God and the Church. The 
pagan vows of feudal allegiance and knighthood gradually 
became acts that were carried out under Church auspices; 
and knightly orders became increasingly monastic in their 
outlook. When the ideology of fin'amors makes its 
appearance in eleventh-or twelfth-century feudal Languedoc, 
its first contacts are with a partially Christianized 
chivalry. During their subsequent coexistence, in which 
each functions simultaneously to stimulate and reflect 
the ideological development of the other, the Christianiza
tion process continues.

As the resulting hybrid forms travel northward, 
reflecting varying mixtures of social (chivalry, courtoisie) 
and moral (fin * amors, cortezia) aspects, the most signifi
cant modification of the troubadour content occurs in its 
treatment at the hands of the trouveres, especially 
Chretien de Troyes. Being more Christianized than their 
Southern predecessors, though attracted by the Provengal 
love themes the trouveres could not totally accept the 
ideas of adultery and passion. By reconciling the romance 
of fin'amors with the ideas of Christian matrimony, the 
amour courtois conjugal of ChrStienfs Yvain represents 
without doubt a significant stage in the Christianization 
of fin?amors, In the late thirteenth century, Jean de Meun 
developed Chretien's conception still further in his
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continuation of the Roman de la Rose by having the 
troubadour ideal of romance lead up to the passionate 
conquest of the Rose, that is the sexual conquest of the 
beloved. After this occurrence, which might take place 
shortly before the wedding vows or during the honeymoon, 
in accordance with practical and proper Christian morality 
the work instructs that spouses should be blissful and 
fruitful, but no longer passionate. Thus, the ideals of 
fin?amors, which had become the ideological part of the 
social order of chivalry, were absorbed into the Christian 
monogamistic tradition and modified into the Christian 
ideal of courtship.

At this point it is convenient to review the main 
objections of medieval theology to the ideals of fin'amors. 
First of all, the Church was opposed to the Southern ethic 
of ennoblement through romantic suffering because it ran 
contrary to a theological precept which ruled that feelings 
appropriate only toward God and the angels, were unnatural 
and sinful when directed toward women— whom Aristotle had 
judged inferior beings. (Ironically, Christian mystics of 
this age and during the Renaissance used the "heretical" 
language of fin*amors to describe the painful ascent toward 
divine union. Moreover, as an enhancement to romantic

1. See "A Digest of the Philosophical and 
Theological Background of Andreas and the Troubadours," 
in Chapter II; Rougemont, 125-42.
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passion and a direct violation of the marriage sacrament, 
adultery was clearly incompatible with the Christian 
concept of love. But what would perhaps seem to be a total 
victory by the Church in the repression of adulterous 
passion was, in fact, only partial. Whereas the Church 
exercised its official power by forbidding passion within 
the marriage sacrament, declaring it to be a venial sin, 
Christian society, on the other hand, riding the margin of 
ecclesiastical disapproval, adopted an altered version of 
romantic passion as the prelude to marriage, the Christian 
ritual of courtship. This modified conception of love 
excised of necessity elements that were incompatible with 
Church doctrine, such as adultery, but preserved the 
symptoms of love (originally from Ovid), the idealization of 
the beloved, the humble service rendered by the lover, and 
the notions of secrecy and suffering as enhancements to 
• love, among other various troubadour topoi. As powerful 
as the Church, became in the West, it was unable to stifle 
in Christian, society the expression of a feeling that was 
inherited from the preceding age, an archetypal sentiment 
which had always been present in the human soul? and thus 
the courtship with its motivation by romantic passion may 
be considered as a sort of modus viyendi between Western 
Christendom and its universal antithesis„

Due to its long period of composition and emenda
tion (perhaps two hundred years), we have been able to see
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in Amadis de Gaula the gradual rejection of the earlier 
chivalric and Provengal values, and their modification 
according to the beliefs of an increasingly Christian 
society. Quite early, perhaps in the most primitive 
versions of Amadis de Gaula, God appeared in formulaic 
statements as the "source of all good," including the 
"virtues of beauty, strength, and valor-~although he was 
sidelined there by episodes of chivalric heroism. Later 
revisions bring various kinds of digressions ranging from 
the narrative in which God and the forces of Good deserve 
brief mention, to sermons and diatribes and threats of 
divine wrath against sins which include soberbia, the 
chivalric pursuit of worldly glory, evil and corrupting 
beauty, incest, and so on.

Finally, Montalvo and perhaps the more recent 
authors-editors were clearly aware of literary conventions 
and stereotypes« They are able to further their didactic 
aims through the use of' parody, as for example in the 
description of the lover who weeps "muchas ISgrimas ... 
assi angustiosas como deleytosas, siguiendo el estilo de 
aquellos gue de sernejante passidn y alegria son sojetos 
y atormentados";  ̂ in the ludicrous descriptions of Guilin 
el Cuydador, lost in amorous contemplation; in Amadis’ 
persistent posturing as a courtly lover— humble and

1. Place, Amadis de Gaula, 812:273-78. ^
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subservient and ever more passionate in his love^-after the 
secret has been revealed and marriage is imminent? and, 
most notably, in Amadis? continued use of courtly rhetoric 
long after he and Oriana have been officially married by 
the Church.
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